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Preface 

This report is the result of a Master project at Eindhoven University of Tech
nology, Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning, unit Structural Design. 
Subject of this Master project is: Pneumatic sound barriers along highways. 

It always has been one of my wishes to experience working and living abroad, 
and when one works on a Master project in tensile structures there is almast no 
better place to be than Stuttgart, the city of Frei Otto, .Jörg Schlaich and their 
Institut für Leichtbau Entwerfen und Kanstruieren (Institute for Lightweight 
Structures and Conceptual Design, ILEK), pioneersin the field of tensile struc
tures. Nowadays Werner Sobek is leading the ILEK as well as he has his own 
company with its main office in Stuttgart. Werner Sobek Stuttgart has worked 
on many interesting projects where they always aim to integrate the structure 
perfectly within the overall architectmal intention, e.g.Passenger Terminal Com
plex of the Suvarnabhumi International Airport Bangkok, project Stuttgart 24 
and the Ferrari World in Abu Dhabi. Due to arranging a study trip to Stuttgart 
in behalf of KOers (a study association for Master students Structural Design 
at Eindhoven University of Technology), I have come in contact with Werner 
Sobek Stuttgart. After the study trip I inquired them about the opportunity 
to work for my Master project at their office. They confirmed, with a couple of 
great months to work in Stuttgart at Werner Sobek as result. 

Therefore, first of all, I would like to thank Wolfgang Sundermann and Mar
tin Synold of Werner Sobek Stuttgart for giving me this opportunity, as well 
as for their time and discussions about my thesis while I was in Stuttgart. 
Furthermore, thanks to my colleagues at Werner Sobek for their interest and 
good times. In particular thanks go to Alberto for spending the lunch hours 
in Degerloch and often sharing the frustrations when the work did not go as 
expected and Florent, Christoph and Christoph for always being interested and 
giving advices when needed. Furthermore, thanks to Christoph for translating 
my summary into German. Finally, thanks to my other friends in Stuttgart for 
the nice leisure times. 

Next, I thank the specialist with whom I had meetings, for their interest in 
my thesis and useful comments; Fabian Schmid of the Institute for Lightweight 
Structures and Conceptual Design (ILEK), Rienk de Vries of Buitink Technol
ogy, Mark de Bakker of Holland Scherm BV, and Hans van Leeuwen of DGMR. 

Of my university I would like to thank my graduation committee Faas Moo
nen, Arjan Habraken and Heiko i\tlartin. Of course, I know it is their work, but 
still I am thankful for their patients and helpful meetings. As well I would like 
to thank my study colleagues for their wanted and sametimes unwanted critics 
and advices, with in particular KOen for proofreading the Dutch parts of my 
thesis, my buddy Sara for proofreading some English parts of my thesis as well 
Daniele for helping me out with making the cover of this thesis. 

At this point, I would also like to give my warmest thanks to my parents, as 
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wel! as my brothers, who always supported and encouraged me. 
Finally I would like to thank my partner 1viafalda for her support and care 

when things didn't look that bright, as wel! as for proofreading my thesis and 
helping me to develop myself. 

Wouter van der Sluis 
Oegstgeest, the Netherlands, June 2011 
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Summary 

The immediate location next to highways is an interesting spot for office build
ings due to its easy accessibility. F\irthermore, as cities expand, the locations 
directly next to highways are being popuiateel with new housing. In order to 
create the appropriate conditions for these developments, noise reducing struc
tures are placed, such as sound screens. The design of these contemporary sound 
sereens is rigid and therefore has heavy foundations to bear the wind load. The 
motivation of this thesis is to use a structure with a pneumatic primary load 
hearing structure as they react in a more flexible way to wind gusts and may 
reduce costs on soil-works, foundation, infill material and erection time, which 
are the main issues that influence the costs of sound screens. 

This thesis can generally be divided into three main issues; 

• Acoustics of membranes; as acoustics is the main issue of sound harriers 

• Conceptual design; to develop a strong concept for a sound barrier with a 
pneumatic primary loacl bearing structure 

• Structural analyses; supporting the structural design of the chosen concept 

The following sections describe briefly the developed work. 
First of all a study to the acoustic performance of membrane structures is 

performed, with the software program INSUL. The main interest was the influ
ence of parameters like mass per unit area and Young's Modulus of the material, 
as wel! as the influence of applying a cavity to the construction. The condusion 
was that the acoustic requirements (a transmission loss of 27 dB(A) according 
to Maekawa) were not reached by simply applying a single layer membrane, even 
though the required mass per unit area was expected to be reduced by applying 
a cavity according to the INSUL analyses. F\1rthermore, as mass per unit area 
was seen to be one of the most important parameters, a study was performeel 
to enlarge the mass per unit area by e.g. adding small steel nuts, adding water 
or enlarging the surface per section. 

Afterwards, an extensive conceptual designing process was performed. Sev
eral designs were proposed and stuclied according to their performance, i.e. 
acoustics, structural behavior, feasibility, maintenance, erection time, aesthetic 
appeal and safety. The proposed design can be described as two cylinders, sup
porting each other at the top and hence creating a cavity. The required mass 
per unit area is expected to be reached, due to the extra area of cylinders in 
comparison to a single layer. 

To support the structural design of the chosen concept, the structural be
havior of pneumatic cylinders was analyzed with the finite element program 
SOFiSTiK. The structural behavior of pneumatic structures under a bending 
moment is characterized by non-linearities and local effects influencing the be
havior of the entire structure. The behavior can be divided into three states; 
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unwrinkled, wrinkled and collapse. Pneumatic structures start wrinkling when 
somewhere in the pneu the sum of the tensile pre-stress, due to internal air
pressure, and of the bending stress, due to externalload, has become negative 
but the principal strains are still positive. As the membrane material cannot 
sustain a negative stress and therefore, it starts wrinkling. With finite element 
program SOFiSTiK, analyses were made to analyze this structural behavior. 
Here being most interested in the state of the structure ( unwrinkled, wrinkled, 
collapsed) and to generate a correct load-displacement curve of the behavior of 
pneumatic structures, as wel! as to investigate the infiuence on the maximum 
unwrinkled load of parameters such as internal air-pressure, radius, Young's 
Modulus and thickness of the materiaL 

Therefore, the first analysis was performed on an axially compressed cylinder 
to verify the finite element model, foliowed by the analysis of a pneumatic cylin
der under bending. The applied elementsin the finite element model are regular 
4-node membrane elements, which can only describe membra.ne action (mean
ing in-plane forces with no bending rigidity). By this characteristic, membrane 
elements cannot display the three-dimensional wrinkling pattem or out-of-plane 
deformations. 

In conclusion, the load-displacement curve of the unwrinkled state is de
scribed accurate with SOFiSTiK for a pneumatic cylinder. Furthermore, the 
infiuence of parameters such as thickness and the Young's Modulus of the ma
terial do not infiuence the maximum unwrinkled load, just its fiexibility. How
ever, changing the radius or internal air-pressure gives a significant change in 
the maximum unwrinkled load. 

Finally, the detailed design is a.nalyzed with the finite element program 
SOFiSTiK. The detailed design is simplified to a model containing just the 
membrane cylinders. At the top rigid constraints are a.pplied to simulate a re
alistic behavior. The main point of interest of the structural analysis was, at 
which wind load/wind speed would the structure start wrinkling. It has been 
assumed that, due to the fiexible character of pneus, the structures deals with 
wind gusts by fiexing its structure instead of displacing its entire body. There
fore, the mean wind pressure is taken into account. The analyzed structure 
starts wrinkling around 7 bft. One might be inclined to say that a structure 
should never venture into this wrinkled state; however the wrinkled state in a 
pneumatic structure is completely reversible. Even though wrinkles exist, the 
structure is still able to bear considerable amount of externally applied loads. 

In conclusion, although still a lot of interesting work is required, it could 
be possible to make sound barriers along highways with a prima.ry load bear
ing structure and a height of 6 m. The acoustic requirements are reached by 
applying a cavity construction, as wel! as by the extra area of using cylinders 
instead of a single membrane layer. Furthermore, the structural requirements 
are reached as structural analyses show that the maximum unwrinkled load of 
the pneumatic sound barrier is 7 bft. 

Keywords: Pneumatic structures, Sound barriers, Structural design, SOFiSTiK 
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Samenvatting 

Vanwege de goede bereikbaarheid is de locatie direct naast de snelweg inte
ressant voor de ontwikkeling van bedrijven. Verder wordt de directe locatie 
naast snelwegen meer en meer bebouwd met woningen , doordat steden verder 
uitbreiden. Om geschikte condities te creëren voor deze ontwikkelingen zijn 
geluidsreducerende voorzieningen geplaatst, zoals geluidsschermen. Deze he
dendaagse geluidsschermen zijn stijf en hebben daardoor zware funderingen om 
de windbelastingen af te dragen. De motivatie voor dit afstuderen is om een 
pneumatische hoofddraagconstructie toe te passen, omdat deze flexibeler zal 
reageren op windhozen en kosten kan reduceren op grondwerk, fundatie, op
vulmateriaal en opbouwtijd. Dit zijn de hoofdpunten zijn die de kosten van 
geluidsschermen beïnvloeden. 

Dit afstuderen kan globaal in drie delen worden onderverdeeld; 

• Akoestiek van membranen; aangezien de akoestiek het belangrijkste on
derdeel van een geluidswal is 

• Concept ontwikkeling; voor de ontwikkeling van een sterk concept voor 
een geluidswal met een pneumatische hoofddraagconstructie 

• Constructieve analyse; om het constructieve ontwerp van het gekozen con
cept te onderbouwen 

De volgende paragrafen beschrijven kort het gedane werk. 
Ten eerste is er een studie naar de akoestische prestatie van membranen uit

gevoerd, met behulp van software programma INSUL. Hierbij ligt de interesse 
bij de invloed van parameters zoals de massa en elasticiteit van het materiaal, 
evenals de invloed van het toepassen van een spouwconstructie. Er is geconclu
deerd dat er niet aan de eisen van een transmissieverlies van 27dB(A) voldaan 
wordt met een enkel membraan. De vereiste massa is wel gereduceerd door de 
toepassing van een spouwconstructie. Hierop volgend is een studie gedaan naar 
de mogelijkheden om massa toe te voegen, omdat dit aangeduid is als belang
rijkste parameter . Daarbij kijkende naar bijvoorbeeld toevoeging van kleine 
stalen elementen, de toevoeging van water of het vergroten van het oppervlak 
per doorsnede. 

Verder is een uitgebreid concept ontwikkelingsproces doorlopen. Diverse 
ontwerpen zijn voorgesteld en zijn onder andere onderzocht op hun prestaties 
ten aanzien van akoestiek, constructie, maakbaarheid, onderhoud, opbouwtijd, 
esthetische waarde en veiligheid. Het uiteindelijk voorgestelde concept kan om
schreven worden als twee pneumatische cilinders die elkaar ondersteunen en 
hierdoor een spouw creëren. De vereiste massa om te voldoen aan de akoesti
sche eisen is gehaald door het extra oppervlak van de doorsnede van een cilinder 
ten opzichte van een enkele laag. 
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Om het constructief ontwerp van het gekozen concept te onderbouwen is al
lereerst het constructieve gedrag van pneumatische cilinders geanalyseerd. Dit 
gedrag wordt gekarakteriseerd door niet-lineairiteiten en lokale effecten, die de 
van de totale constructie beïnvloeden. Het gedrag kan in drieën worden onder
verdeeld; ongeplooid, geplooid en bezweken. Plooien treedt op als ergens in de 
pneumatische constructie de som van de voorspanning (door interne luchtdruk) 
en het buigend moment (door externe belasting) negatief wordt. Aangezien het 
membraan geen negatieve normaalkrachten kan opnemen begint het te plooien. 
Om het constructieve gedrag te analyseren zijn er berekeningen gemaakt met 
EEM-programma SOFiSTiK. Hierbij ligt de interesse bij de toestand van de 
constructie (ongeplooid, geplooid of bezweken) en het generen van een correct 
kracht-verplaatsingscurve van een op buiging belaste pneumatische constructie. 
Tevens is de invloed van parameters als interne luchtdruk, radius, E-modulus 
en dikte van het materiaal onderzocht. Hiervoor is eerst een axiaal belaste 
pneumatische cilinder geanalyseerd met daarop volgend een op buiging belaste 
pneumatische cilinder. In het EEM-model is een 4-knoops membraanelement 
gebruikt, wat alleen membraankrachten kan beschrijven (d .w.z. krachten in het 
vlak zonder buigende stijfl1eid) . Hierdoor kan een membraanelement niet het 
driedimensionale plooi patroon of verplaatsingen uit het vlak beschrijven. 

De kracht-verplaatsingscurve voor de engeplooide toestand is nauwkeurig 
beschreven voor pneumatische constructies met SOFiSTiK . Verder is geconclu
deerd dat de E-modulus en de dikte van het materiaal geen invloed hebben op de 
maximale engeplooide kracht, maar slechts op de stijfheid. De radius en interne 
luchtdruk geven echter wel een significant verschil in de maximale engeplooide 
kracht. 

Uiteindelijk is het voorlopige ontwerp geanalyseerd. Het gebruikte model 
is een vereenvoudiging tot alleen de membraanelementen van de cilinders. Om 
toch een realistisch gedrag te simuleren zijn er zogenaamde rigid constraints 
aangebracht aan de top. Bij deze constructieve analyse lag de interesse vooral 
bij de vraag, bij welke windkracht begint de constructie te plooien. Hierbij is 
aangenomen dat door het flexibele karakter van een pneumatische constructie, 
de constructie de windhozen opvangt door te buigen in plaats van zijn gehele 
gewicht te verplaatsen . Hierdoor is de gemiddelde windsnelheid aangenomen. 
De geanalyseerde constructie begint te plooien bij 7 bft. Er zou gesteld kunnen 
worden dat een constructie nooit mag plooien; echter de plooien bij een pneuma
tische constructie zijn compleet omkeerbaar . Het is doordat plooien ontstaat , 
dat de constructie nog een aanzienlijke capaciteit heeft om externe belastingen 
af te dragen. 

Hoewel er nog een hoop interessant werk gedaan dient te worden kan er toch 
geconcludeerd worden dat een 6 meter hoge pneumatische geluidswal langs de 
snelweg mogelijk zou zijn. De akoestische eisen zijn gehaald door het toepassen 
van een spouwconstructie in combinatie met cilinders als spouwbladen. Verder 
is er ook aan de constructieve eisen voldaan, omdat constructieve analyses aan
tonen dat het membraan pas begint te plooien bij een windkracht van 7 bft. 

Trefwoorden: Pneumatische constructies, Geluidsschermen, Constructief ont
werpen, SOFiSTiK 
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Zusammenfassung 

Aufgrund der guten Anbindung ist die Lage unmittelbar neben der Autobahn 
für Bürogebäude sehr interessant. Aui3erdem werden die Flächen neben den 
Autobahnen mit Wohngebäuden bebaut, da die Städte expandieren. Urn an
gemessene Rahmenbedingungen für diese Entwicklungen zu schaffen, werden 
Lärmschutzbauten platziert. Heutzutage ist der Aufbau dieser Lärmschutzwände 
starr, somit haben sie schwere Fundamente, urn die Windlasten abzutragen. Die 
Motivation dieserThesis ist eine pneumatische luftgestützte Primärtragstruktur 
zu verwenden, da diese nachgiebiger auf Windböen reagieren und die Kosten 
für Erdarbeiten, Fundament und Füllmateria1 sowie die Aufbauzeit reduzieren. 
Letztere sind die wichtigsten Kostenfaktoren bei Lärmschutzwänden. 

Diese Arbeit kann grundsätzlich in drei Themen gegliedert werden: 

• Akustik von Membranen; da die Akustik bei Lärmschutzwänden entschei
dend ist 

• Entwurf; urn ein berzeugendes Konzept für eine Lärmschutzwand mit einer 
pneumatischen luftgestützten Primärtragstruktur zu entwickeln 

• Statische Berechnung; urn den Entwurf der Tra.gstruktur zu untermauern 

Die folgenden Abschnitte beschreiben kurz die entwickelte Arbeit. 
Zuerst wird eine Untersuchung des akustischen Verhaltens von Membran

tragwerken durchgeführt, mit dem Programm INSUL. Dabei war der Einfiuss 
verschiedener Parameter von Interesse wie die fiächenbezogene Masse und das 
E-Modul des Materials, sowie eine Aussparung in der Konstruktion. Schliei3lich 
wurden die akustischen Anforderungen (ein Schalldämmma.J3von 27 db(A) nach 
Maekawa) nicht durch das Anbringen einer einfachen Membranla.ge erreicht, 
obwohl gemäi3den Untersuchungen mit INSUL die erforderliche fiächenbezogene 
Masse durch eine Aussparung reduziert werden sollte. Folglich wird untersucht, 
wie die fiächenbezogene Masse vergröert werden ka.nn, da sie sich als einer 
der wichtigsten Parameter ergab. Dabei werden z.B. kleine Stahlmuttern an
gebracht, Wasser eingefilt oder die Oberfiche pro Sektion vergröi3ert. 

Aui3erdem wird ein ausführlicher Entwufsprozess durchgeführt. Verschiede
ne Konzepte werden vorgeschlagen und bzgl. deren Verhalten untersucht, d.h. 
Akustik, Tragstruktur, Machbarkeit, Instandhaltung, Aufbauzeit, Ästhetik und 
Sicher heit. Das vorgeschlagene Konzept kann als zwei Zylinder beschrieben wer
den, die sich gegenseitig an der Oberseite abstützen und damit einen Hohlraum 
bilden. Die erforderliche fiächenbezogene Masse soli aufgrund der zusätzlichen 
Membranlage der Zylinder im Vergeleich zu einer einfachen Lage eingehalten 
werden. 

Das Tragverhalten der pneumatischen Zylinder wird mit dem FEM Pro
gramm SOFiSTiK untersucht. Dabei kommt es bei Aufbringen eines Biegemo
ments zu Nichtlinearitäten und lokalen Effekten, die das Verhalten der Gesamt-
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struktur beeinflussen. Das Verhalten kann in drei Zustände gegliedert werden: 
faltenlos, Paltenbildung und Versagen . Pneumatische Strukturen beginnen Pal
ten zu bilden, wenn irgendwo im Pneu die Summe der Vorspannungen auf Zug, 
durch den Luftdruck aufgebracht, und die Biegespannung aus externen Lasten, 
negativ wurden und gleichzeitig die Hauptdehnungen noch positiv sind . Da das 
lVIembranmaterial keine negativen Spannungen abtragen kann, beginnt es Pal
ten zu bilden. Mit dem PEM Programm SOPiSTiK wurden Untersuchungen 
bzgl. dieses Tragverhaltens durchgeführt. Dabei ist hauptsächlich der Zustand 
der Struktur (faltenlos, faltig, kollabiert) und die Generierung eine korrekten 
Last-Verschiebungs-Kurve van Interesse. Auf3erdem wird unter der maximalen 
Last im faltenlosen Zustand der Einfluss van Parametern wie interner Luft
druck , Radius, E-Modul und Materialdicke untersucht. Urn das PEM Modell 
zu überprüfen, wird zuerst ein Zylinder unter achsialem Druck analysiert, ge
folgt van einem pneumatischen Zylinder unter Biegung. Im PEM Modell wurden 
vierknotige Membranelemente verwendet , die eine reine Membrantragwirkung 
beschreiben (d.h. Kräfte in der Ebene ohne Biegesteifigkeit). Aufgrund dieser 
Eigenschaft können Membranelemente keine dreidimensionale Paltungen ader 
Verformungen aus der Ebene heraus darstellen. 

Die Last-Verschiebungs-Kurve fr einen pneumatischen Zylinder des fa! tenla
sen Zustands ist exakt mit SOPiSTiK beschrieben. Auf3erdem wurde die Dicke 
und das E-Modul des Mater i als angepasst, was nur die Biegsamkeit und nicht die 
maximal aufnehmbare Last im faltenlosen Zustand beeinflusst. Durch verändern 
des Radius ader des internen Luftdrucks, kann man die maximale Last im fal
tenlosen Zustand erheblich steigern. 

Abschliei3end wird die detaillierte Bemessung mit SOPiSTiK vorgenommen. 
Dabei wird das Modell auf die Membranzylinder reduziert. An der Oberseite 
werden starre Auflager angebracht, urn ein realistisches Verhalten zu simulie
ren. Der wichtigste Gesichtspunkt der Bemessung war , bei welcher Windlast 
bzw. bei welcher Windgeschwindigkeit die Paltenbildung beginnt. Es wurde an
genommen, dass aufgrund des biegsamen Verhaltens van Pneus, die Struktur 
sich bei Windlasten biegt, anstatt sich komplett zu verschieben. Dafür wur
de der mittlere Winddruck angesetzt. Die Struktur startet bei 7 bft Palten zu 
bilden. Man ist vielleicht geneigt zu sagen, dass diese Struktur niemals den faiti
gen Zustand erreichen sollte; jedoch ist der faltige Zustand einer pneumatischen 
Struktur komplett umkehrbar. Obwohl Palten varhanden sind, ist die Struktur 
in der Lage einen erheblichen Betrag an äueren Lasten abzutragen. 

Obwohl immer noch viel interessante Arbeit erforderlich ist, ist es möglich 
6 m hohe Lärmschutzwnde mit einer luftgestützten Primärstruktur entlang van 
Autobahnen zu bauen. Die akustischen Anforderungen werden durch Anwenden 
einer Hohlraumkonstruktion sowie durch die zusätzliche Fläche durch Verwen
dung van Zylindern anstatt van einfachen Membranlagen erreicht. Auf3erdem 
sind die statischen Anforderungen erfüllt, da die maximale Last der pneumati
schen Lärmschutzwand im faltenlosen Zustand 7 bft betrgt. 

Stichwörter: Pneumatischejluftgestütze Tragstrukturen, Lärmschutzwände, 
statische Berechnung, SOFiSTiK 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

The first modern application of pneumatic structures dates back to the Mont
gomery brathers and their first hot-air balloon .fiight in 1783. ft took until the 
1 950 's for the pneumatics to gain ground as a revolutionary construction tech
nology, which would eliminate lengthly construction periods, be .fiexible and af
fordable . These advantages gave way to innovative new solutions created by 
architects and structural designers, and continues tilt today. 
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1.1 Project motivation 

The immediate location next to highways is an interesting spot for office build
ings due to its easy accessibility. Furthermore, as cities expand, the locations 
directly next to highways are being populated with new housing. In order to 
create the appropriate conditions forthese developments to take place, the Noise 
Ahatement Act came into effect in the Netherlands in 1979. This act impraves 
the quality of life next to noise polluted areas; this goal wil! be reached by noise
reducing structures, e.g.by means of sound barriers. In this respect, substantial 
savings wil! be made on the social consequences of noise pollution, e.g.in the 
area of health care. In the European Community (EU22) alone, 40 billion EUR 
were spent on social issues in 2007 [7] . Noise reduction has major economie 
benefits. Less people wil! be affected by traffic noise and the incidence of health 
problems wil! decline. With their sleep undisturbed, people may also be more 
productive at work. 

Many ways of constructing these noise-reducing structures can beseen while 
driving for example along the 2500 km of Dutch highways. All these contempo
rary noise-reducing structures are more structures to bear the wind, then to be 
a sound barrier. The main issues that influence the cost of these installations 
are: soil-works, foundation, infill material and erection time. The idea of this 
Master thesis is to reduce the coston all 4 items by using a pneumatic structure. 

Soil-works. Normally the soil neecis to be leveled over a long length. Pneu
matic structures however are flexible and can adapt to the soil settlements more 
easily. 

Foundation. Over the full length massive foundations are needed to trans
fer the wind loading to the soil. Pneumatic structures may react more dynam
ica] to extreme wind load, which makes a smaller foundation possible or even 
no foundation at all. 

Infill materiaL In contemporary sound barriers infill materials are needed 
between supporting structures. Pneumatic structures combine structure and 
infill materiaL 

Erection time. Erection time may cost a lot of money, especially when 
the highway needs to be partly closed for the construction of the sound barrier. 
Pneumatic structures are fast to set up as wel! as easy to transport. 

Sound barriers along highways with a pneumatic primary load bearing struc
ture may provide a flexible lightweight salution to the contemporary sound har
riers . 

1.2 Project objective 

The research subject on which this thesis concentrates can be characterized by 
the multidisciplinary character of this project; acoustics and structural engi
neering. The interest of this project focuses on the combination of these fields. 
As pneumatics are built up of membranes with a relative low mass per unit 
area, this may give problems when it comes to the acoustics (sound insulation) . 
How can we anticipate on this problem in the material composition and how is 
it possible to integrate this in the structural design? Naturally, always keeping 
in mind finding a practical solution. 

It can be concluded that for one or more reasons, a pneumatic primary load 
bearing structure has its disadvantages if applied on certain locations. The ob
jective of this project is therefore based on the assumption of a general design 
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for pneumatic sound barriers along highways. A basic assumption is an average 
height of six meters of sound barriers, which has been therefore applied to this 
thesis. The research objective can now be phrased as: 

"The objective of this research is to design a sound barrier with a pneumatic 
primary load bearing str-ucture that fulfills the requirements for a sound barrier 
along a highway with a height of six meters." 

One should rea.!ize that the author is not a product developer, but a struc
tural designer /engineer. It is therefore not the aim of this thesis to put a product 
on the mar ket, but just to investigate the idea of using a pneumatic load bearing 
structure as sound barrier, hereby giving the design a solid structural engineer
ing explanation. These investigations lead, by following an extensive design 
process, anyway to a design. 

1.2.1 Research questions 

During this thesis the following research questions are asked and answered to 
fulfill the research objective as stated before. The research questions are divided 
into the three main disciplines of this thesis; acoustics, conceptual design and 
structural ana.!ysis. 

Acoustics 

• What is the problem of membranes as sound insulator? 

• Why is this a problem? 

• How can we anticipate on this problem? 

• Which solution is the most practical to use? 

Conceptual design 

• How do pneumatic (air-supported) structures work? 

• What are the boundaries of pneumatic structures? 

• How can we anticipate on the acoustics in the structural design (and visa 
versa)? 

• Which concept, geometry and connections fits best to the requirements 
(acoustics, feasibi!ity, maintenance, erection time, basal area and aesthetic 
appeal)? 

Structural analysis 

• How can a pneumatic structure (in particular the chosen concept) be an-
alyzed in a Finite Element (FE) program? 

• Which FE program to use? 

• What is the structural behavior of pneumatic structures (under bending)? 

• Which parameters are of great importance for pneumatic structures for 
the chosen concept? 

• How can we anticipate on these parameters? 

3 
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1.2.2 Assumptions 

In addition to the research objective, several assumptions, as well as simpli
fications and limitations, are made to narrow down the scope of this project . 
Generally, the assumptions can be divided in those made for acoustics and for 
structural engineering. The following assumptions are made with regards to the 
acoustics: 

• Basic assumption regarding acoustics is the height of the designed sound 
barrier and the number of lane of the highway. As there is no selected 
location, a height of the sound barrier of six meter near a hypothetical 
highway of twice three lanes is assumed. Meaning that, according to 
Maekawa [19], next to the highway a transmission loss RA ,tr of 27 dB 
neecis to be reached by the sound barrier. More information ca.n be found 
inSection 3.1. 

• All weighted transmission losses are with respect to the traffic noise spec
trum. 

• Sound can come at the back of a screen in a horizontal way. This path 
of transmission plays specially an important part at the beginning and at 
the end of a sound barrier. This will not be taken into account in this 
thesis. The effects wil! be discussed as if it is a sound barrier with infinite 
length. 

The most important assumptions made with regards to the structural engi
neering of the pneumatic structure are: 

• The air-pressure wil! change due to the increase of volume during inflation 
of pneumatic structures . These changes in air-pressure can be included 
by making an iterative calculation with e.g.Excel. However, this would be 
much work for a rather smal! increase. 

• Analyses are clone statica!, the dynamic behavior of pneumatic structures 
to e.g.wind load is not taken into account. 

1.3 Design methodology 

This section of the report provides a. description of the design methodology used 
to conduct this thesis. The design process is , in order to research all possibilities 
and solutions, based on the design models of Pahl and Beitz [2] and VDI 2221 
[5]. This wil! improve the quality of the final solution. The design process 
consists of several phases. As it can be inferred from Figure 1.1, the process 
starts with a problem analysis , foliowed by conceptual design and embodiment 
design and finally the detailed design. Each phase results in a specific outcome, 
-..vhich acts as a starting point for the next phase. In the following each of these 
phases wil! be elaborated in more detail. 

Product analysis. In the first phase as a prelimina.ry research, background 
research is performed in order to identify the existing problems in relation to ap
plying a sound barrier with a pneumatic primary load bearing structure. Hereby 
it is relevant to ask: What is the problem a.nd why is this problem. In a later 
phase is investigated how to anticipate on these problems. The preliminary re
search includes retrospective view (Chapter 2) and acoustical behavior of sound 
harriers, as wel! as sound insulation of membrane structures (Chapter 3) and 
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Assignments - Chosen assignment 

D Total function 

Sub-functions and function structure 

Princlpal solutions for sub-tunetlans 

• Choosen principal solutions for sub-functions 

Principal solution.s for overall functions ... Choosen salutlans for overall functions 

Concept designing 

• Choosen conceptual design 

Preliminary design 

• lmproved pr'eliminary design 

Choosen assemblies 

Variatiens on the assemblies geometry 

À Best varîations 

D Definitive variatien 

Final details of pans 

Final salution 

Figure 1.1: Design methodology carried out in this thesis. The design process 
used in this thesis consists of several phases, based on the design models of Pahl 
and Beitz [2] and VDI 2221 [5]. Problem analysis is carried out as the first 
step, foliowed by conceptual solutions and embodiment design and finally the 
detailed design is worked out. 
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finally a retrospective view and research on erection time, maintenance, safety, 
form finding and building details of pneumatic structures (spread through this 
thesis). This phase results in global constraints (wishes and demands) for the 
design and a division in sub-functions (acoustics , erection time, maintenance, 
uniformity and feasibility) . 

Conceptual design . Product analysis is foliowed by the conceptual de
signing (First sections of Chapter 5 ). For each sub-factor, principal solutions 
are made. The synthesis of the conceptual design is partly clone by brainstorm 
sessions (Chapter 5.1) according to the brainstorm guidelines of Osborn [1]. The 
resulting designs are not more than possibilities, the va.!ue of which can only 
become perceptible in a later phase of the process. 

The phase of conceptual design is seen by many [4] as he most crucial phase 
of the process, because a weak concept wil! never be turned into an optimum 
detailed design. Moreover, the decisions made here wil! strongly bear upon later 
phases of the design , weak concepts may lead to labor intensive changes and 
therefore time consuming work on the design. 

Embodiment design. In this phase the chosen concept is elaborated into 
a final design. The final design defines the arrangements of assemblies, compo
nents and parts, as wel! as their geometrica.l shape, dimensions and materials 
(Last sections of Chapter 5). Contrary to what the phrase 'final' may suggest, 
the final design still needs to be completely worked out into full detail in the 
following final phase. The configuration of the product and the form of the 
parts are to be developed up to the point where the design of the product can 
be tested against all major requirements of the specification, by for example a 
working FE model. 

Detail design. In this final phase the geometrical shape, dimensions, toler
ances, surface properties and materials of the product are determined by a FE 
model and worked out in assembly drawings and detail drawings (Chapter 7). 

The design processas described is a rather statica! process, whi!e the process 
is inevitably iterative. As wel! as a sharp division between the phases can not be 
drawn, because the phases do not necessarily follow rigidly one after the other. 
This iterative process is not shown in the phase-models of Pahl and Beitz [2] 
and VDI 2221 [5], as wel! as it is not shown in this report . Nevertheless during 
the problem-solving process, by which solutions for the design are generated 
and refined, went though the basic design cycle, as described in Roozenburg 
and Eekels [4] and shown in Figure 1.2, at least once and often even more than 
once. 

1.4 Report outline 

The rest of this thesis is presented over several chapters. The organization of 
the thesis is as follows. 

Chapter 2 provides a retrospective view of pneumatic structures, as wel! 
as it gives an overview of some contemporary sound harriers a]ong Dutch high
ways. Furthermore projects and competitions that are interesting in relation to 
a pneumatic, lightweight sound harrier are discussed. 

Chapter 3 presents a clear overview of all parameters that influence the 
transmission loss (sound insulation) a.nd put them in order of importance. This 
is needed to clarify which problem would occur by using a membrane as sound 
insulator. A parameter study is presented for single layer, double layer (cavity) 
constructions and triple layer (double cavity) constructions. 
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Functlon 

Analysis 

t 
Criteria 

! 
Synthesis 

! 
Provisional design 

! 
Simuiatien 

! 
Expected properties 

! 
Evaluation 

! 
Value of the design 

t 
Decision 

! 
Approved design 

Figure 1.2: Basic design cycle as described in Roozenburg and Eekels [4]. This 
iterative problem solving process counts for all phases and is proceeded at least 
once and often even more than once. 
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Chapter 4 describes the ways to improve the transmission loss of mem
brane constructions. Main options of improvement are outlined foliowed by the 
conceptual designing phase. 

Chapter 5 describes the conceptual design of the pneumatic sound harrier . 
The phase of conceptual designing is one of the most crucial ones for the project, 
because a weak concept will never turn into an optimum detailed design . The 
conceptual designing process is routed according a certain way, in order to 
research all possibilities and solutions. This wil! improve the quality of the 
final solution. 

Chapter 6 describes the structural analyses of an axial compressed cylinder, 
foliowed by the analyses of a pneumatic cylinder under a bending moment. 
Hereby being interested in the phase of the structure (unwrinkled, wrinkled and 
collapsed) and to generate a correct load-displacement curve of the pneumatic 
cylinder. 

Chapter 7 describes the detailed design, which is analyzed by a parametrie 
model in a FE program. 

Fina.lly Chapter 8 provides concluding remarks on the work presented. 
This chapter is dedicated to a brief evaluation of the work done foliowed by a 
number of recommendations intended to strengthen the design and supporting 
assumptions. 
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Chapter 2 

Retrospective • view 

If your system were that good, 
the Americans would have 
invented it first! 

]\IJANAGEMENT OF RENAULT TO 

BÉZIER IN 1971 
French Engineer /Mathematician 

The aim of this chapter is to give a retrospective view of pneumatic struc
tures, as well as to give an overview of some contemporary sound barriers along 
Dutch highways. Furthermore projects and competitions that are interesting in 
relation to a pneumatic, lightweight sound barrier are discussed. 
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PNEUMATIC SOUND BARRIERS ALONG HIGHWAYS 

2.1 Pneumatic structures 

2.1.1 Definition and classification 

Pneumatic means, according to the rvierriam Webster dictionary: "worked by 
air-pressure" . Pneumatic structures, or simply pneus , exists of three parts: 
an external medium, internal medium and an envelope, where the outside and 
inside medium exist of air and the envelope of a membrane. 

Pneumatic structures can be divided into two main categories; air-supported 
structures and air-inflatable structures [35] . An air-supported structure can be 
regarcled as a single membrane barrier structure, i.e.only a single membrane 
separates the atmosphere from the internal a.tmosphere. The membrane is held 
in place by an internal pressure. The internal atmosphere has a relatively low 
internal overpressure pof around 0.5 kN/m2 (0.005 bar) . 

Air-infiatable structure are built up from an infiatable support structure, 
i.e.girders, columns, arcs or walls. Air-infiatable structures can be used as a 
primary load bearing structure; for this purpose a relative high internal pressure 
pisneededof 7-12 kN/m2 (0.07-0.12 bar). They are a.lso used as a secondary 
load bearing structures. This means they do not have to contribute to the 
global stability, as they distribute there forces directly to the primary load 
bearing structure. An internal pressure of 0.2-0.5 kNjm2 (0 .002-0 .005 bar) 
would already be sufReient for these structures [33] . 

2.1.2 Ristorical review of pneumatic structures 

One of the first pneumatic structures has been applied by the Romans. They 
used the skin of animals to make air balloons. These glued skins, conserved in 
salt, were used to stabilize ships and animals by crossing raugh waters [32]. 

The modern development of pneumatic structures however, can be set back 
to the hot air balloon of the Mantgolfier brathers of 1783 [50], as a pneumatic 
structure can be seen as a balloon under low air pressure, which is anchored to a 
foundation. It was finally the British car manufacturer Frederick William Lanch
ester that developed a structural system of pneumatic pretension for the con
struction world, with the knowledge of the hot air balloons, which he patented 
in 1917. It is til! today not known how he came to the idea, because he did 
not only think of a simple air supported membrane, like with air balloons, but 
he intraduced also supporting cords and nets . Unfortunately his ideas have 
never been realized , mainly because his revolutionary ideas were considered as 
contraversial and far from "sensible" building, and so were not taking serious 
[50]. 

Like many other technologies pneumatic structures got really taken in use 
because of military use. During the Second World War an urgent need grew for 
deployable structures like life rafts, dummy tanks, escape slides, shelters and 
hangars and drove infiatable technology forward. In the 1950's these technolo
gies gained ground as a revolutionary construction technique, which would be 
eliminate lengthy construction periods, be fiexible and affordable. With Walter 
Bird's work in the USA and simultaneously study's by Frei Otto in Germany, 
next steps in the development have been made. Neither Bird nor Otto knew 
about the earlier works ofF.W. Lanchester [51]. Where Bird mainly used spher
ical and cylindrical shapes and made them to perfection (Figure 2.1). Frei Otto 
did research on the behavior of different shapes of pneumatic structures using 
soap bubbles and mock ups (Figure 2.2). At the sametime Frei Otto did studies 
to arch over complete cities (Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.1: Walter Bird, pneumatic dome with a diameter of 18 m [32]. 

Figure 2.2: Form studies which Frei Otto did to research the realization of 
pneumatic structures [35]. 

Figure 2.3: City in the Arctic: Frei Otto, Study of a dome with a span of 2 
km [34]. 

Figure 2.4: "Fuji pavilion" designed for the 1970 Osaka Expo (Japan), scale 
model and longitudinal section and ground-plan [35] [30]. 
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For the architects and designers of the post-war era pneumatic structures 
were a way of expressing their need to replace the rigid and rectilinear architec
ture of the past for multiform, adaptable and curved forms . This culminated in 
a large number of inflatable pavilions of the 1970 Osaka Expo. Undoubtedly the 
most eye catching of all designs was from the Japanese architect Yutaka Mu
rata, the so called Fuji Pavilion (Figure 2.4). It is the biggest pneumatic tube 
construction ever been made. The structure consisted of 16 pneumatic tubes , 
each with a radius of 2 m and a length of 72 m. The tips of every tube are 
standing on a circle shaped floor-plan with a diameter of 50 meters. They used 
a pretension membrane, supported by a cable net. The overall costs were very 
low and the construction had a surface mass of only 7kg/m2

. The foundation 
was built up as a concrete compression ring, connected by steel cylinders to the 
pneumatic tubes [80]. 

However, the optimistic hopes for flexible and affordable buildings were 
short-lived. Pneumatic structures fel! victim to a series of technica! and de
sign problems [44]. The difficulties inherent in designing and simulating curved 
forms, manipulating dynamic structural behavior as wel! as inadequate mate
rials and imprecise manufacturing led to poor designs and a decline of interest 
in pneumatic constructions. By the mid-1970's, the image of a glamorous ar
chitectural language, unbounded by material concerns and gravity, gave way 
to practical concerns over an awkward design process involving a perpetually 
leaking building material (air) , severe limitations in form and teetonic language, 
unpredictable structural performance, and a monolithic and uniform aesthetics. 

Figure 2.5: Pneumatic tennis court enelosure at the University of New Mexico 
with skin damage [44]. 

It was not until three decades later that science and technology caught up 
with the visions of the past and these problems could be reassessed. In con
trast with the rather big pneumatic pretension main bearing load structures 
(Figure 2.5), they are now mainly used as secondary load bearing structures, 
applied as façade elements. Given the following examples: Eden Garden Project 
by Nicolas Grishaw and Partners, Cornwall, UK, 2001; National Space Centre 
by Nicolas Grishaw and Partners, Leicester, UK, 2001; Allianz Arena by Herzog 
& de Meuron, Munich, Germany, 2006; Beijing National Swimming Centre by 
PTW Architects , Beijing, China, 2008. These are all prestigious projects that 
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are made to astonish the public. Pneumatic structures as wel! as are chosen for 
their good building physical characteristics in the field of inner elimate control 
[44]. 

2.2 Sound harriers 

The previous section gave a short introduetion to pneumatic structures. Fol
lowing an overview is given of some contemporary sound barriers along Dutch 
highways. F\uthermore in this section projects and competitions that are inter
esting towards a pneumatic, lightweight alternative are discussed. 

2.2.1 Typologies of sound reducing structures 

Rijkswaterstaat, part of the Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works and 
Water Management, distinguishes the following sound reducing structures: 

• Sound wal!: Noise reducing structure in the appearance of a dike along a 
road or railroad. 

• Sound reducing construction: Noise reducing structure in the appearance 
of a construction along a road or railroad. 

• Sound screen: Wal! shaped sound reducing structure, mostly existing of 
studs between which as enelosure elements have been placed, or a con
struction that supports itself like waoden or steel sheet-piling. 

• "Green" screen: Sound reducing structure with elosed core with on both 
sides greenery. 

• Constructive adaptations on a building to reduce noise level. 

2.2.2 Contemporary sound harriers 

A16 - Wielwijk, the Netherlands (1997) 

Height: Ten meter, Materials: Concrete and steel with acrylic panels (Fig
ure 2.6). 

Conventional vertical sound barriers are out of question at this location, 
due to the extreme closeness of housing to the highway, otherwise a very high 
screen would be required.. This situation was in need of a bended surface 
that would cover at least two traffic lanes. The exposure to natura! light of 
the housing is guaranteed by that. The transparent character wil! leave the 
panorama undisturbed. The bended main building structures are made out of 
prefabricated concrete with a slender appearance. Steel spatial lattice girders 
in between are filled in with bright acrylic elements. The wavy shaped at the 
tips accentuate the slenderness of this kilometer long barrier. 

A12 - Gouda, the Netherlands (2006) 

Height: Varies, Materials: Concrete and steel with acrylic panels (Figure 2.7). 
Highway Al2 in the Netherlands is known as the 'rainbow route', due to the 

many aesthetically different sound barriers. This difference in aesthetics is seen 
as a problem all over the Netherlands [78]. Not always the province or ministry 
decides which sound barrier should be built, but often also the local government 
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Figure 2.6: Sound barrier near Wielwijk, A16 [72]. 

decides. That is why along the A12 the first 'modular sound barrier' wil! be 
built. The modular sound ba.rrier system is introduced by Rijkswaterstaat to 
pursue two goals, viz.reduction of casts and aesthetic consistency. These goals 
can be reached because of standardization and fiexibility in height, materialand 
extensibility. This 'construction box' can be adapted to the desired situation 
because of its standardized, industrial optimized parts, which can be combined 
to a satisfying design [79]. 

A2- Eindhoven, the Netherlands (2009) 

Height: Ten meter, Materials: AJuminurn tubes filled with porous material 
(Figure 2.8 and 2.9). 

The ring around Eindhoven has been extended to twice a four lane raad. 
Because of this, new sound reducing structures are required. One could ex
peet that the modular sound barrier, discussed in the previous section, would 
have been applied, but at this site another innovative salution has been cho
sen. This sound barrier exists of vertically placed perforated aJuminurn tubes, 
with a thickness of the plate of 3 mm, connected by a shared foundation. The 
inspiration for this design came from the so called 'Noise crystal' by Spanish 
artist Eusebio Sempere. In order to make the aJuminurn tubes sound absorbing, 
the closed aJuminurn surface was perforated with approximately 1 billion 6 mm 
diameter holes, creating a perforation of approximately 12.5 %. The tubes are 
filled with an absorptive material with a density of 120 kgjm3 . According to 
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Figure 2.7: First modular sound barrier near Gouda, A12 [76]. 

Figure 2.8: AJuminurn sound bar
rier near Eindhoven, A2. Traversing 
crane and assembly of the prefabri
cated elements on location [17]. 

Figure 2.9: AJuminurn sound bar
rier near Eindhoven, A2. Construc
tion and composition of the struc
ture [17]. 

the Dutch Organization for Applied Scientific Research TNO the sound-reducing 
and sound-absorbing requirements could be met. Research by TNO shows an 
sound insulation of 28 dB in accordance to EN-1793-2 [17]. 

2.2.3 Design competition Amsterdam Airport 

Besides the innovations and interesting projects along highways there are aJso 
interesting movementsin other applications of sound barriers. Like the in April 
2008 by Amsterdam Airport Schiphol launched international design competi
tion, called 'Create a barrier of silence', for the design of a sound red ucing 
structure for the 'Polderbaan', which is one of Schiphol' runways. The aim of 
this competition was to invent a sustainable solution to cover the problem of 
sound annoyance by starting airplanes from the Polderbaan. The design should 
be leading in charisma and aesthetics, a creative and ground-breaking icon, 
which combines function and design and contribute to the sustainable and in
novative image of the Schiphol Group. Following two of the contributions in the 
competition. 

Natrix A twenty meter high sound reducing structure, which is built up 
of multiple structural layers, which are stabilized by air pressure designed by 
a team led by Arjan Habraken. This is how one could describe the Natrix. 
The multiple structural layers cause a cavity which enclose an internal space. 
Besides the building physical advantages of the cavity, it also creates a accessible 
internalspace which has no overloading. The externalskin is built up of ETFE
foil, reinforeed by a steel cable net. In the internal space pneumatic arcs are 
placed in cross direction, which support the PVC-coated polyester membrane. 
The air pressure of the pneumatic arcs are much higher than the air pressure 
between the ETFE foil and the PVC membrane. 
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Figure 2.10: lmpression of sound barrier Natrix [11]. 

On the PVC membrane, because of acoustical reasons, tubes with water are 
added. The water gives the design the mass that is needed to reduce the low 
frequencies, without loosing the fl.exible characteristics of the design. 

Ecobarrier The winning design of the competition is designed by Toine 
van Goethem. According to Jos Nijhuis , President of the Schiphol Group; "The 
Ecobarrier is attractive by its simplicity, innovations and dynamica! charac
ter . Above all the design contains a quantity of sustainable solutions , like the 
cultivation of algae and bio attenuation. It also fits well in the polder scenery." 

The power of this design is indeed its simplicity. The structure is placed as 
close as possible to the runway, because of the acoustics. A rails system allows 
the construction to go down by landing airplanes, where it can be erected by 
starting airplanes. To meet the acoustical needs, a relative thick membrane 
from the sailing in dustry is chosen with a mass per surface area of 30 kg/m2 . 

To prevent that the sound will be lifted over the barrier, this thick membrane 
is only used in the backing. 

There were already doubts about the sound insulation of the Ecobarrier, even 
befare it was elected as winner of the competition. The Ghent University con
cluded independently that the Ecobarrier indeed did not fulfill the requirements. 
With raising the height of the design it would eventually meet the acoustical 
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Figure 2.11: Impression of sound barrier Ecobarrier [81]. 

criteria. Unfortunately Schiphol announced at the end of February 2010 that 
the plans had been canceled. The Ecobarrier was after closer research not save 
enough. On the moment of writing it is still unknown what Schiphol will do 
about the sound annoyances of starting airplanes. 

2.2.4 Study's by Institute fur Leichte Flachentragwerke 

Figure 2.12: Sketchy proposals from study's by Institute fur Leichte Flachen
tragwerke for road and railway structures [41]. 

Previous sections already showed the idea of application of a pneumatic 
sound barrier along a runway. But using lightweight structures along the high
way is not a new idea. Institute fiir Leichte Fliichentragwerke (IL) , which has 
published essential work regarding lightweight structures, has tried to merge all 
possibilities and unknown areas in one book. This happened in 1979 after two 
decennial of fundamental research. The book has the striking title IL20 Aus
gabe/Tasks [41], which contains approximately 500 tasks. Some of them relate 
to sound insulation of membranes and their use in road and railway structures. 
The ideas are mainly membrane structures supported by a main bearing load 
structures of other materials, so no pneumatic applications. Ideas that have 
been suggested are jnt.alI.the use of lightweight structures as (avalanche) pro
tection nets, wildlife bridges and overall span of a highway against traffic noise. 
Until then only sketchy proposals and studies had been done. The authors of 
IL20 state that more practical and theoretical investigations of possible forms 
and their structures are required, as well as acoustical investigations and full
scale testing. Now, thirty years later, some of these researches have been done 
by e.g.Martin et aI.[20], Hashimoto et aI.[13]' Kiyama et aI.[18]' Haberkern et 
al.[12], Mehra et aI.[24] and Pronk et aI.[49]. 
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2.2.5 Inflatable sound barrier 

Previous sections showed that the idea to use a lightweight material along the 
highway to reduce sound annoyance is not new. This section will even show 
that there is already an inflatable sound barrier on the market. The design by 
CENO TEC, in collaboration with Fraunhofer Institut fur Bauphysik (IBP), is 
3.4 meters high and e.g. used around construction places. There is also a similar 
design by Buitink Technology, but this section will discuss the design by CENO 
TEC, as shown in Figure 2.13 and 2.14, as more information is available of 
CENO TEC' sound barrier. 

The inflatable sound barrier has an traditional design . It exist of an inflat
able panel of 4.1 m x 3.4 m x 0.15 m (width x height x thickness), built up of 
two membrane leafs with a total mass of around 2.8 kg/m2 . The total sound 
insulation would be around 17 - 20 dB in the mean frequency range [68]. This 
sound protection is based on some researches done at the IBP [24]. The design 
is mainly meant to be used along construction sites or other temporary loca
tions, while this thesis is more a research towards an inflatable/pneumatic sound 
barrier along highways, with a higher required height of the total construction. 

au8ere Schale innere Schale 

luftkammer --fi--

'--Il--luftfOhrung 

Figure 2.13: Schematic cross sec
tion of inflatable sound barrier by 
CENO TEC [23]. 
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2.3 Summary 

It is interesting to see tha.t hoth the idea of using lightweight materials along 
highways as sound reducing structures (IL) [41], as well as the idea of a pneu
matic/inflatahle sound harrier (CENO-TEC) is not new [68]. In this thesis 
however it is the challenge to design a 6 m high sound harrier along highways 
and therefore a transmission loss of 27 dB, which is higher than the CENO-TEC 
harrier and has a pneumatic main load hearing structures in contradiction to 
the idea of 1115. 

Interesting is also to see the application of water as sound insuiator in the 
Schiphol Design competition contrihution Natrix. This option can he taken into 
account in the following chapters where the acoustics are discussed. 
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Chapter 3 

Principles of sound 
insulation 

The aim of this chapter is to give a clear overview of all parameters that in
fiuence the transmission loss (sound insulation) and to put them in order of 
importance. This is needed to clarify which problems would occur by using a 
membrane as sound insulator. The parameter study will be done for single layer, 
double layer ( cavity) constructions and triple layer (double cavity) constructions. 
Graphs and charts of the parameter study, done with software program INSUL, 
can be found in Appendix A. Furthermore in Chapter 4 is investigated how to 
anticipate on the problems of lightweight membrane structures as sound insula
tor. 
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3.1 Factors of sound propagation around sound 
harriers 

Between the source, where the sound has been produced (emission), and the 
receiver, w here the sound arrives and been j udged ( immission), can be found 
the pathof transmission, the path on which the sound travels (transmission). 1 

Figure 3.1: Overview transmission of sound. 

Sound travels as a wave from the source. When it meets an obstacle, like a 
sound harrier, some phenomenons wil! appear. The intensity depends highly on 
the acoustical characteristics of the sound harrier. The sound wil! come at the 
back of the sound barrier: 2 

1. over the sound harrier (di tiraction). 

2. through the sound harrier (transmission). 

3. refiecting from a sound harrier to the other side of the road (refiection). 

The three types of sound propagation wil! be address more carefully in the 
next sections. 

--------- .... 
- - ...... 

--- dlrectray 
- - - - diffraclion around edge of banier 
- -·- reflection against banier 
- - - - - transmission through banier 

Figure 3.2: Ways of transmission around sound harriers. 

1 Not discussed in this section are measures at the source, neither at the receiver , like façade 
insulation. This section is restricted to the measures in the path of transmission by a barrier 
and its side-issues. 

2 Sound also can go around the screen in horizontal way. This path of transmission plays 
specially an important part at the beginning and at the end of a sound barrier. This will not 
be taken into account in this research. The effects will be discussed as if it is a sound barrier 
with infinite length. 
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3.1.1 Diffraction 

The reduction, as result from the effect of the barrier, is almost in all prognosis 
based on the studies of Maekawa [19]. The principle of these theoriesis based 
on the detour that the sound has to make in order to pass the barrier, on which 
the horizontal length of the barrier is counted as infinite. The detour is the 
difference between the shortest distance over the screen from souree to receiver 
and the distance without a screen. The higher the screen, the higher the sound 
reduction will become. The influence of the height is shown in Figure 3.3. 

The studies of Maekawa also shows that sharp edges are better for the sound 
reduction then blunt edges, like a slope (Figure 3.4). That is why a pneumatic 
structure normally has to be approached as a slope. 

/7 
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Figure 3.3: Sound reduction in dB(A) for infinite long sound barriers parallel 
to a 2x 3 lane highway [22]. 

3 .1. 2 Reftection 

Reflections can unintentionally lead to increase of the sound level. For example 
when a barrier is only placed on one side of a road, on the opposite side can 
be an increase of the sound level, by the combination of the emitted sound and 
the reflected sound. Also when two barriers are pla{;e too close to each other 
it could influence the transmission negative. Reileetion can be decreased by 
adding sound absorbing materials. The sound absorption of a barrier depends 
on: kind of material and acoustical porosity of the barrier and orientation of 
the sound absorbing surface with regards to other (refl.ecting) objects. 
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Figure 3.4: Barrier height for practical situations [22]. 

3.1.3 Transmission 

Transmission , or sound insulation, of the sound harrier depends on: 

• kind of material of the harrier; 

• mass per square meter of the harrier; 

• production of dilatations and connections; 

• presence of doors and other elements. 

Generally it is stated that the transmission loss of a sound harrier should 
be at least 10 dB higher than the diffraction. One of the assumptions of this 
thesis is that the harrier is situated next to a 2 x 3 lane highway, with a height 
of the harrier of 6 m ( and the receiver on 40 m behind the harrier). Meaning a 
sound reduction by diffraction of 17 dB (according to Figure 3.3) , which leads 
for this thesistoa transmission lossof the harrier itself of at least 27 dB . Making 
a transmission loss of the harrier of 27 dB one of the starting points for this 
thesis. 

3.1.4 Remaining factors 

There are also remaining factors around the harrier that influence the total 
transmission loss between the souree and the receiver. Factors that are out of 
the scope of this thesis, but are worth mentioning for the overall picture. One of 
the most basic factors is the geometrie expansion. When one moves away from 
the souree of sound, with every douhling of distance the sound wil! reduce with 
6 dB at a point souree and with 3 dB at line sources. This because the noise 
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Figure 3.5: Sound reduction 
through geometrie expansion [27]. 

Figure 3.6: Influence of tail wind 
on barrier working [22]. 

has to spread out over a bigger area (spherical expanding). This phenomenon 
is frequency independent. 

Another influencing factor , that is only significant by large distances, is the 
atmospheric influence. Sound wil! be converted intoother types of energy dUJ·ing 
the propagation through air. The atmospheric absorption is influenced by the 
distance, frequency, temperature and relative humidity [15]. 

The propagation of sound outside in open air is strongly dependent on wind 
and temperature gradients. In practical the direction of the wind, vertical wind 
speed gradients and vertical temperature gradients. It is difficult to take this 
into account, as the gradients changes constantly. Only on annual basis one can 
do plausible statements about the influence . One can see the effects of tail wind 
gradients in Figure 3.6. 

The type of soil also influences the sound transmission. The influence can be 
positive, as wel! as negative. For example water and concrete surfaces are 100% 
reflecting, while a surface with vegetation wil! partly absorb the sound. When 
the souree of the sound is lifted from the ground, these influences wil! reduce. 

In some calculation methods also extra sound red uction is taken into account 
e.g.the damping by vegetation, industrial installations and housing. This is not 
relevant for this thesis. 

3.2 Transmission loss 

Previous section already introduced the definition transmission loss. This sec
tion describes transmission loss , as wel! as some related basic definitions. 

In practice there are three problems: Source, medium and receiver. The 
source, where the sound is generated; the medium, the physical medium where 
the sound propagates; the receiver, where one gets the "message" (sound). 
When a souree produces a sound, the sent sound waves wil! make the surround
ing air particles vibrate. When the sound waves propagate outwards from the 
source, towards the receiver, it may find surfaces on its path. The sound waves 
wil! set these surfaces in motion ( vibrate) and the surface wil! transfer these 
vibrations to the backing air. A sound wave is characterized by a frequency, 
a shape and an amplitude. With the propagation the sound wil! tend to loose 
its initia! amplitude, in other words it wil! loose its energy. We cal! the loss of 
energy by transmission through the surface the transmission loss R, which is 
found from the equation 

(3.1) 

where R represents the transmission loss of the surface in dB , W; represents 
the acoustic power incident on the surface in vV and W7 represents the acoustic 
power that goes through the surface in W. When the surface only exist of one 
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building element with a surface area of S, Eq. 3.1 may be written as following, 
as Wi = S ·!i and Wr = S ·In 

(3.2) 

where !i represents the sound intensity incident on the surface in W lm2 and 
Ir represents the sound intensity that goes through the surface in W lm2 . 

In Figure 3.7 and Eq. 3.3 the equilibrium is expressed by the equation: 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where T represents the transmission coefficient, which can be defined as 
Eq. 3.4. Substituting Eq. 3.4 into Eq. 3.2 gives a new equation of the transmis
sion loss R expressed in the transmission coefficient T can be derived , 

lp 

I; 

1 
R = lg- = -lgT 

T 

~ 
/ 

..;,. 

la 

(3.5) 

I. 

Figure 3.7: Equilibrium in a surface (Eq. 3.3) where I; represents the sound 
intensi ty of the sound waves that approach the surface in WIm 2 , I P represents 
the reftected sound intensi ty in WIm 2 , I o: represents the sound intensi ty that is 
absorbed by the surface in W lm2 and Ir represents the sound intensity which 
is transmitted by the surface [21]. 

3.3 Weighted transmission loss 

The approximated transmission loss R of constructions, previously discussed, is 
determined by laboratory tests. The tests in the laboratory consists of a spec
imen of the construction being fixed within a frame to form the wal! between 
two test chambers, (Figure 3.8). Measurements are conducted in one-third oc
tave bands over a wide frequency range (generally from 100 Hz til! 4000 Hz) 
occording to ISO 140-3. To easily compare the results of different construction 
system configurations, one can weigh the total transmission loss of each of this 
configurations. Weighing the transmission loss means that the results are con
verted into a single number quantity, which is called the weighted transmission 
loss Rw or RA . To determine the weighted transmission loss one should first 
convert the transmission loss per third octave bands Rthird;i coming from the 
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Iabaratory tests in dB to the transmission loss per actave band Roet in dB, as in 
Eq. 3.6. After this a reference curve wil! be applied, as in Eq. 3.7. This reference 
curve depends on the situation of application. In the case of sound barriers the 
spectrum of trafik noise is chosen from ISO 717/1 [16], as in Table 3.1 for the 
traffic noise spectrum. 

Roet. = - lg [ ~ ~ 10- n,h,'~d ; i ] 

RA ,tr = -lg L [ 10- Ri -;-~<r] 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Where Rthird:i represents the transmission loss per third actave band in dB 
and Ctr the reference spectrum in dB, taking into account the traffic noise. 

Figure 3.8: Labaratory tests of a specimen at the Acoustics Labaratory of 
Eindhoven University [47]. 

Table 3.1: Reference spectrum for traffic noise in actave bands according to 
ISO 717/1. 

Octave bands (Hz) Ctr(dB) 

125 -14 
250 -10 
500 -7 
1000 -4 
2000 -6 

3.4 Single layer - Mass law and coincidence 

Besides Iabaratory tests one can also determine the transmission loss of con
struction elements with analytica! equations. However, because of the complex 
character and the commonly occurring construction inaccuracies there are al
most no simple analytica! equations that describe the exact transmission loss. 
That is why generally the equations of the transmission loss are a combination 
of some good explicable physical phenomenons with a certain amount of em
pirica! approximations. For single layer constructions a simplified equation to 
determine the transmission loss is called the mass law, given by 
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R = lg [1 + (27T. f. m". cos(8))
2

] 

2 ° Pi ° Ci 
(3.8) 

where 8 represents the angle of sound incidence and Pi · ei the acoustic 
impedance of air kg/(m2s). With respect to a diffuse sound field, sound from 
all directions, one should use 8 = 45° in Eq. 3.8. 

The mass law wil! give a linear function of the transmission loss against the 
frequencies on logarithmic scale, represented by a dashed line in Figure 3.11. 
The transmission loss increases by 6 dB for either each doubling of the mass per 
unit area or each doubling of the frequency, according to the mass law. However, 
the mass law is an idealized approach of a single leaf wal!. At a certain frequency 
the transmission loss shows a dip in the transmission loss, (Figure 3.9). At this 
frequency the bending in the construction is equal to the wavelength of sound 
in air. This effect is called the coincidence effect, more information about the 
coincidence effect can be found in, for example Martin [21]. The coincidence 
effect occurs at, and above, the critica! frequency fc in Hz, described as. 

Je~ 64000 

d·lf 
(3.9) 

where d represents the thickness of the layer in m, p the density of the layer 
in kg/m3 and E represents Young's modulus in Pa. 

So, the transmission loss is at least, because as stated before these equations 
are approximations, dependent on the thickness d, density p and elasticity E. 
INSUL, the software package that is used to gain a feeling of these parameters, 
also takes the internat damping of the layer into account. This internat damping 
one will not find in the previous equations and wil! also not infiuence the fre
quency where fc wil! take place. However it will affect the depth of the dip by 
the coincidence effect. In Appendix A one can find the results of the parameter 
study clone with INSUL, where thickness of the layer and density are combined 
into the mass per unit area. 

From the results from Appendix A one can see that the transmission loss is 
mainly infiuenced by the mass per unit area aseach doubling of the surface mass 
or frequency increases the transmission loss with 6 dB. Thickness and Young's 
Modulus affects the place of the critica! frequency. However both Young's Mod
ulus and damping do not affect the transmission loss directly in the frequency 
range between 100 Hz and 2000 Hz, as the membranes are, generally speaking, 
a material with a low mass per unit area and have their critica! frequency above 
10kHz. 

As mainly the mass infiuences the transmission loss one can see that it is not 
likely to use only a single membrane, e.g.for a 6 m high sound barrier next to a 
double three lane road, a mass per unit area of 12.15 kgjm2 is needed to reach a 
transmission lossof 27 dB (needed transmission loss explained inSection 3.1.3). 
Which means a thickness of 9 mm while generally membranes have a thickness 
of around 1 mm. 

3.5 Double layer - Cavity construction 

As a single layer will hardly fulfill the requirements of a transmission loss of 27 
dB for a screen of 6 m high, maybe applying a cavity construction would reach a 
higher transmission loss. Cavity constructions are composed by two single layers 
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Figure 3.9: The idealized transmission loss of single leafs with coincidence 
effect at fc and above. 

(leafs), connected by a fiuid layer. In most of the cases this fiuid is air, but also 
other gases are possible as well as porous materials. Transmission loss would be 
the sum of both leafs in the case that the cavity passes no stiffness. However the 
cavity does passes stiffness, especially for small cavity widths. The transmission 
lossof cavity constructionscan be expressed by the strongly simplified equation 

_ u(w(m~+m'.2)cos8 w3 ·d·m~mzcos3 ·8) 2 

Rd,o -lb - 2 3 
2p0 · c0 2p0 · c0 

(3.10) 

where m~ 2 represents the mass per unit area kg/m2 of respectively leaf 1 and 
2, d represents the cavity width in m, 8 represents the angle of sound incidence, 
p0 · c0 the acoustic impedance of air in kg/(m2 s) and w represents 2n fin Hz. 

A property of cavity constructions is the rnass-spring resonance frequency 
which splits the graph in four parts with their own characteristics with regards 
to their transmission loss (parts 1,11,111 and IV) as shown in Figure 3.10. This 
appears when the two terms under the lg sign are equal to each other (note 
cos and cos3 ). At perpendicular sound incidence the rnass-spring resonance 
frequency is expressed by [21]; 

.r _ co 
JO--

2n 
Po(1 1) 
d m~ + m'.f. 

(3.11) 

I: as single layer (mass law) f < f 0 : Below the rnass-spring resonance fre
quency the transmission lossof a cavity construction is equal to that of a single 
layer construction with mass m" = m~ + m'.f.. 

11: rnass-spring resonance f ~ f 0 : Here the transmission loss is extremely 
low. Both leafs are rnaving in antiphase. This is the weak point of cavity 
constructions. It is desirable that the rnass-spring resonance does not appear 
between frequencies of 100 - 1000 Hz, as this is in the relevant human hearing 
frequency range. By trafiic noise the angle of incidence is not perpendicular 
to the wall, which can raise the rnass-spring resonance frequency with 1 actave 
(at 60 degree) or even 2 octaves (at 75 degree). The mass-spring-mass system 
is shown in Figure 3.10. To move the mass-spring-mass frequency to a lower 
frequency one can apply a bigger cavity as well as a higher mass. 

111: mass-spring-mass system f > f 0 : On this part the benefits of cavity 
constructions are obtained. As the second term from Eq. 3.10 becomes bigger 
than the first, the transmission loss increases with 60 lg , i.e. 18 dB per actave 
band instead of 6 dB that occurs at the mass law. 
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Figure 3.10: Mass-spring-mass system. 

IV: cavity resonances f > c0 /4d: The increase with 18 dB per octave is 
limited til! this frequency (at an angle of incidence of 45 degree). From this 
point on the increase of the transmission loss becomes 12 dB per octave. The 
first resonance occurs when the width of the gap equals half the wavelength. 

Figure 3.11 gives an schematic overview of the progressof transmission loss 
of cavity constructions against a single wal! with equal mass per unit area. This 
gives a general overview of the benefits of a cavity construction. 
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Figure 3.11: Schematic representation of the transmission loss of a cavity 
construction with two equalleafs and a perpendicular sound incidence [21]. 

Creating a cavity between two structural layers can lead to positive effects 
on the transmission loss. However as Martin et a1.[20] state this is only true 
when the cavity is combined with a certain minimum mass per unit area. Data 
presentedinAppendix A.5- A.7 confirms Martin et al., however when applying 
the cavity with a significant amount of weight per unit area the cavity can 
contribute to a higher transmission loss. Figure 3.12 shows the positive effect 
of the cavity width against the necessary amount of mass per unit area. Here 
a presumed transmission loss of 27 dB is reached by several constructions. The 
required total mass per unit area declines significantly by enlarging the cavity 
width. Nevertheless still a total assumed mass per unit area of 5.5 kg/m2 is 
required in combination with a cavity width of 2000 mm. Thus still extra mass 
per unit area is necessary, when applying a single membrane. 
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Figure 3.12: Influence of cavity width on total mass per unit area needed to 
give a total weighted transmission loss Rw,tr of 27 dB (values of tota.l mass per 
unit area are rounded of). 

3.6 Triple layer- Double cavity construction 

Double cavity constructions, or triple layer constructions, can best bedescribed 
as a double leaf constructions from previous chapter, but with an extra leaf in 
the cavity. Quirt [26] compares the transmission loss of double glazing with 
that of triple glazing. The results are very similar when the combined interpane 
spacings of the triple window match the spacing of the double glazing. 

Generally speaking one can say that for the acoustical performance an extra 
layer in the cavity does not give a big acoustical advantage, besides the extra 
weight that normally comes along. In Appendix A.10 - A.12 one can find a 
comparison of double and triple leaf constructions. 

3. 7 Connections 

Cavity constructions as discussed in the previous sections wiJl work optima! 
when there are no connections between the leafs. The influence of the connee
tions depend on: First, type of connection; point or line connection, rigid or 
fl.exible and second, amount of connections per square meter. 

At rigid conneebons the oscillation of both cavity leafs wiJl be equal. Al
though the conneetion is local, this oscillation effect may affect a wider area as 
the zone around the conneetion wiJl be affected as wel!. In this area the cavity 
construction wiJl react similar to a single wall, meaning an increase of the sound 
insulation of 6 dB/octave. The dimensions of the effectecl area depends on the 
bending stiffness of the leafs [21]. 

3.8 Verification of results 

Results from software programs should always be verified, so the user knowns if 
the generateel results match with reality. \.Vith the acoustical software program 
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INSUL there are two ways to calculate the transmission loss of cavity construc
tions. As a normal wall construction, with the option to add porous absorbing 
materials and connections, and one based on the theory of Quirt [26], to calcu
late double and triple glazing. Both INSUL ways are verified with experimental 
data from Mehra et al.[24] and from Pronk et al.[25]/[47]. 

In Mehra et al.[24] (data in Appendix A.16) a single membrane and foil have 
been tested, as wel! as a double leaf construction with a lOOmm cavity. 

Consiclering the following parameters, double leaf membrane m1 = m2 = 1.4 
kgjm2 with cavity 100 mm: 

RA ,tr = 11.8 dB according to Mehra et al.[24] . 
RA,tr = 15.6 dB according to INSUL wal!. 
RA ,tr = 13.7 dB according to INSUL Quirt [26]. 

In Pronk et aJ.[25]/[47] (data in Appendix A.17) a double leaf construction 
without any internal pressure have been tested, with a 200mm cavity. 

Consiclering the following parameters, double leaf membrane m1 = m2 = 
1.95 kgjm2 with cavity 200 mm: 

RA ,tr = 16.8 dB according toPronk et al.[25]/[47]. 
RA,tr = 17.6 dB according to INSUL wal!. 
RA,tr = 14.3 dB according to INSUL Quirt [26]. 
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Figure 3.13: Transmission loss comparing INSUL with Mehra et aJ.[24] (Thick 
line is Weber, te, INSUL (wall), o INSUL (Quirt)). 

Appendix A.16 and A.17 show that the results from INSUL are not exact, 
but with a discrepancy of maximum 4 dB, INSUL is a reasonable approximation 
of the experiments. The fitting of the line of the wal! calculation is more similar 
to the experiments. However the weighted sound reduction is higher than the 
experiments and therefore an unsafe approximation. We can work with this 
values as long as we keep this difference in mind. An additional advantage 
of the calculation as wal! construction in INSUL is tha.t one can add porous 
absorbing materials, which may be useful in a later stage. 
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Figure 3.14: Transmission loss camparing INSUL with Pronk et aJ.[25] (Thick 
line is Pronk et al., b. INSUL (wall), o INSUL (Quirt)). 

3.9 Summary 

In this chapter first an overview is given of the factors of sound propagation 
around sound barriers. The reduction as result from the effect of placement of 
a barrier is almast in all prognosis based on the studies of Maekawa [19]. Due 
to the assumptions on placement (sound barrier of 6 m next to a 2 x 3 lane 
highway) a minimum transmission loss of 27 dB is needed for the sound barrier 
in this thesis. 

Furthermore this chapter shows that the acoustical performance, in other 
words the transmission loss, of membrane constructions is poor. vVith just 
membranes it is nat likely to reach the required 27 dB of transmission loss. 
The problem of membranes is simply its weight, its mass per unit area is just to 
small. Only applying a thickness of 9 mm will meet the needs, while membranes 
have generally a thickness around 1 mm. 

Also just applying a cavity or double cavity in combination with a single 
membrane will nat lead to satisfying results. However applying a cavity will 
reduce the required mass per unit area to reach the 27 dB. Therefore, applying 
a cavity is preferred. However, the mass of the leafs still need to be increased. 
Chapter 4 will discuss how one could add extra mass per unit area and which 
salution would be the most practical to apply. 
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Chapter 4 

Ways to imprave the 
transmission loss 

Beginners alone may believe that 
there is nothing left for human 
in vention 

FREI ÜTTO (1925- ) 
German architect 

The pneumatic sound barrier needs a fiexible and lightweight material which 
should have enough sound insulating properties. But as stated befare in Chap
ter 3, membranes are not the most likely materials to use as a sound insulator. 
Despite the condusion from the previous chapter, that applying a cavity con
struction could save up a significant amount of necessary mass per unit area to 
reach the needed transmission toss, still more mass is needed to insulate sound, 
when using a single membrane. There are promising prospects; in the past 
researchers and designers have developed interesting concepts to imprave the 
acoustic properties of membrane structures. In this chapter the most promising 
ones to use for this thesis wilt be summarized. Aim of this chapter is to find 
and choose a way to imprave the transmission loss of membrane constructions. 
Beside the acoustical and structural requirements it is also important to look at 
the casts of the solutions, as quite some square meters of material is necessary 
when applying as sound barriers. 
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4.1 Ways to improve the transmission loss of 
cavity constructions 

4.1.1 Addition of mass 

The solution to improve the transmission loss needs to be flexible, lightweight 
and practical to use. As discussed in Chapter 3 mass is an important parameter. 
Adding mass can be done in different ways, as outlined in Figure 4.1. 

Thicker membrane. Probably the easiest way to improve the transmission 
lossof membranes is ju st to increase the mass per unit area (as long as the critica! 
frequency is not between 100 Hz and 2000 Hz). At the winning design of the 
Amsterdam Airport design competition, Ecobarrier, a single membrane is used. 
The mass per unit area that is applied is 30 kg/m2 ,this is much higher than 
the 1 kgjm2 for regular membranes. The applied membrane in the Ecobarrier 
came from a company that normally produces for the sailing industry. However 
adding an extra layer may also affect the flexibility of the membrane, although 
it would be interesting to see in which amount it wil! affect the flexibility. 

More surface. Another way to improve the mass per unit area without 
adding other materials is to enlarge the surface per section. More surface means 
more mass per unit area with equal material mass per unit area. An example 
is given to clarify this option. A surface of a unit of 1 by 1 m has: at a single 
skin an area of 1 m2 ; at a double skin an area of 2 m2 ; and at a curved surface 
of e.g.a circle, an area of 3.14 m2 . Therefore a cylinder section of the sound 
barrier would be an interesting option as it provides more surface and can also 
be used in the structural design. 

Additional weights. Membranes and foils can also be improved in their 
transmission loss by adding smal! weights, for example in the appearance of 
smal! steel nuts. This way the bending stiffness is not affected. By Hashimoto 
et a1.[13] the influence of adding smal! steel nuts has been investigated, which 
gave interesting results. Figure 4.2 gives an example of the additional weights. 
The test have been done at a mass per unit area of the membrane of 256 gjm2 

with additional weights of 0,7 - 2,8 gr. The transmission loss per frequency 
can be tuned by changing the amount and density of the steel nuts. After 
numerical and experimental research Hashimoto concluded that the system has 
the following advantages: Significant sound insulation can be reached in the low 
frequencies; Influence the sound insulation curve; Simple method which can be 
used on lightweight structures. 

Hashimoto believes that adding smal! weights on the membrane wil! increase 
the possibilities of using membrane as sound insulator, mainly because it im
proves the transmission loss in low frequencies. However giving a closer look 

Figure 4.1: General overview of methods to add mass to a surface and to 
improve the transmission loss. From left to right: adding mass by using a 
thicker membrane; adding weight by adding smal! nuts (principle by Hashimoto 
[13]); adding mass by adding a mesh; adding mass by adding an extra flexible 
material like water or sand; improving transmission loss by adding a porous 
absorber (improves the transmission loss when a cavity is applied). 
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Figure 4.2: Membrane structure with additional weights by Hashimoto et 
a1.[13]. 

to the result one should notice that the used specimen during experimental 
research had rather small dimensions, 3.54 cm x 3.54 cm. For a larger spec
imen , which wiJl come more close to reality, the system will just be a way to 
add weight without probably affecting the flexibility of the system. If so, the 
system of adding additional weights has an advantages against using a thicker 
membrane. 

To get an impression of the necessary amount of nuts a few examples are 
worked out. As potential materials plastic (density of 0.91 gr/cm3 ), steel (den
sity of 7.6 gr/cm3) and rubber (density of 1.42 grjcm3) are taken into account, 
but there are of course more possibilities. Assumptions are; weight basic mate
rial of 1350 grjm2 /per leaf; cavity of 2000 mm; needed weight, calculated with 
INSUL, to reach 27 dB of 2750 grjm2 /per leaf; and a needed extra weight per 
leaf to reach this of 1400 gr/m2 /per leaf. Table 4.1 gives an overview of the 
required amount and diameter of the nuts in plastic, steel and rubber. It can 
be inferred from Table 4.1 that a big amount of nuts are required to reach the 
extra needed weight as mentioned before. Therefore can be concluded that this 
option is most interesting when only a small amount of extra wight is required. 

Adding a mesh. Besides adding mass over the full surface, like in adding 
an extra layer of membrane , or adding mass in nuts, as done by the method of 
Hashimoto, one can also add mass in a mesh, as shown in Figure 4.1. This mesh 
should be a flexible material to maintain the flexible character of the membrane. 
The additional mesh also gives the opportunity to have multiple layers with 
multiple functions, like in the case of the Ferrari Defender membrane, which 
would make the structure vandalism proof. At the Ferrari Defender membrane 
additional titanium yarns are woven into the membrane to minimize the damage 
by e.g.a knife cut. It would be an interesting option, however the material costs 
would be sufficiently higher than using a regular membrane. 

Water or sand. Extra mass , as discussed in the previous options, can also 
be found in adding other materials . The cavity between two leafs could be filled 
with sand [14] or with a more fluid materiallike water. At Eindhoven University, 
by Wenrnaekers et a1.[28] as well as by Pronk et a1.[25] 1 , tests have been done 

1 At Eindhoven University also structural tests have been done by Pronk et a/.[47] [49]. A 
water beam have been applied in a Tensairity beam [45] [46]. 
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Table 4.1: Needed nuts for methad Hashimoto [13] to imprave mass per unit 
area. 

Material Amount of nuts Thickness Diameter of nuts 
(per m2 ) (cm) (cm) 

Plastic 25 0.1 17.70 
Plastic 100 0.1 4.43 
Plastic 400 0.1 l.ll 
Plastic 25 0.2 8.85 
Plastic 100 0.2 2.21 
Steel 25 0.1 6.13 
Steel 100 0.1 1.53 
Steel 400 0.1 0.38 
Steel 25 0.2 3.06 
Steel 100 0.2 0.77 

Rubber 100 0.1 3.54 
Rubber 100 0.2 1.77 

on the transmission loss of water panels because of the growing need from free 
form architecture as wel! as because of the Schiphol competition (Section 2.2.3). 
As expected the results are good, as the mass per unit square is relatively high 
(Appendix A.13). A panel of 26 mm water would already be enough to reach 
a transmission loss of 32.8 dB . However during the researches problems occur 
with the stability of the panel or leakage of the water. Water is probably in 
theory one of the most likely solution, it is cheap and flexible, but in practice 
problems wil! occur. 

Although applying water fits better in the general idea of a flexible lightweight 
solution, also sand is worth mentioning. It wil! not suffer as much as water by 
leakage and it also can be transported to the construction site. However, one 
should also keep in mind that adding for example water or sand may affect the 
flexibility. It would, just like with the other proposed solutions , interesting in 
which amount it may affect the flexibility. 

4.1.2 Adding absorbers 

The solutions mentioned befare are all based on adding weight. Absorbers on 
the other hand convert the sound into heat. This is mainly due to three different 
physical mechanisms. 

In porous absorbers the asciilation of the air is slowed down by the porous 
or fibrous structures of the materiaL As a result friction heat is produced. 
Porous absorbers are most effective in slowing down air particles with a high 
sound velocity. The first maximum of sound velocity is at a distance of a quarter 
of a wavelength from the wal!. When mounted directly onto the wal! they 
therefore must have a certain thickness in order to absorb sound waves downtoa 
certain lower frequency. If, however, the absorber is mounted at a distance from 
the wall, its thickness can be reduced accordingly, e.g.manufacturers of acoustic 
ceilings take advantage of this effect. Important parameters for absorbers are 
the porosity, thickness and area (as more area means more absorption). In 
Appendix A.14 and A.15 one can see how much the transmission loss has been 
improved by a porous absorber. It shows a significant impravement of the 
transmission loss. 
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In Helmholtz resonators the air in the resonator is excited to strong os
cillations at the resonance frequency. As in porous absorbers, frictional heat is 
produced as the asciilation of the air particles in the opening is slowed down 
due to friction. For Helmholtz resonators a rigid backing is needed. This rigid 
backing is not present at a lightweight sound barrier. In solid sound barriers 
it may help against undesirable noise reflections [9]. Micro-perforated ab
sorbers are another form of Helmholtz resonators. They are characterized by 
a multitude of tiny holes (with a radius of less than 1 mm) and low pedoration 
(less than 4%). Since friction between the air particles and the walls of the 
holes is sufficiently high it is not necesasary to fill the holes with porous materi
als [74]. This means that humidity will affect the transmission lossas it fills the 
wholes with water. Although a rigid backing is recommened micro-perforated 
absorbers also give a certain impravement when a lightweight backing is used 
18]. 

Membrane absorbers are yet another form of resonant asciilating systems. 
A membrane with a closed surface is fixed in front of a volume of air and a rigid 
backing in such a way that any airborne sound hitting its surface causes the 
membrane to oscillate. At the eigenfrequencies of this asciilating system the 
amplitude of the asciilation are particularly high . The asciilation is damped 
and the energy wiJl be turned into heat . To achieve optimum efficiency the 
system requires additional damping of the air space behind the panel by means 
of mineral wool of foam materiaL 

Vacuum. Sound needs a medium to transfer . Vacuum is a space without 
any liquid and has therefore theoretically perfect sound insulation properties. 
However a perfect va.cuum can not be reached easily and therefore it is not a 
practical solution. 

4.2 Intermezzo: Multiple layers- multiple func
tions 

Befare summarizing the improvements, given in the previous section, first, as 
an intermezzo, a. project wil! be discussed where they also faced challenges 
with the sound insulation of a membrane structure, the Passenger Terminal 
Complex of the Suvarnabhumi International Airport Bangkok [43]. The project 
team, including Murphy Jahn Architects, Werner Sobek Ingenieure, Transsolar 
and Laboratorium für Dynamik und Akustik, were not facing only acoustical 
challenges, but also thermal challenges as Bangkok has a tropical clima.te. The 
membrane roof had to mediate between exterior and interior conditions, dealing 
with heat and noise transmission, while still allowing for natura! daylight within 
the building. For sound proteetion countering exterior noises (aircraft noise) a 
transmission loss of 35 dB is required, and for favorable acoustics there is a 
60% absorption rate towards the interior. Because these complex requirements 
could not be fulfilled with a single membrane, the project team developed an 
innovative composite, made up of three layers separated by air . This patented 
translucent three-layered membrane would content with the high thermal and 
acoustic clemands. 

The three layered membrane roof construction is composed as shown in 
Figure 4.3 by an outer layer of glass fiber with PTFE coating, weighting 1.2 
kgj m2 , distinguished by high reflectance, extremely high tensile strength, a 
dirt-repellent surface and durability. The middle layer serves primarily as sound 
protection: transparent polycarbonate sheets (thickness: 6 mm) are attached 
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Figure 4.3: Triple-layer membrane assembly of the Passenger Terminal Com
plex of the Suvarnabhumi International Airport Bangkok. Left; a photo of a 
mock up of the acoustic structure. Right; acoustic diagram of the construction 
[43]. 

to a steel-cabie mesh. At 7.2 kgjm2 for the middle layer, the entire roof con
struction attains a transmission loss index of 35 dB . The inner layer exist of a 
low E-coated layer and serves in conjunction with the middle layer as a baffie, 
see Figure 4.3. 

The project in this intermezzo demonstrates the possibility to apply multiple 
layer with multiple layers. It is a sophisticated design with multiple layers. In a 
sound barrier this would also be possible by making e.g.the outer skin vandalism 
proof and use inside of the construction an acoustical sound absorbingjreflecting 
layer. 

4.3 Selection statement 

A salution wil! derive from the ones discussed befare in this chapter. To sum
marize again, important in the choice are (in random order): Total mass that 
need to be added; Flexibility, does it affect the flexibility of the pneumatic struc
ture; Low frequencies, how much does it affect the transmission loss in the low 
frequencies, which are important for the traffic noise spectrum; Implication in 
design, wiJl there be probieros while importing in the design; Casts, there is 
quite some square meter sound barrier to app!y. 

Table 4.2 gives a camparisou of all mentioned options before. From Table 4.2 
it can be inferred that bath using a thicker membrane as wel! as adding aporous 
absorber are nat the best option to choose. A thicker membrane may affect to 
much the flexibility of the structure and a porous absorber wil! mainly imprave 
the mean frequency range. Water however seems theoretically the most likely 
salution to use (although it mayalso affect the flexibility). However we wil! nat 
impierneut it in this design. The main reason is the water leakage that took 
place during the acoustics measurements in the laboratories. Applying a bigger 
surface can be interesting as long as it fits in the concept that is generated in 
Chapter 5. 
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Table 4.2: Camparing solutions to improve transmission loss of membrane 
structures. 

Solution: Charaderistics 
Use of thicker membrane + Possible to use in a structural way 

- Using a thicker membrane may affect flexibility 
- Using extra membranes just for the mass is an 
rather expensive solution in comparison with for 
example water 

Applying more surface + Possible to use in a structural way 
+ Wil! not affect flexibility 
- Needs to fit in design 

Water + Great transmission loss can be reached 
+ Water as material is not expensive 
- Water may leak 
- Water has shown stability problems by labora-
torytests [47] 

Sand + Great transmission loss can be reached 
+ Sand tend to leak less then water 
- May affect flexibility 

Adding weights + WiJl not affect the flexibility of the membrane 
+ Good salution to add a smal! amount of mass 
- Many nuts needed by, for example, a doubling 
of the mass 
- May have relative high production costs 

Porous absorbers - Impraves mid- and high frequencies, but not the 
low frequencies 
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Construction 

Multiple layer 
membrane 

Applying more 
surface 

Adding smal 
nuts 

Adding steel 
mesh 

Adding water 

Adding sand 

Porous ab-
sorber 

Category 

Adding 
mass 

Adding 
mass 

Adding 
mass 

Ad ding 
mass 

Adding 
mass 

Adding 
mass 
Absorbers 

Table 4.3: Summarizing solutions to improve transmission loss of membrane structures. 

Special properties 

Easy way to add mass by using 
multiple layers of membrane 

Using in the concept a dou
ble membrane or circles wil! 
improve the total surface per 
m2 and therefore also the total 
mass 

Shown in Hashimoto et a./.[13]. 
Adding mass by adding smal! 
weights, which wil! not affect 
the fiexibility of the membrane. 
Normally a steel mesh is us
ing to make a membrane bur
glar (vandalism) proof. This 
steel mesh wil! bring along ex
tra mass. 
Shown in Wenrnaekers et 
a.I. [28] and Pronk et a./.[25]. 
One can add the mass (water) 
after erecting the harrier. 

Adding sand 

Convert sound into heat. Os
cillation of the air is slowed 
down. 

Adding 
mass 
(kg/m2 ) 

no limita
tions 

2 til! 3.14 
more of 
weight in 
comparison 
of a single 
membrane 
limitations 
unknown 

3 to 12 

no limita
tions 

All fre-
quencies 

Construction 

Multiple layer 
membrane 

Using geome
try 

Adding smal 
nuts 

Adding steel 
mesh 

Adding water 

++ 

Porous ab-
sorber 

Impravement 
TL in fre
quency 
range 

All frequen
cies 

All frequen
cies 

All frequen
cies 

All frequen
cies 

All frequen
cies 

Mid- and 
high 

Suitable for 
folding mem-
branes ++ = 
excellent + = 

good 0 = not 
suitable 

+ 

++ 

++ 

0 

++ 

+ 

Effect on 
flexibility 0 
= no effect 

smal! 
effect - -
big effect 

0 

Extra points of 
interest 

Could also be 
used in a struc
tural way 
Should fit in 
concept 

How to manu
facture in big 
scale? 

During labo-
ratory tests 
water panels 
faced stability 
and leaka.ge 
problems. 
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4.4 Summary 

This chapter described some options to improve the transmission loss of mem
brane structures. No definitive choice is made. It was more a research on how 
to improve the transmission loss of membrane structures . Most important is 
that the final solution wil! fit in the generated concept discussed in Chapter 5. 
Finally Table 4.3 gives an overview of all solutions mentioned in this chapter. 
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Chapter 5 

Conceptual design 

The design process is inevitably 
iterative. The activity directly 
opposite to form-finding is form 
dictating. 

W.J. LEWIS 

Polish structural engineer 

After describing the acoustics in previous chapters, this Chapter describes 
the conceptual designing process of the pneumatic sound barrier. The phase of 
conceptual designing is one of the most crucial ones for the project, because a 
weak concept wilt never turn into an optimum detailed design (4). Moreover, 
the decisions made in this Chapter wilt strongly influence later phases of the 
design. Weak concepts may lead to labor intensive changes and therefore time 
consuming work on the design. 

The conceptual designing process is, in order to research all possibilities and 
solutions, routed based on design models and principles of Osborn (1 }, Pahl and 
Beitz (2}, Pugh (3}, Roozenburg et al./4/ and VDI 2221 (5}. This will imprave 
the quality of the final solution. The design process starts with the syntheses, 
followed by an evaluation of the generaled concepts where the most promising 
one is chosen. Foltowing global design calculations are made. During these 
calculations several configurations of the concept are compared with each other. 
Evaluating these configurations wilt lead to the final conceptual design, which is 
developed up to a point where definitive calculations can be made . This process 
is illustrated in Figure 5 .1. 
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5.1 Concept generation 

This section describes the generation of concepts. To support the concept gen
eration a brainstorming session have been held. Hereby taking into account 
the brainstorming guidelines of Osborn [1], which are: first, deferred judgment 
and second, quantity breeds quality. As weUlater brainstorming guidelines are 
applied as: be visual, no criticism allowed, crazy ideas welcome and combine 
and improve. 

After the first brainstorming session the concepts have been categorized 
based on elements of similarity, as shown in Figure 5.2. First categorization of 
the pneumatic walls is based on Herzog's [35] categorization of pneus into air
supported and air-inftated structures (previously discussed in Section 2.1). 
The sub-categorization is based on the configuration of the pneus; walls, skeleton 
and tubes. Furthermore the sub-categories are divided in the type of conneetion 
between the leafs; horizontal, vertical and point connections. 

This categorization was the starting point for the generation of an even 
bigger quantity of concepts, for most results see Figure 5.3 and 5.4. In a later 
stage these concepts are evaluated, but first, in the following section, the sub
functions are explained on which the concepts will be evaluated. 

5.2 Sub-factors of concept selection 

This section describes the sub-factors of the design and its principal solutions. 
To get a well thought-out solution, the preliminary design should be the best 
combination of solutions of the following sub-factors: acoustics, feasibility, erec
tion time, maintenance and aesthetic appeal. 

In the following sections these sub-factors will be clarified and possible so
lutions will be given. 

5.2.1 Acoustics 

Acoustics is the most important part of the success of the sound barrier. As 
described earlier in Chapter 3 the acoustic performance of the sound barrier 
depends strongly on the width of the cavity, the connections between the cavity 
leafs and the weight of the cavity leafs. These three points will be enlighted in 
the following sections. 

Cavity 

The total mass per unit area can be reduced by means of introducing a cavity 
in the sound barrier (Section 3.5 gives more information about the impact of a 
cavity on the required mass per unit area). It is therefore important to have 
a cavity in the sound barrier, as a lower total mass per unit area will reduce 
the costs on transportation, assembly as well as materiaL As can be inferred 
from Figures 5.3 and 5.4, pneumatic structures always have a cavity, regardless 
if air-supported or air-inflated. 

Connections in the cavity 

As stated in the previous subsection, a cavity is wanted, and generally speaking, 
present at all pneumatic structures. However, as stated previously inSection 3. 7, 
a cavity needs to be free or limited of connections between the cavity leafs, to 
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·----------------------· : Choice of concept : 

·----------1·----------· 

··---------------------· 
L----~~~~T~~:~.- __ _; 

Preliminairy desi8n 

Figure 5.1: Conceptual designing process carried out in this Chapter. 

Figure 5.2: Categorization of pneumatic wall configurations, to structure con
cept development. 
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1. Basic air-supported structure 

1.AA Air-supported wall with 
horizontal connections 

1.AB Air-supported wall with vertical 
connee ti ons 

1.B Air-supported skeleton structure 

1.CB Air-supported tube structure 

1.AA Air-suppcrted wall wilh 
horizontal connections 

• • • # • • :"" • • ~----~~» . I- •• J.•.;._· . . . . 
1.AC Air·supported wall with point 

connections 

1.B Air-suppcrted skeleton structure 

1.CB Air-supported tube structure 

1.A Basic air-supported wall 

1.AA Air-suppcrted wall with 
horizontal connections 

1.AC Air-supported wall with point 
connections 

1.CA Air-supported tube structure 

1.CA Air-supported tube structure 

Figure 5.3: Generated concepts of air-supported pneumatic walls by brain
storming sessions. 

really get the positive effect of less required mass per unit area. From that 
point of view, air-supported structures are generally better, as they cover the 
cavity without making connections between the cavity leafs. However , it is 
interesting for further research to investigate the influence of the relative flexible 
connections of pneumatic structures on this effect. 

Weight 

The total mass per unit area of the sound barrier, is one of the most important 
parameters that influence the total transmission toss (Chapter 3). A higher mass 
per unit area means in general a higher transmission loss, while membranes have 
by nature a low mass per unit area. Chapter 4 discussed ways of improving the 
sound insulation of membranes structures by adding mass on a diversity of ways. 
such as; a.dding small steel nodes , usage of extra layers of membrane, adding a 
mesh, adding water or sand. It was already mentioned that it would be optima! 
if the weight would have a second function, such as; structural. Furthermore it 
would be positive if the structure has a big area, as more area means more mass 
per unit area with equal material mass per unit area. This can be clarified by 
a simpte example. The surface of a unit of 1 by 1 m has: at a single skin, 1 m2 ; 
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0 ; '-, .. 
. . • - > 

;;.,...... 

2. Basic air-inflated structure 

2.AB Air-inflated wal! with vertical 
connections 

2.8 Air-inflated skeleton structure 

2.8 Air-inflatact skeleton structure 

2.AB Air-inflated wal! with vertical 
connections 

~·~,;~- . · ~ JjJjj§j_G' ' . . 
I . 

2.8 Air-inflated skeleton structure 

2.CB Air-inflated tube structure 

' '/<' 
2.AC Air-inflated wal! with point 

connections 

~ 
2.AC Air-inflated wal! with point 

connections 

2.CA Air-inflated tube structure 

Figure 5.4: Generated concepts of air-inflated pneumatic walls by brainstorm
ing sessions. 

at a double skin, 2 m2 ; and at a circular surface, 3.14 m2 . Therefore a circle 
section would give more surface and therefore more mass per unit area. 

5.2.2 Feasibility 

Besides the acoustics also the feasibility is very im
portant, after all it needs to be doable. Main issue 
of the feasibility, in this stage of the design is , if the 
structure is producible. The connections are hereby 
essential. Connections, e.g.welding of membranes or 
connecting cables with the membrane, on the inside 
are in this case hard to produce and repair as they 
are typically hard to reach. Moreover the execution 
of welding joints have requirements to prevent peeling 
off the membrane. Figure 5.5 presents how the weld
ing joints of membrane structures should and should 
not be executed. 

5.2.3 Maintenance 

- -::::::::r=:r=--- --

--
Figure 5.5: How weld
ing joints should (figure 
above) and should not 
(figure below) be exe
cuted to prevent peeling 
off the membrane. 

Typically no money is reserved for the maintenance of sound barriers [83]. 
Maintenance casts of pneumatic sound barriers neecis therefore to be mini
mum. Biggest expenses of pneumatics are the frequently leveling of internal 
air pressure and rnainterrance after damage by e.g .vandalism or co!lision. vVays 
of dealing with damage can be divided into three groups; reparation, replace-
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ment and 'hufterproof'. lt is worth to emphasize that as the salution for small 
damages is always reparation, our study will focus on big damages only. 

lt is understood by hufterproof, when vandalism occurs, that the membrane 
suffers minimum damage. This can be reached with for example an additional, 
stronger, material inside the membrane, e.g.clone at the Ferrari Defender mem
brane [71]. At the Ferrari Defender membrane additional titanium yams are 
woven into the membrane to minimize the damage by e.g.a knife cut. It would 
be an interesting option, however the material costs would be sufficiently higher 
then using a regular membrane. 

Another possible approach, is the simple acceptance that damages occur and 
just make it easy and cheap to replace. Important hereby are good compart
ments, so if one campartment is heavily damaged one does not have to replace 
a whole wall. 

5.2.4 Erection time 

To give the pneumatic sound barrier a chance 
of success, a fast erection time is needed, as 
this is one of its major benefits against con
temporary sound barriers. Good example of 
the fast erection time of pneumatic struc
tures is in the case of a party hom (Fig
ure 5.6). This pneumatic structure unfolds 
rapidly when air is blown into the structure. 
This might be an idealized image when ap
plying to a bigger scale, nevertheless it gives 
an impression of how fast pneumatics could 
be erected. 

Several factors infiuence the total erection 
time. The key factor is probably the founda
tion. It should be as less time consuming as 
possible on site as well as it should adapt to 
the soil settlements. 

However, the foundation will notbetaken 
into account at the first moment of choice 
(concept), but only later on while choosing 
the right geometry and connections of the 
pneumatic sound barrier. 

5.2.5 Basal area 

Figure 5.6: A partyhom, an 
example of the fast erection 
time of pneumatic structures 
[39]. 

As the space next to highways is limited when building a sound banier, the 
basal area is restricted . For this project, no specific location is chosen, never
theless the basal area needs to be as limited as possible. Therefore a pure dome 
construction, like a basic air-supported and air-infiated structure as shown in 
Figures 5.3 and 5.4, is not likely to be used. These configurations will need a 
basal area of 12 m, by a height of 6 m. At the other conceptsin Figures 5.3 and 
5.4 the basal area is reduced, by connecting the outer leafs. 
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c=J Ma in groups or net taken into account at moment of choices 

Pre-ehesen va lues 

- Parameters for first moment of choice (concept) 

- Parameters for secend moment of choice (geometry) 

Figure 5. 7: Diagram of sub-factors of pneumatic sound barriers, to give an 
overview and the relation between them. 

5.2.6 Aesthetic appeal 

Typically conceptual designing also takes aesthetic appeal into account. Espe
cially with sound barriers this would be an interesting point, as contemporary 
sound barriers contribute to the horizontal pollution of ones view. However the 
author believes that each and every concept developed in this thesis wil! be an 
enrichment to contemporary sound barriers, as nothing similar is on the market 
yet. For this reason, aesthetic appeal is not taken further into account during 
the conceptual selection process. 

5.3 Statement of concept selection 

This section describes which concept is chosen, including a selection statement. 
There are many methods to support the choosing process towards the best fitting 
concept, e.g.dot sticking, controlled convergence and weighting and ranking. 
However, Roozenburg and Eekels [4] state that these methods should only be 
used when the 'decision maker' is really doubtful of his/her concept choice, 
because by for example the complexity of the assortment of choices. When 
looking at Figure 5. 7 one can see the complexity of the parameters that inftuence 
the concept selection. Before the concept is chosen first the most promising 
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concepts wil! be explained and evaluated, some concepts are not taken into 
account as they are not feasible, have a big basal area or to similar to others. 

5.3.1 Concept explanation 

In Section 5.3.2 many alternatives are generated, the seven front runners are 
identified. Following each of these 7 concepts are shortly represented by some 
words and a sketch (Table 5.1). 

Concept 1 

The first concept is a design by CENO TEC, explained before in Section 2.2.5. 
This concept consists of a pneumatic panel braeed to the ground for stabiliza
tion. This concept is chosen as datum (starting point) to compare the concepts. 
Characteristics: 

• Smal! cavity with many connections between leafs; 

• Good feasibility; 

• Elements of a length of 4 m. 

Concept 2 

Concept 2 is a pneumatic wal! at which the basal area is decreased, in rela
tion to a basic air-supported structure, by conneetion the leafs diagonally and 
horizontally. Characteristics: 

• Cavity with locally connections between leafs; 

• Poor feasibility, because of connections in cavity; 

• Long element length. 

Concept 3 

Concept 3 bears resemblance with concept 2, however in concept 3 all connee
tions between the leafs are point connections. This point conneetion could lead 
to tension concentrations, unless executed as the Inflatable Tea House of Kengo 
Kuma. Characteristics: 

• Cavity with locally connections between leafs; 

• Better feasibility than concept 2, but still connections in cavity; 

• Long element length. 

Concept 4 

Concept 4 can be described as a wal! of pneumatic cylinders. These cylinders 
are relatively easy to produce. Negative in this concept is the absence of a 
cavity, but by using more layers of cylinders the total weight per unit area is 
increased. At horizontal loading the cylinder may find support to each other. 
Characteristics: 

• No cavity; 

• Good feasibility; 

• Smal! element which are easy and cheap to replace. 
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Concept 5 

The following concept is a fully inflatable wal!, with as basic shape a cylinder. lt 
can be compared with a air-castle, all cylinders are connected with each other. 
By using an ajr-inflated structure a complete covered cavity is created without 
any connections between the leafs besides at the top. Characteristics: 

• Cavity without any connection; 

• Poor feasibility because of the many connections; 

• Long element length. 

Concept 6 

Just like concepts 4 and 5, also this concept is built up of cylinders. The 
difference lays that in this concept the cylinders are not connected like in concept 
5 and an cavity is created in opposite of concept 4. This concept makes it easy 
to replace the cylinder when damaged and weight is reduced by applying an 
cavity. Characteristics: 

• Cavity without any connection; 

• Good feasibility; 

• Smal! element which are easy and cheap to replace. 

Concept 7 

Concept 7 is equally an combination of concept 1 and concept 6. This time 
no cylinders but mattresses that support each other, by doing so a cavity is 
created. Characteristics: 

• Cavity without any connection; 

• Good feasibility; 

• Element of e.g.4 m. 

5.3.2 Concept selection 

As concept selection tooi is chosen for a method called 'controlled convergence' 
to provide structure to the evaluation of the concepts. This method is developed 
by Stuart Pugh [3], which uses a simple matrix to compare the concepts against 
a set of pre-determined criteria (Section 5.2). 

To compare the concepts which are explained before, one concept is chosen 
as a 'datum concept'. lt doesnotmatter which one is chosen, but in this thesis 
concept 1 is chosen as this is a product that already exists. Each concept is 
compared with the datum for each of the criteria. If the concept is better or 
easier, it is marked with a '+'. If it is worse or harder than the datum, it is 
ma.rked with a'-'. Finally if it is similar or the same as the datum, it is marked 
with a's'. For each concept the total number of'+' (+1), '-' (-1) and 's' (0) 
scores are add up. Each concept has then a score and it is possible torank them 
in preferential order. The overview can be found in Table 5.1. 

From Table 5.1 can be inferred that there are two alternatives, concept 4 and 
concept 6, that stand out above the rest. To choose one the cycle is repeated, 
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Table 5.1: Camparing concepts with controlled convergence. Each concept is compared with the datum for each of the criteria. If the concept 
is better or easier , it is marked with a'+'. If it is worse or harder than the datum, it is marked with a'- '. Finally if it is similar or the same as 
the datum, it is marked with a's' . For each concept the total number of '+' (+1), '- ' (-1) and 's ' (0) scores are add up. 

Criteria Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3 Concept 4 Concept 5 Concept 6 Concept 7 ....... 

·~ rr, 

~ .. . ' ' .. 'I 6 ... 

Cavity + + s + + + 
High basic weight + + + + E 

s s 
Connections in cavity + ~ + s + + + 

"'"" Feasibility "' + + s Cl 
Maintenance + + s 
Basal area + 

L:+ 2 2 4 3 5 3 
L:- 3 3 0 3 1 0 

L:s 1 1 2 0 0 2 

Score 0 -1 -1 4 0 4 
Rank 4 6 6 1 4 1 3 
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Table 5.2: Camparing concept 4 and 6 with controlled convergence. If concept 
6 is better or easier, it is marked with a '+'. If it is worse or harder than the 
datum, it is marked with a'-' . Finally if it is similar or the same as the datum, 
it is marked with a 's ' . For concept 6 the total number of '+ ' ( +1) , '-' (-1) and 
's' (0) scores are acid up. 

Criteria Concept 4 Concept 6 

lil 
Cavity + 
High basic weight s + 
Connections in cavity ;j + ..., 
Feasibility <1l + Q 
Maintenance + 
Basal area 

I:+ 5 

I:- 1 

I;s 0 

Score 0 4 
Rank 2 1 

now picking concept 4 as new datum. Table 5.2 shows this new cycle and the 
condusion is made that concept 6 is the most proruising concept as it is easy to 
manufacture, easy to replace when damaged, has a cavity and no connections 
in this cavity. 

5.4 Global design calculation 

In the previous section a concept was chosen, in following sections this con
cept will be further elaborated on the sub-factors from Figure 5.7, which means 
geometry, cutting patterns, details and foundation are discussed. All these 
sub-factors depend on the forces that will occur in the global structure. To an
alyze these forces better , first some basic principles on pneumatic structure are 
explained inSection 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. Foliowed the wind and snow loads are de
termined by using Eurocode NEN-EN 1991-1 . After the loads are determined, 
the structures are analyzed in Matrix-Frame [89), where the structures are rep
resented by a simple wire-frame model (see Figure 5.8). Resulting normal forces 
and bending moments wil! be analyzed in Section 5.5. 

5.4.1 Internal air-pressure 

To analyze better pneumatic structures and moreover the structures later on in 
this report, the basics of pneumatic structures are expla.ined . For the analysis 
one should know for pneumatic structures only synclastic surfaces are possible, 
i.e.spherical and cylindrical. When looking at a cylindrical surface, with an 
inner radius T in m and a wall thickness t in m, containing an a.ir-pressure p in 
kN jm2 on the inner surface ( dwelling at the fact that the internal a.ir-pressure is 
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l. 3, 4. 6. 

Figure 5.8: Analyzed geometries, withall a basal area of 3 mand a height of 
6 m. 

the difference between the air-pressure inside and outside of the construction), 
the plane stress along the wall can be simplified as: 

• The axial stress along the length of the wall, a A; 

• The hoop stress aH, which is normal to the axial stress. 

To determine the · hoop stresses, the cylinder is split in half as shown in 
Figure 5.9 , where 6-x is a differential portion of the cylinder length. 

Now, the resulting forces acting perpendicular to the cut section are the 
internal force: 

aH· 2 · t · 6-x (5.1) 

and the pressure force: 
p · 2R · 6-x (5.2) 

If these forces are placed in an equilibrium, the next result is obtained: 

p · 2R · 6-x = aH · 2 · t · 6-x (5.3) 

Simplify the hoop stress for the cylinder gives: 

(5.4) 

To determine the axial stresses along the length of the wall, the cylinder is 
cut as shown in Figure 5.10. 

Now, the resulting forces acting on the cut section are the internal force: 

a A · 2rr · r · t (5.5) 

and the pressure force: 
(5.6) 

If these forces are placed in an equilibrium, the next result is obtained: 

a A · 2rr · r · t = p · rr · r 2 

Simplify the axial stress for the cylinder gives: 

p·r 
aA = --

2t 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

When looking at a spherical part with an inner radius r and a wall thickness 
t, with an internal air-pressure p, the plane stress along the wall can bedescribed 
by only one stress in all directions as a sphere is symmetrie. This stress is called 
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Figure 5.9: Cross section of a cylinder todetermine its hoop stresses. 

--P 

·==---------- - G'A. 

Figure 5.10: Cross section of a cylinder todetermine its axial stresses. 

Figure 5.11: Cross section of a sphere to determine its stresses. 
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radial stress. In order to find the radial stress, a plane cut can be made along 
the center of the sphere, as shown in Figure 5.11. 

The cut section shows the same applied farces that act on the axial section 
described at the cylinder. The equilibrium salution can then be solved for the 
radius stress, which is given by: 

p·r 
C7r =U (5.9) 

One can see that the tensionsin the cylinder, represented by C>H, are twice 
as high as the tensions of the sphere, represented by C>r • When a cylinder and 
a sphere are connected this may lead to problems. Tension discontinuities could 
cause wrinkling between the two geometries. 

5.4.2 Pneumatic cylinder under bending 

Foliowed by the explanation about the general basics of pneumatic structures, 
now the mechanica! behavior of pneumatics will be analyzed when applying 
externalloading. In a pneumatic structure, the tensile prestress due to internal 
air-pressure and the compressive stress due to bending and/or axial farces play 
a prominent role as showed in the previous section. The pneumatic cylinder 
is considered a membrane structure, meaning that its material cannot sustain 
any compressive stress. By creating a tensile prestress, the structure as a whole 
obtains bending rigidity due to the fact that the sum of the tensile prestress 
and the compressive stress due to bending and/or axial farces remains positive, 
as shown in Figure 5.12. In the following the pneumatic cylinder under bending 
is analyzed. 

A pneumatic cylinder under a load can exist in three distinct states [52], as 
also shown in experimental researches by Yoo et aJ.[65], Kawabata et al.[60], 
Webber [64] and Braam [56] . The state where the sum of the tensile prestress 
and the stress due to bending is positive, everywhere in the skin of the pneu, is 
called the unwrinkled state or also aften called taut. It is in this state where the 
pneu exhibits the most rigidity. In the unwrinkled state, the bending behavior 
is linear, assuming the Young's Modulus is constant (isotropic material). 

The second state is called the wrinkled state. In this state, somewhere in 
the pneu the sum of the tensile prestress and the bending stress has become 
negative but the principal strains are still positive. As the membrane material 
cannot sustain a negative stress and therefore, it starts to wrinkle. In the case of 
a the cylinder shown in Figure 5.12, the compressive stress due to the bending 
moment is the highest at the root on the opposite side of the wind. It is here 
where wrinkling wil! occur. Wrinkling generally occurs first in the location which 
has the highest compressive stress due to the externally applied laad . A pneu 
in the wrinkled state will exhibit a lower bending stiffness. .F\.irthermore, its 
bending behavior will no Jonger be linear. As externally applied laad grows in 
magnitude, the wrinkled area will grow in bath longitudinal and circumferential 
direction. The larger the wrinkled area, the less bending stiffness the beam will 
exhibit [57]. 

As the wrinkled area grows under externally applied laad, the wrinkled area 
will, at one point, pass the neutral line in circumferential direction. In this 
situation, there is a cross-section where the entire area under the neutralline is 
no Jonger supporting any compressive loads. This signals the third state of the 
pneu called the collapsed state or aften also called slack. Where the pneu is no 
Jonger able to bear the externally applied laad and collapses and therefore the 
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(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 5.12: Pneumatic cylinder under bending moment (b)(c). By creating 
a tensile pre-stress due to intern al pressure (a), the structure as a whole obtains 
bending rigidity due tothefact that the sum of the tensile pre-stress, due to in
tema! air-pressure, and the compressive stress, due to bending moment, remains 
positive. (a) Blowingup the pneumatic cylinder, without any externalloading. 
(b) Bending moment is applied on the structure, which creates a compressive 
stress at the root on one side and a tension force at the other side. The sum 
of the tensile pre-stress and the compressive stress just becomes 0 in the axial 
direction and therefore it starts wrinkling. ( c) Bending moment is increased, 
camparing to situation b, which results in a larger tensionless area in axial di
rection. When the sun of the tensions also become 0 in the hoop direction, then 
the pneumatic structures collapses. Figure 5.13 describes the internal tensions 
in the membrane in illustration of the above figures. 
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minimum stress a ~ 0 as well the principal strain ~: ~ 0. Hereby, the bending 
rigidity is reduced to nearly zero. 

To summarize the states of a membrane element are determined by combined 
stress-strain criteria [59] [42], based on principal stress and strain described as 
Table 5.3 and Figure 5.13. 

reference stan1s nctual status 

L/J- ·-o-----, ' ' ' ' ' ' : ___. 
' ' ' ' ' ' 
I -- :___ _ __ ! D 

t.aul homogcneous regular wrinkle slack 

Figure 5.13: Principal states of membranes - taut, wrinkled, slack [42] 

Table 5.3: Summary of wrinkling criteria [42]. 

State of Principal stress Principal strain Mixed criterion 
Stress criterion criterion 

Taut (unwrinkled) CJmin > 0 €min > 0 CJmin > 0 
Wrinkled CJmin ~ 0 and €min ~ 0 and CJmin ~ 0 and 

CJmax > 0 êmax > 0 émax > 0 
Slack ( Collapse) amin ~ 0 and Emin ~ 0 and CJmax ~ 0 

CJmax ~ 0 émax ~ 0 

Figure 5.14 shows the three statesof an pneumatic structure and indicates 
the rigidity of the different states. One might be inclined to say that a structure 
should never venture into the wrinkled state, e.g.metal structures, one would 
almast never allow wrinkles to occur due to the detrimental effects of plastic 
deformation to the materiaL The wrinkled state in a pneumatic structure, how
ever, is completely reversible. And even though wrinkles exist, the structure is 
still able to bear considerable amount of externally applied loads. The wrin
kled state comes with a penalty of increased flex.ibility. But such a penalty is 
not necessarily a problem. For instance, an increased flexibility allows a wing 
to deal with wind gusts by flexing its structure instead of displacing its entire 
body ( one of the advantages of pneumatic structures mentioned in the general 
introduction). Therefore, the wrinkled state is a perfectly acceptable state for 
a pneumatic structure to ex.ist in. 

To give a first impression of what the farces mean to the internal air-pressure 
and cylinder diameter, a formula based on a conventional beam theory is set up 
to determine a = 0. Here, the sum of the tensile prestress and the stresses due 
to bending and normal farces are positive at any place in the skin of the pneu . 
When looking at a cylinder with bending moment M and normal force N, the 
ax.ial tension in the skin of the pneu can be described as: 
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p·r M N 
CJA=------>0 

2t W A-
where the surface A in m for a hollow cylinder is expressed by: 

A= 21T · r · t 

(5 .10) 

(5.11) 
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Bending moment 

Unwrinkled Wrinkled Collapsed 

Displacement 

Figure 5.14: The three stages of a pneumatic beam (Based on [57]). 

In the following section the internal air-pressure p in kN/m2 is compared 
by a variety of geometries and cylinder diameters. Therefore the formula is 
expressed as: 

( M + ____!'!__ ) 2t 
p = W 2?Tr·t 

r 
(5.12) 

In which section modulus W in m4 for a hollow cylinder is expressed by: 

(5.13) 

One should be aware of the fact when analyzing the calculated internal air
pressure p in Section 5.5. That this is the internal air-pressure needeel to keep 
the tensile stress positive, so the calculation counts for where the pneu goes 
from the first, unwrinkled, to the second state, wrinkled. From now on this 
point will be called cro. 

5.4.3 Externalloads 

Global design calculation of the external forces working on the conceptual ge
ometries, given in Figure 5.8, is done by using Eurocode NEN-EN 1991-1. 

Permanent load 

Membrane structures have a smal! mass per unit area. Therefore, the permanent 
action is negligible and not taken into account in this global design calculation. 

Wind load 

The wind load is dependent on the location, shape and size of the structure. 
Also openings influence the wind load. According toNEN-EN 1991-1-4 Section 
5.2 the extreme wind pressure is given as followed: 

(5.14) 

where qp( Ze;i ) represents the extreme impact pressure, Ze represents the ref
erence height for the pressure and Cpi,e represents the pressure coefficient. 
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Further the wind force on a structure or structural part according to the 
Eurocode is calculated by vectorial summation of Pw,e and Pw,i, expressed by; 

Pw,e = Cs Cd L We 
opp 

opp 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

where CsCd represents a factor of height which has a value of 1 when the 
structure is smaller than 15 m. We represents the external pressure and Wi 
represents the internal pressure both according to equation 5.14. 

The extreme impact pressure qP is, according to the Eurocode, given by; 

qp(z) = (1 + 7Lv(z)) · 0.5 · p · v!(z) = Ce(z) · qb (5.17) 

and can be read from the National Annex Table in Eurocode NEN-EN 1991-
1-4. As no location is chosen for this thesis, a worst case scenario of wind class 
area I is analyzed, which results in a extreme impact pressure qp(6m) of 0.84 
kN/m2 , qp(5m) of 0.78 kN/m2 and on 4 mor lower a qr(4m) of 0.71 kNjm2 . 

As exhibit in equation 5.14, the internaland external wind loa.d is depended 
of the pressure coefficient Cpe;i, which depends on the shape of the structure. 
The va.lue of Cpe;i can be determined by NEN-EN 1991-1-4 Section 7.2.5. The 
concepts are approached as saddle roof, as this shape shows the biggest similarity 
with the concepts. 

Snow load 

As shown in Figure 5.8 almost all angles of the geometries with the ground are 
bigger than 60°. Therefore only wind loa.d as discussed before are applied and 
snow load is neglected for this global design calculation. 

Load combinations 

Loa.d combinations are generally determined by Eurocode with; 

qu = L IC,j · Gk,j + IQ,i · '1/Jt · Qk,I + L IQ,i · '1/Jo,i · Qk,i (5.18) 

where G represents permanent action. These need to be summed and mul
tiplied by a part i al factor IC. The first Q represents the variable action and is 
multiplied by partia.l factor IQ and correction factor '1/Jt- Finally there are nor
mally the 'other' variable actions, which are to be summed, factored by partial 
factor IQ, but also multiplied by a combination factor 'lj;0. 

The permanent action is, as stated before, negligible and therefore not taken 
into account. 

As the sound barrier of this thesis falls within the ambit of safety class I, a 
IC is given of 1.2 by Eurocode. 

The reference period of the structure depends correction factor '1/Jt- For 
pneumatic structures it is standard to use a reference period of 15 years. This 
leads to a correction factor '1/Jt of; 

1 + '1/Jl t 
'I/Jt=1+--ln-

9 to 
(5.19) 
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where ?j;1 represents the factor of momentary load value, which according 
to the Eurocode is 0 for wind load. t represents the reference period of 15 
years. Finally t0 represents the standard reference period of buildings of 50 
years. Substituting these values into equation 5.19 this gives; 

1 + 0 15 
?/Jt = 1 + -

9
- In 

50 
= 0.87 (5.20) 

which leads, when substituting into equation 5.18, toa load combination of; 

Qu = 1.2 · 0.87 · Pw (5.21) 

5.4.4 Forces in construction 

The forces in the structure are, as stated before, first of all determined with 
a simple wire-frame model with the software program Matrix-Frame [89]. The 
total (wind) load, as described in Section 5.4 .3, is applied to a slab of 1 m. 
Applying the loads on a slab of 1 m will make it easier later on to compare the 
different cylinder radius in Section 5.5. 

Table 5.4: Researched types of geometries. 

Type 
Type A 
Type B 
Type C 
Type D 
Type E 
Type F 

Foundation 
Rigid 
Rigid 
Hinged 
Hinged 
Hinged/Rigid 
Hinged/Rigid 

Top conneetion 
Rigid 
Hinged 
Rigid 
Hinged 
Rigid 
Hinged 

Global forcesin the cylinders are depended on the geometry of the structure 
and connections at the top and foundation of the sound barrier. Given the 6 
geometries earlier and taken into account the fact that a conneetion can be rigid 
or hinged, gives a total amount of 36 configurations for the concept, shown in 
Table 5.4. In the following section all these options are compared with each 
other. 

5.5 Sub-factors geometry selection 

This section describes the second part of the sub-factors of the design and its 
principal solutions. Figure 5. 7 provides a complete overview of all sub-factors. 
As stated before to get a well thought-out solution, the preliminary design 
should be the best combination of all sub-factors. 

In the following sections the sub-factors that mainly direct to the geometry 
and its connections wil! be clarified and possible solutions wil! be given. 

5.5.1 Forces - geometry 

Previously, in Section 5.3.2, a concept have been selected that is built up of 
two supporting cylinders with a cavity in between (Table 5.2). Following, in 
Section 5.4, simple wire-frame models have been set up to analyze different 
geometries and connections possible This section will discuss the results and wil! 
make comments on which is best in perspective of minimum resulting forces. 
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Figure 5.15: Comparing required internal air-pressure to meet o-0 against 
radius and a diversity of geometries with just hinged connections ( • = Geometry 
1, • = Geometry 2, & = Geometry 3, + = Geometry 4, X= Geometry 5, o = 
Geometry 6). 

Chosen geometries are compared on resulting bending moment and normal 
force due to wind loading. This comparison is made on the basis of required 
internal air-pressure pin N /mm2 to meet o-0 (for explanation see Section 5.4.2) 
at a given radius r in mm according to equation 5.12. 

First all geometries will be evaluated. As it can be inferred from Figure 5.15 
the chosen geometry as well as the radius has a big influence on the required 
internal air-pressure. Regarding to the geometries, most favorable is geometry 
1, the straight variation, as it requires the lowest internal air-pressure due to 
resulting forces. A small distortion, as in geometry 6, has a minimum influence 
on the required internal air-pressure. Bigger distortions (chances in relation 
to geometry 1) will lead to larger bending moments and therefore to a higher 
required internal air-pressure. 

Due to the decreasing progress of the graph in Figure 5.15 in relation to 
required internal-air-pressure and radius, the important influence of the chosen 
radius on the total structure is well visualized. Especially till a certa.in point, 
which is for the given situation around a radius of 500 mm. 

The geometries can be executed with a diversity of connections, as summa
rized in table 5.4. In Figure 5.16 an overview is given of geometry 1 with the 
different connections. As it ca.n be inferred from Figure 5.16 that the connee
tions do not influence the required interna.l air-pressure much. The difference 
is more in where the maximum bending moment will occur (in case of hinged 
foundation in field and in case of rigid foundation at root) then its maximum 
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Figure 5.16: Camparing required internal air-pressure to meet a0 against 
radius and a diversity of connections for geometry 1 (D = Geometry 1 Type A, 
+ = Geometry 1 Type B, X = Geometry 1 Type C, A = Geometry 1 Type D, 
• = Geometry 1 Type E , • = Geometry 1 Type F). 

value. Therefore the choice of connections will be more dependent on e.g.the 
feasibility and erection time. This will be discussed in Section 5.5.4. 

5.5.2 Cutting pattern 

In the previous section only the resulting forces due to geometry and connections 
were discussed. A straight cylinder was concluded as a good option. This section 
will give another practical advantage of using a straight cylinder, its cutting 
pattern. 

When applying a curved cylinder many cutting edges are needed and there
fore many welding seams, which influence the fabrication costs and time nega
tive. Most ideal would be when only one welding seam is required. This depends 
highly on the required cylinder radius and the available membrane role width. 
Given the fact that the membrane role width is between 1.5 m and 2.5 m, with 
virtually no limit in length [66], a radius up to around 0.39 m would be possi
bie as 21r · 0.39 = 2.45 m. If a radius of 0.39 or lower would not be sufficient 
to stabilize the structure, one can increase the radius of course. However this 
would mean that two welding seams are required. 

5.5.3 Safety 

When designing sound barriers along highways it is important to inspeet safety 
of passing road users, as accidents can be vita!. Regularly a. traffic ba.rrier 
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is placed next to highways, to bear a collision. However as for this thesis a 
new sound barrier is placed, one can look at new options concerning bearing 
collisions. The options to bear a callision are as followed; 

• Separated; the conventional option with the traffic barrier separated from 
the sound barrier; 

• Integrated; in the attempt to place the sound barrier as close to the 
highway as possible (to get a better sound reduction due to the barrier), 
it is an option to integrate the traffic barrier into the sound barrier; 

• Multiple functions; the most cantroversial option to make is , the sound 
barrier also as traffic barrier. Due to this the sound barrier can be placed 
closely to the highway and no additional traffic barrier is required. Not 
every construction would be suitable for this option, however as pneumatic 
structures are flexible and could bear a collision, it could be an option to 
consider. 

Last mentioned option, of multiple functions , would be very interesting to 
apply in this thesis. Moreover as the cylinders are replaceable after being dam
aged by a callision (as discussed before inSection 5.2 .3). However , when apply
ing this option of making the sound barrier also the traffic barrier, an extensive 
study is required to fulfill the standards of such constructions. 

The advantage of an integra.ted tra.ffic barrier in a sound barrier above a 
separated traffic barrier, is the possibility to build the sound barrier closer to 
the souree of the noise, the highway. This benefits the total sound reduction 
for the buildings in rear of the sound barrier. Nonetheless in this thesis the 
separated traffic barrier is applied. For further development of the pneumatic 
sound barrier it could be interesting to a.lso look at the other options as discussed 
in this section as it could save up the costs of placing a separated traffic barrier. 

5.5.4 Details 

One of the main reasans to apply pneumatic structures as sound barriers is the 
fast erection time and the charaderistic of pneus to adapt to soil settlements and 
that no permanent foundation is necessary, as stated in the general introduetion 
of this thesis. However , these charaderistics depend strongly on the execution 
of the details . This section will give a variety of possibilities of executing the 
foundation and top of the sound barrier. 

Foundation 

One of the criteria for the foundation is that it should have a short erection time 
and can adapt itself to soil settlements. It does not matter for the resulting 
forces if the foundation is executed as a rigid or hinged connection. Therefore 
the choice will depend mainly on the predicted erection time and costs of the 
system. As checklist the foundation should fulfill the following requirements: 

• adjustable in all axis, to adapt to building inaccuracy and soil settlements; 

• transportable and easy to opera.te; 

• easy a.nd fast to erect and dismantie (lowtech) ; 

• low rnainterrance and pneumatic elements should be able to be replaced; 
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Friction Surcharge 

Weight I Mass Passive groundpressure 

Figure 5.17: Schematic overview of anchorage principles [35] . 

• airtight to maintain the characteristics of the cavity construction ; 

• low weight, as every kilo reduction per meter of material extra can lead 
to mayor savings of casts; 

• able to transmit the farces to the soil. 

The foundation needs to bear upon both upwards as downwarcis farces. How
ever, the downwarcis farces can be, relatively simple, transmitted into the soil. 
The upwards farces on the other hand need to be transmitted into the soil by 
anchorage or mass to prevent uplifting. In Herzog [35] an overview is given of 
the possible methods of the foundations of pneumatic structures to prevent up
lifting. Herzog makes hereby an subdivision in friction , surcharge, weight/mass 
and passive ground pressure. This subdivision is shown in Figure 5.17. 

Options that are relevant to have a closer look at are weight/mass and 
surcharge. Both methods wil! be explained as they are line foundations, meaning 
that not very pneumatic cylinder is founded individually. Foliowed these options 
are explained. 

To give an impression on what is required to make a foundation on the 
principle of weightjmass; when looking at the foundation with a hinged con
nection, the resulting upwards force is maximum 4.56 kN/m1 , which equals 456 
kg/m 1 . For a foundation of concrete this would mean a total volume of 0.2 
m3 /m 1 per side. Other ways of adding mass to prevent lifting up is to add sand 
(volume of 0.285 m3 /m1 per side) or steel (volume of 0.218 m3 /m1 per side) 
or combinations of materials. Applying the principle of weight/mass has the 
advantage of prefabrication, however it does requires extra mass to transport as 
wel! the fact that it will be hard to adjust to the soil. 

An other interesting principle is surcharge. Through anchorage the foun
dation is prevented against lifting up and can still lead compression farces into 
the soil. Applying ancharing til! a depth of 2 m would give a tensile capacity 
of 28 kN per anchorage (including 20% safety margin) [73]. This would mean 
that around every 4 - 5 m an anchor is required to prevent the pneumatic sound 
barrier of lifting up. Of course one should keep in mind that this number also 
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strongly bears upon the cone resistance of the soil as wel! as the surface of the 
anchor blade. 

Many possible foundations are drawn using both principles. Eventually an
chorage is selected as the way of executing the foundation. This is mainly for 
the following reasons; anchorage is better adjustable in all axis, better trans
portable, easy and fast to erect and dismantle. Through the process of drawing 
all kind of alternatives a big quantity of possibilities is made. Most detaj]s were 
refinements of previous sketches. The final result is shown in Figures 5.18 and 
5.19. This option fits all requirements as mentioned before. The steel spikes are 
added to get more resistance against the forces from the sound barrier as wel! 
to support the construction directly construction. 

Top detail 

The top detail have been designed on a similar way as the foundation. Also here 
through a big quantity of sketches a solutions has been proposed. Main issues 
at this detail is the uniformity with the foundation as it also has similar require
ments. Finally a simple, lowtech solution has been found that is presented in 
Figure 5.20. 

Construction 

As stated in the general introduetion of this thesis, the erection time is crucial. 
As the erection time may cost a lot of money, especially when the highway needs 
to be partially closed for the construction of the sound barrier. Foliowed the 
construction process of the conceptual design is explained; 

• measurements of sound barrier are staked out, with help of laser; 

• anchorage are screwed in soil; 

• steel plate with spikes is applied to anchorage; 

• conneetion elements with pneumatic cylinders are installed on anchorage; 

• elements are adjusted to right placement; 

• connecting element for air-pressure is placed; 

• conneet pneumatic element with adjoining pneumatic element; 

• air-pressure in pneumatic elements is applied just to erect construction; 

• all cleaves and openings are closed; 

• increase internal air-pressure in pneumatic elements to required pressure. 

5.6 Statement of geometry selection 

Previously, in Section 5.3, it was already mentioned that there are many meth
ocis to support the choosing process towards the best fitting concept. However, 
these methods should only be used when the 'decision maker' is really doubtful 
of his/her choice, because by for example the complexity of the assortment of 
choices. Unlike the concept selection, the geometry selection has a lower level 
of complexity. During the design process it was soon clear which geometry and 
configuration was best fitting. This section describes which geometry is chosen. 
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Figure 5.18: Detail of foundation of pneumatic sound barrier. 

embrane cyfinder 

Figure 5.19: Front view of foundation detail of pneumatic sound barrier. 
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Figure 5.20: Detail of top of pneumatic sound barrier. 

As can be inferred from the previous sections the selected geometry are two 
straight cylindrical supporting tubes which create a cavity. This geometry led 
to the lowest required internal air-pressure in relation to the applied wind load. 
Flirthermore the connections were mainly a matter of erection time, saving of 
materials and uniformity. The final details are discussed, Section 5.5.4, and were 
the result of a process through a big quantity of possibilities because : quantity 
breeds quality [1]. 
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5.7 Summary 

This chapter describes the conceptual designing processof the pneumatic sound 
harrier. The chapter can be roughly divided into two parts; concept selection 
and geometry selection . The final conceptual design is the result of a process 
including a.coustics, feasibility, maintena.nce, erection time, basal area, a.esthetic 
appeal , internal forces due to wind load and safety. The proposed design is a 
sta.rting point for making the detailed design in Chapter 7, but first in Chapter 6 
a structural analysis is made to get a better understanding of all parameters 
influencing the structural analysis of pneumatic structures. 
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Chapter 6 

Analysis of a pneumatic 
cylinder 

Previously in Chapter 5, the conceptual designing process ofthe pneumatic sound 
barrier is described. The basic shape of the selected concept are cylinders. In 
this chapter, the structural behavior of pneumatic cylinders is analyzed. This 
structural analysis is done by using Finite Element (FE) program SOFiSTiK. 
A similar structural model, research at TUje by Verhaegh and De Leijer (63/, 
is used as guideline. Following the model is used to analyze the behavior of a 
pneumatic cylinder under bending, as this is more relevant for the final model 
where wind laad will lead to a bending moment. 

The remain of this chapter describes the rnadeling of an axially compressed 
pneumatic cylinder (Section 6.2), foliowed by a pneumatic cylinder 'under bend
ing (Section 6.3). Additional background information about the behavior of 
pneumatic structures is given previously in Beetion 5.4.2 and is complemented 
in this chapter by in formation about non-linear behavior (Section 6.1. 2) . Af
terwards the model can be used for design calculations of the pneumatic sound 
barrier. 
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6.1 Numerical analysis 

6.1.1 Modeling a pneumatic cylinder 

The aim of this chapter is to describe the modeling of a pneumatic cylinder 
(Figure 6.1), both axially compressed as under a bending moment. On the 
basis stands a research by Verhaegh and De Leijer [63] . The parameters and 
conesponding values, used by Verhaegh and De Leijer to model the cylinder, 
are: height h of the cylinder of 2000 mm, diameter dof 450 mm and the internal 
pressure pof 8 kPa (0.008 bar). 

I. 

p 

d = 450 mm I 

;;;; 

11 
N 

8 
3 
3 

Figure 6.1: Geometry of pneumatic cylinder. 

2. 4. 5. 6. 

Figure 6.2: Plan of approa(;h of modelinga pneumatic cylinder, with an axially 
compressed cylinder (step 5), foliowed by a pneumatic cylinder under bending 
moment (step 6). 

It can be very tempting to model the given geometry (Figure 6.1) at once. 
After all it looks rather simple. However to get a greater notion on the behav
ior of the structure it is recommended to built the model step by step. This 
wil! also red uce the chance of errors and it is a way to pro of that the model 
is correct and reliable. The modulation of the cylinder wil! take place in six 
steps (Figure 6.2), each step relies on the results from the previous one. The 
first four steps are described in Appendix B. Where step one, Section B .1, de
scribes a basic problem, a cable on two supports with point load both analyzed 
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analytica! as numericaL Step two, Section B.2, describes again a cable on two 
supports, but this time with an uniformly distributed load. Step three, Sec
tion B.3, describes a quarter of a circle cable on two supports with an uniformly 
distributed load. Step four, Section B.4, is similar shaped as step three but in 
stead of cable elements it is built up of a 2D membrane strips. Step fi.ve, Chap
ter 6.2, describes the complete cylinder with an uniformly distributed (internal) 
air pressure and axial point load. Till step five everything is verified with data 
from Verhaegh and De Leijer. Foliowed in step six, Section 6.3, describes a 
pneumatic cylinder under bending. 

6.1.2 Geometrie non-linear effects 

First briefly some background information about the numerical analysis of pneu
matic structures, before continuing to modeling a pneumatic cylinder. Pneu
matic structures are part of membrane structures. Membrane structures are 
characterized by transferring of loads only with normal forces, meaning that 
bending moments and shear forces are not possible. This is a result from the 
negligible moment of inertia I. Nevertheless a membrane has, just like a cable, 
stiffness. This stiffness increase when tension on the membrane wil! be applied, 
i.e.it describes a geometrie non linear structure [53]. 

Load, F 

Load. F 

Slope (stijfou.r) updated 
ajl6r eaclt Îl«ration 

Dlsplaccmcnl. u 

Stopt (stijfoess) Aopt coruto!V 
during tb.! load lncrem~rr 

Dispfacemenl, u 

Figure 6.3: Schematic representation of iteration process [53]. 

In non-linear FE formulations, the main strategy is to break down the load
ing history into a series of simpler piecewise-linear or weakly non-linear steps. 
A combination of load incrementation and iteration procedures are used in FE 
codes to arrive at the final solution. It is important that the FE procedure per
farms a check, within each load increment, to ensure that equilibrium is satisfied, 
before proceeding tot the next increment. This is usually done by computing the 
'residual' forces within the structure, and reducing them to a negligible value. 
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Figure 6.3 shows a schematic representation of the iterative procedure where 
the slope of the curve is either updated after each iteration or kept constant. 
Convergence of the solution is achieved if equilibrium is satisfied, i.e.when no 
residual forces exist, or when the residual forces are negligible [53]. For more 
information about nonlinear mechanics e.g.Becker [53] is recommended. 

6.2 Axially compressed cylinder model 

6. 2.1 Model development 

Step four, modeling of the cylinder fragment and described insection B.4, was 
not successful. Nevertheless is continued making the model of a full cylinder. 
When this model react equal as the GSA and ANSYS models, one can assume 
that the model is correct. The model is made following the given geometry 
shown in Figure 6.4. 

F 

Figure 6.4: Geometry of axially compressed pneumatic cylinder with indica
tion of the sections. 

The cylinder is fixed at the bottorn and can at the top only move in the 
global z-axis (downwards). The angle rotation of both top as bottorn is free for 
the membrane. This model simulates the done experiments of Verhaegh and De 
Leijer. 

To compare the output of SOFiSTiK with GSA and ANSYS, the same ma
terial parameters are applied in the pre-processor. Meaning a height h of the 
cylinder of 2.0 m. Radius R of the cylinder of 0.225 m. Thickness of the mem
brane of 0.001 m. Young's Modulus in weft direction Bweft of 468.8 · 103 kN /m2 

and in warp direction Ewarp of 478.8·103 kN jm2 . Shear modulus G xy of 165 ·103 

kNjm2 and Gyz of 161.7 ·103 kNjm2 . And finally the Poisson's ratio v of 0.45. 
Taken from the ANSYS and GSA model is an internal pressure of 8 kPA 

(0.08 bar). Hereby, follows a maximum axial loading F of 1.27 kN (Eq. 6.1). 
The centric point load is applied as an uniformly distributed load on the top 
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edge of the cylinder, so no infinitive plate have to be modeled as top plate, nor 
constraints have to be applied. 

F = P · Atopplate = P · nr2 = 8 · 7r · 0.225 2 = 1.27 kN (6.1) 

For the SOFiSTiK model regular 4-node membrane elements are used, who 
can only describe membrane action. The geometrical non-linear calculation is 
done with a third order calculation with big deflections. This calculation is 
added with an update of the tangential stiffness for every step, which wil! give 
better results for constructions suffering big deflections. 

6.2.2 Mesh convergence study 

Tostart rnadeling the cylinder a simple mesh is applied. This first model has 16 
elementsin the radius and 20 elementsin the height (Figure 6.5), giving it nearly 
square elements. Equal ANSYS and GSA models done by Verhaegh and De 
Leijer already show unevenness in the membrane. Also SOFiSTiK shows similar 
results, Figure 6.6. Finer meshes are applied to make the model react more as a 
realistic pneumatic cylinder. lt is often difficult to establish the optimum mesh 
refinement needed for a FE model. To see the effect on the solutions, several 
ways of mesh refinement are applied on the basic model in SOFiSTiK. Taking 
into account the general guidelines of finite element methods e.g.avoiding thin 
elements, meaning; avoiding a height - width ratio of the elements bigger then 
5. The results may become unreliable when this ratio becomes bigger then 5. 
As wel! as not changing the element sizes abruptly from one element to another, 
meaning; element sizes must change gradually between adjacent elements [55]. 

The axial and radial displacement Uz and Ur are displayed, Figure 6.4, to 
compare the results from SOFiSTiK with ANSYS and GSA. The position to 
measure these values are at the top for Uz and exactly halfway of the model at 
1 m for Ur· 

In SOFiSTiK 5 models are made with each more refined meshes, Figure 6.5. 
Model 1; The standa.rd model with 16 elements in the radius and 20 ele

ments in the height, giving it a total amount of 320 elements. lts height/width 
ratio of the elementsis 1:1. 

Model 2; Equal to model 1, however model 2 has a more refined mesh on 
the 3 top and bottorn strips. The elementsin the body have a h/w ratio of 1:1, 
in strip 3 a h/w ratio of around 1:2 and intheupper strips 1 and 2 a h/w ratio 
of 1:3. Meaning that there are 16 elements in the radius and 34 elements in the 
height, giving it a total amount of 544 elements. 

Model 3; Equal to model 1, with as only difference the amount of elements 
in the radius. In model 3 there are 32 elements in the radius, giving it a h/w 
ratio of 2/1. Meaning that there are 32 elements in the radius and 20 elements 
in the height, giving it a total amount of 640 elements. 

Model 4; Equal to model1, but like in model 2 a more refined mesh on the 
top and bottorn strips. In the body there is a h/w ratio of 2:1, in strip 3 a ratio 
1:1, in strip 2 a ratio of 1:2 and in strip 1 a ratio of 1:3. Meaning that there 
are 32 elements in the radius and 44 elements in the height, giving it a total 
amount of 1408 elements. 

Model 5; Is a continuation of model 4. lt has twice as much elements in the 
radius, giving it 64 elements, and an equal amount of 44 elementsin the height. 
This gives in the body a h/w ratio of 4:1, in strip 3 a ratio of 2:1, in strip 2 a 
ratio of 1:1 and in strip 1 a ratio of around 1:2. lt has a total amount of 2816 
elements. 
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Figure 6.5: Overview of applied meshing of cylinder models in SOFiSTiK. 
Model 1: 16 elements in radius I 20 elements in height; Model 2: 16 I 22; 
Model 3: 32 I 20; Model 4: 32 I 22; Model 5: 64 I 22. 
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Figure 6.6: Overview of deformed models with axial point load of 1.27 kN 
and an internal air pressure of 8 kNim 2 in SOFiSTiK. Modell: 16 elementsin 
radius I 20 elements in height; Model 2: 16 I 22; Model 3: 32 I 20; Model 4: 
32 I 22; Model 5: 64 I 22. 
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Figure 6.7: (a) Overview of deformed model 5 with axial point load of 1.27 
kN and an internal air pressure of 8 kN/m2 in SOFiSTiK. (b) displacement in 
X-axis. ( c) displacement in Z-axis. 
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Table 6.1: Vertical displacement Uz in mm on the top of an axially compressed 
cylinder, determined with FEM program ANSYS , GSA and SOFiSTiK. 

F ANSYS GSA SOFiSTiK 
(kN) Model4 M. 4 M. 1 M. 2 M. 3 M. 4 M. 5 

0.00 0.42 0.42 0.52 0.47 0.48 0.41 0.40 
0.10 0.13 0.12 0.23 0.18 0.18 0.11 0.10 
0.20 -0.18 -0.17 -0.11 -0.13 -0.15 -0.18 -0.20 
0.30 -0.47 -0.47 -0.38 -0.42 -0.43 -0.48 -0.49 
0.40 -0.75 -0.77 -0.66 -0.71 -0.71 -0.78 -0.79 
0.50 -1.05 -1.06 -0.94 -1.01 -0.99 -1.08 -1.09 
0.60 -1.34 -1.36 -1.24 -1.30 -1.28 -1.37 -1.39 
0.70 . -1.67 -1.66 -1.53 -1.60 -1.58 -1.67 -1.69 
0.80 -1.96 -1.96 -1.82 -1.89 -1.87 -1.97 -1 .99 
0.90 -2.26 -2.30 -2.12 -2.19 -2.16 -2.27 -2.29 
1.00 -2.55 -2.70 -2.41 -2.49 -2.46 -2.58 -2.59 
1.10 -2.84 -3.10 -2.70 -2.78 -2.75 -2.88 -2.90 
1.20 -3.14 -3.53 -3.00 -3.08 -3.04 -3.19 -3.21 
1.27 -3.35 -3.91 -3.20 -3.29 -3.25 -3.42 -3.43 

Ê ·1 .00 f--------~ ..... -------------1 
.§. 
: ·1 .50 f-----------~.,...------------1 

" " E 
~ ·2 .00 1----------------"~--------1 

~ 
ëi ·2.50 1---------------~....---------i 

Force (kN) 

Figure 6.8: Vertical displacement Uz in mm on the top of an axially com
pressed pneumatic cylinder, determined with FEM programs ANSYS , GSA 
and SOFiSTiK. (• = ANSYS Model 4, • = GSA Model 4, 0 = SOFiSTiK 
Model 4, t::. = SOFiSTiK Model 5). 
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Table 6.2: Horizontal displacement Uy in mm in the middle of an axially com-
pressed cylinder, determined with FEM_program ANSYS, GSA and SOFiSTiK. 

F ANSYS GSA SOFiSTiK 
(kN) Model 4 M. 4 M. 1 M. 2 M. 3 M. 4 M. 5 

0.00 0.67 0.67 0.66 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.67 
0.10 0.69 0.69 0.67 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.69 
0.20 0.70 0.70 0.69 0.69 0.70 0.70 0.70 
0.30 0.72 0.72 0.70 0.70 0.71 0.71 0.72 
0.40 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.73 
0.50 0.75 0.75 0.73 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.75 
0.60 0.76 0.76 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.76 
0.70 0.78 0.78 0.76 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.78 
0.80 0.79 0.80 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.79 0.79 
0.90 0.81 0.81 0.79 0.79 0.80 0.80 0.81 
1.00 0.82 0.82 0.81 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.82 
1.10 0.84 0.84 0.82 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.84 
1.20 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.85 
1.27 0.86 0.87 0.85 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.86 
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Figure 6.9: Horizontal displacement Uy in mm in the middle of an axially 
compressed pneumatic cylinder, determined with FEM programs ANSYS, GSA 
and SOFiSTiK. (• = ANSYS Model 4, • = GSA Model 4, D = SOFiSTiK 
Model 4, 6 = SOFiSTiK Model 5). 
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The height hof the top segment has a direct relation with the displacement 
Uz. The smaller h the bigger Uz will become [63]. A bigger Uz gives the model a 
more realistic overall deflection, one can see in general in Figure 6.6 and more in 
detail in Figure 6.10. A smaller h describes better the top of the model , therefore 
model 4 is chosen in ANSYS and GSA by Verhaegh and De Leijer [63]. This 
would also be a logica! choice for SOFiSTiK. However it is also interesting to 
see the difference between model 4 and 5 in SOFiSTiK. In model 5 is a finer 
mesh used by using twice as much element in the radius. Doing this gives a 
better height/width ratio for the elements on the top. Results of the cylinder 
can be found in Table 6.1 and 6.2 and Figure 6.8 and 6.9. In further analysis in 
SOFiSTiK is continued with model 5. This model gives a bit more processing 
time, but has a better h/w ratio on the top and bottom. This may be needed 
when a bending moment is applied due to the wind load in a later stadium of 
the structural analysis. Due to the bending moment, wrinkling will occur in the 
membrane, which is explained in Section 5.4.2. 

Uz 

Figure 6.10: Detail of top of cylinder model 5. 

6.2.3 Camparing Ansys, GSA and SOFiSTiK 

Although SOFiSTiK is used at the company where the author worked partly 
on his thesis in Germany, still there was the choose of using GSA, ANSYS or 
even another program for this thesis. Concluding that SOFiSTiK is, till now, 
a good choice. It is as user friendly as GSA and gets the same results as the 
more scientific used ANSYS. In the following section the analysis of the model 
will be extended to applying a bending moment. 

6.3 Cylinder under bending 

The previous sections described the modeling of an axially compressed pneu
matic cylinder , however for this thesis it is more interesting to look at the be
havior of an pneumatic cylinder under a bending moment. After all the sound 
harrier will suffer under wind loading, which result in a bending moment. The 
behavior of pneumatic structures under a bending moment is characterized by 
non-linearities and local effects influencing the behavior of the entire structure 
[57] . This is a complex matter, which will not be fully described in this thesis. 
In this section it is just the interest if the SOFiSTiK model, Figure 6.1, gener
ates a correct path of collapsing and what are the order of importance of the 
parameters of a pneumatic cylinder. 
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6.3.1 Wrinkling behavior 

The mechanica! behavior of membrane structures is explained previously in 
Section 5.4.2. To summarize this explanation shortly; A membrane structure, 
as applied in this thesis, cannot sustain any compressive stress. By creating 
a tensite prestress, the structure as a whole obtains bending rigidity due to 
the fact that the sum of tensite prestress and the compressive stress due to 
bending and/or axial forces remains positive. A pneumatic cylinder under a 
load can exist in three distinct states [52]. These three states are determined 
by combined stress-strain criteria [59] [42], based on principal stress and strain 
described as Table 6.3 and Figure 6.11. Previously Figure 5.14 showed the 
three states of an pneumatic structure and indicates the rigidity of the different 
states. The difference in stresses between unwrinkled and wrinkled is illustrated 
in Figures 6.12 and 6.13. 

relerenee slRtus aclual slalus 

D .. 
~ r/1- ,-Qr---..., 1 I 1 

I I I 

: 4 
1 I I 
1 I I 

I --- :___ _ __ : 

laU( homogeocous rcgular wrinklc slack 

Figure 6.11: Principal statesof membranes- taut, wrinkled, slack [42] 

Table 6.3: Summary of wrinkling criteria [42]. 

State of Principal stress Principal strain Mixed criterion 
Stress criterion criterion 

Taut (unwrinkled) O"min > 0 Emin > 0 O"min > 0 
Wrinkled O"min ~ 0 and Emin ~ 0 and O"min ~ 0 and 

O"max > 0 Emax > 0 Emax > 0 
Slack ( Collapse) O"min ~ 0 and Emin ~ 0 and O"max ~ 0 

O"max ~ 0 Emax ~ 0 

As mentioned previously, main interest of this section is to be able to classify 
the phases of the pneumatic cylinder by using FE program SOFiSTiK and 
investigate the influence of its parameters. 

6.3.2 Model development 

The used model to describe the behavior of a pneumatic cylinder under bend
ing moment is based on model 5 from the previous section (axially compressed 
pneumatic cylinder). Only now the boundary conditions at the top of the cylin
der are changed from fixed in x- and y-axis into free and without boundaries 
(Figure 6.14). This is one of the most basic configurations to model a pneumatic 
cylinder under bending and a good one to investigate some parameters. 

Like model 5, modeling of the pneumatic cylinder is preformed based on the 
FE method using a regular 4-node membrane element, who can only describe 
membrane action (meaning in-plane forces with no bending rigidity). By this 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.12: Internal stresses from Gauss integration points in local y-direction 
at pneumatic cylinder under bending with (a) stresses in local y-direction at a 
lateral force of 4.25 kN (unwrinkled), (b) stresses in local y-direction at a lateral 
force of 8.2, where the orange part at the root is tensionless and therefore 
wrinkled. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.13: Internal stresses from Gauss integration points in local x-direction 
at pneumatic cylinder under bending with (a) stresses in local x-direction at a 
lateral force of 4.25 kN (unwrinkled) , (b) stresses in local x-direction at a lateral 
force of 8.2 (wrinlded) . 
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Figure 6.14: FE model of the pneumatic cylinder under bending moment. 

characteristic membrane elements cannot display the three-dimensional wrin
kling pattem or out-of-plane deformations. The geometrical non-linear calcula
tion is done with a third order calculation with big deftections. This calculation 
is added with an update of the tangential stiffness for every step, which will give 
better results for constructions suffering big deftections 1

. 

6.3.3 Mesh convergence study 

Before investigating the parameters that affect the behavior of the pneumatic 
cylinder, such as Young's Modulus, internal air-pressure, material thickness and 
radius, first a mesh convergence study is preformed. Because, as stated in 
Section 6.2.2, the mesh density has a large influence on the results in FE analysis. 
According to Veldman [62], this is especially important when wrinkling occurs. 
Veldman proposes a model where the finest mesh is located where wrinkles 
will occur. This was one of the reasons of choosing model 5 in the previous 
section, as this model has the finest mesh at the root. A similar parameter 
study, of an pneumatic cylinder under bending, is found in Yoo et a1.[65J, using 
a pneumatic cylinder with a height hof 1 mand a radius R of 0.095 m, researched 
both with FE program ABAQUS as well verified by experimental research. To 
immediately also verify the results from the FE program SOFiSTiK, the model 
of Yoo et al.has been rebuild , taking an internal air-pressure p of 5.171 kPa, 
Young's Modulus of 2000 MPa, material thickness tof 0.00003 mand a poison 
ratio v of 0.34. On the rigid top plate a lateral force is applied to generate the 
bending moment. 

In SOFiSTiK 4 models are made basedon model 5, with each more refined 
meshes (Figure 6.15); 

Model 6; The first model has an equal ratio of elements as model 5, but 
as the model of Yoo et al.are different the total model is scaled. Giving it 28 
elementsin the radius and 22 elementsin the height, resulting in a total amount 
of 594 elements. 

1Source: SOFiSTiK helpdesk 
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6 7 8 9 

Figure 6.15: Overview of applied meshing of cylinder models under bending 
moment in SOFiSTiK. Model 6: 28 elementsin radius I 22 elementsin height; 
Model 7: 56 I 66; Model 8: 56 I 132; Model 9: 112 I 262. 

F F F 

6 7 8 9 

Figure 6.16: Overview of deformed models under bending moment (due to 
lateral force of 11.2 N) in SOFiSTiK. Model 6: 27 elements in radius I 22 
elements in height; Model 7: 56 I 66; Model 8: 56 I 132; Model 9: 112 I 262. 
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Figure 6.17: (a) Overview of deformed model 7 with lateral force of 11.2 N 
and an internal air pressure of 5.6 kN/m2 in SOFiSTiK. (b) displacement as 
components in global directions. 
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Figure 6.18: Load displacement curve for the mesh convergence study of pneu
matic cylinder under bending. Displacements in global Y-axis, camparing ex
perimental results from Yoo [65] and numerical analyses with SOFiSTiK. (& = 

Yoo , • = Model 6, + = Model 7, • = Model 8, 0 = Model 9) 

Model 7; has the double amount of element in radius camparing with model 
6 (56 elements) and four times the amount of elementsin height (66 elements). 
Giving it a total amount of 3694 elements. 

Model 8; has equal amount of element in radius camparing with model 7 
(56 elements) and twice the amount of elementsin height (132 elements), giving 
it a total amount of 3694 elements. This also changes the ratio of the elements 
in the body to 2:1, in strip 3 toa ratio of 1:1, in strip 2 to a ratio of 1:2 an in 
strip 1 to a ratio of 1:4. 

Model 9; has twice the amount of element in radius camparing with model 
8 (112 elements) and twice the amount of elements in height (262 elements), 
giving it a total amount of 29344 elements. 

The statement by Veldman [62], that the mesh density has a large influence 
on the results, can mainly be inferred from the previous sections. In this section 
the generated meshes and results are quit similar, which can be inferred from 
Figure 6.18.Model 7 is chosen to continue with for further research, as it has a 
good balance between results and processing time. 

6.3.4 Parametrie study and verification 

Camparing the load-deflection curve of the SOFiSTiK models and the experi
mental and numerical data from Yoo et al., one can see that the results do not 
correspond. In the unwrinkled phase, where the deflection is linear, the models 
and the data from Yoo are corresponding. However, it is in the wrinkled phase 
where the deflections do not correspond anymore. In both SOFiSTiK as Yoo 
the occurrence of wrinkles remave the cylinders ability to support loads, mean
ing reduction of the stiffness, but the stiffness in SOFiSTiK and Yoo are not 
reducing similar. 

Assuming Yoo 's results are correct, as experimental results have shown, 
which makes the SOFiSTiK model inaccurate. This error can be found in 
multiple reasans [54] . It could be an input error, meaning an error in the pre
processing phase, like shortcomings in material formulations. In the numerical 
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model by Yoo a user defined material is applied to first recognize the membrane 
state (Table 6.3) and subsequently adapt the modified stiffness given by; 

Ktaut = ~ (~ ~ ~ ) 
1- V O O 12v 

0 
2 (1 + P) 

Q 

K,'"'' ~ (~ ~ ~) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

where P represents cos(o:), Q represents sin(o:) and a: represents a principal 
stress angle. 

Possibly this stiffness reduction is not well divined in the SOFiSTiK mod
els. Many checks have been done, like using more elements, changing types of 
elements (which could also describe artificial bending), type of geometrical non 
linear analysis (second order etc) and even making an analysis in another FE 
program GSA, however this did not matter much to the results. 

Nevertheless one can see that at least for the linear phase the results of the 
analysis are correct. This phase is most important for the final design analysis 
(Chapter 7), as the ultimate load (with relative short lifetime) may not go 
beyond the point of a 0 (unwrinkled into wrinkled). Sametimes the construction 
may come in the wrinkled phase, but it should be limited to a minimum as the 
wrinkled state willlead to big displacements of the barrier which may affect the 
transmission loss and distract the passing motorists. Worth mentioning is that 
a 0 in the numerical analysis does corresponded with the earlier value calculated 
in Eq. 5.12. 

Anyhow some conclusions could be made from the analysis done in SOFiSTiK, 
regarding the influence of the parameters on the wrinkled phase (linear displace
ment phase) and a 0 . 

The internal air-pressure (Figure 6.20) is tagether with the radius (Fig
ure 6.19) the most decisive factor in determining the loa.d carrying capacity 
of the pneumatic cylinder. The maximum load that the structure can sustain 
in the unwrinkled phase are increased as the internal air-pressure and/or the 
radius is increased. 

The Young's Modulus of the material affects the stiffness of the pneumatic 
cylinder as illustrated in Figure 6.21. As the modulus of the material increases, 
the slope of the unwrinkled phase increases but the maximum load is hardly 
affected. Material thickness also contributes to the stiffness of the cylinder in 
a similar way to how Young's Modulus does, as illustrated in Figure 6.22 

lt could be expected that the slope of the unwrinkled displacements is af
fected by the change of the Young's Modulus as well as the thickness. lt seems 
also very natural that the maximum load for the unwrinkled phase can be in
creased by increasing the internal air-pressure and the radius as also expressed 
in Eq. 5.10. 
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Figure 6.19: Laad displacement curve with various radii R of the cylinder 
(internal air-pressure p = 5.171 kNjm2 , Young's Modulus E = 2000 MPa and 
thickness t = 0.00003 mm) (Ä = 0.085 m , • = 0.095 m, + = 0.105 m, • = 
0.115 m) . 
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Figure 6.20: Laad displacement curve with various internal air-pressures p 
(radius R = 0.095 m, Young 's Modulus E = 2000 MPa and thickness t 
0.00003 mm) (Ä = 3.447 kN/m2 , • = 4.309 kN/ m2 , + = 5.171 kN j m2 , • = 
6.895 kN/ m2 ) . 
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6.4 Summary 

This chapter describes the rnadeling of a pneumatic cylinder. The chapter can 
roughly be divided into two parts; descrihing an axially compressed pneumatic 
cylinder and descrihing a pneumatic cylinder under bending moment. Both 
analysis are made with FE program SOFiSTiK. The axially compressed cylinder 
is based on a research done at the TU /e by Verhaegh and De Leijer [63], who 
used FE programs ANSYS and GSA. Camparing the results gave a full verified 
model of an axially pneumatic cylinder. 

The model of the axially compressed pneumatic cylinder is, after some smal! 
changes in the boundary conditions, used to investigate a pneumatic cylinder 
under a bending moment. Hereby being interested in the phase of the structure 
(unwrinkled, wrinkled or collapsed) and togeneratea correct laad-displacement 
curve. Unfortunately the laad-displacement curve shows unrealistic behavior 
after the unwrinkled phase in comparison with numerical and experimental re
search done by Yoo et aJ.[65]. Nevertheless the model can be used in the final 
design analysis as the unwrinkled phase is described correctly, which is most 
important for the final analysis. 
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Figure 6.21: Load displacement curve with various Young's Moduli E of the 
material (radius R = 0.095 m, internal air-pressure p = 5.171 kN/ m2 and thick
ness t = 0.00003 mm) (& = 2000 MPa, • = 2500 MPa, + = 3000 MPa, • = 
4000 MPa). 
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Figure 6.22: Load displacement curve with various thickness t (radius R = 

0.095 m, internal air-pressure p = 5.171 kN/m2 and Young's Mod ulus E = 2000 
MPa) (& = 0.00002 mm , • = 0.00003 mm, + = 0.000035 mm , • = 0.00004 
mm). 
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Chapter 7 

The design 

Good architecture is more 
important than beautiful 
architecture. Beautiful 
architecture is not necessarily 
good. 

FRE! OTTO AND BODDO RASCH 

Aftel' the design and research process in the previous chapters, it is now case 
to make the detailed design of the pneumatic sound barrier. The aim of this 
chapter is to analyze the proposed design in a FE program and to check if it fits 
the structural requirements as well a8 the acoustic requirement8. 
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7.1 Materials 

Previously assumptions were made according acoustics and structural engineer
ing towards the used material, however no final choice is made yet, while the used 
material for the membrane is important for the characteristics of the pneumatic 
structure. Roughly a distinction can be made between two types of materials 
for membranous structures, fabrics and films [33J. 

Fabrics are made of fibers that are woven into each other in two directions, 
which can be distinguished as the warp and weft direction. Because of the two 
different directions the material is anisotropic and has different characteristics in 
each direction. Sometimes the weft direction is pretensioned [70]. This will make 
the characteristics of the material more equal and the material more isotropic. 

A common used fabric is polyester (basis material have a mass per unit 
area of 1.38 - 1.41 g/cm3 ). It is commonly used because of their fairly high 
breaking stress, Young Modulus and breaking strain. However the mechanical 
characteristics will reduce under the influence of sun rays and because of aging. 
An more expensive alternative is glass fibers (basic material have a mass per 
unit area of 2.55 g/cm3

). This because sun rays do not influence the mechanical 
characteristics and the life span is way longer. However it is humidity that 
decreases the breaking stress of glass fibers. 

Often coated fabrics are used. The coating will protect against water, 
wind, sun rays, dirt as well as it works as a connection, e.g.acrylic or Teflon 
coating protects polyester against aging by sun rays and dirt as well as Teflon 
protects glass fibers against combustibility and dirt. 

Films are really thin flexible films and have in plane isotropic characteristics. 
They are made out of plastic, rubber and metal and have a low air permeability. 
Most commonly used reinforced films are ETFE and PVC. Of which PVC is 
mainly used for temporary indoor use and ETFE is also used outdoors. However 
ETFE has a significant lower tensile strength then fabrics, 225 N/5cm for ETFE 
against 3000 a 10000 N/5cm for fabrics at a film of 0.1 mm. The lifespan ETFE 
is approximately 25 years. 

7.1.1 Statement of material selection 

The chosen material should fit the following requirements; suitable for folding 
(for transportation) and it should be resistant to all weather conditions. There
fore a coated fabric with PVC coating is chosen, as the fits the requirements 
(which can be inferred in Table 7.1). In the design calculation that follows, the 
required material properties are determined. 

7.2 Design calculation 

7.2.1 External loads 

As in the global design calculation (Section 5.4.3), the design calculation of the 
external loads working on the design are applied by using Eurocode NEN-EN 
1991-1. 

Permanent load 

The total design is simplified to only the membrane structure, and membranes 
have a small mass per unit area. Therefore, the permanent action of the mem-
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Table 7.1: Material properties of a range of membranes (Suitability for folding membranes ++ = excellent + = good 0 = not suitable) [71] 

Category Construction 

Coated 
fabric 
Coated 
fabric 
Foil 

Foil 

Polyester fabric with 
PVC coating 
G!ass fiber fabric 
with PTFE coating 
PVC foil 

Fluorpolymer foil 
(ETFE) 

Uncoated Stainless steel mesh 
fabric 
Uncoated Polyester fabric 
fabric 
Coated 
fabric 

Coated 
fabric 

Coated 
mesh 
fabric 

PTFE fabric coated 

Fluorpolymer 
monofill fabric 
coated 
Mesh fabric coated 
with PVC 

Use in roofs facades and Special properties 
building envelopes 

Permanent + mobile in
ternally + externally 
Permanent inter-
nally+externally 
Temporary externally 
Permanent internally 
Permanent inter-
nally+externally 

Permanent exter-
nally+ in ternally 
Permanent + mobile in
ternally 
Permanent + mobile in
ternally + externally 

Permanent + mobile in
ternally + externally 

Permanent + mobile in
ternally + externally 

Standard material with a wide range of appli
cations 
High quality standard material, fabrication is 
technically highly demanding 
Can be used permanantly only indoors 

High-quality standard material, mainly used 
in pneumatic constructions. Due to high UV 
translucency, self-cleaning and economy and 
alternative to rigid transparent building ma
terials 
Special manufacture, allows air to pass 
through, burglar-proof 
Light and acoustic fabric for internal architec
ture sound absorption factor aw = 0.5- 0.65 
Extremely high quality. Used up to present 
in particular for folding membranes and high
images projects 
Extremely high quality. Used up to the 
present mostly for special lighting projects 

Standard material with a wide range of appli
cations, shading 

Surface Tensile 
mass strength 
(kg/m2

) (N/5cm) 

0.6 to 
1.65 
0.4 to 
1.6 
0.2 to 
2 
0.05 to 
2.0 

2.000 to 
10.000 
1.000 to 
8.000 
300 to 
2.000 
300 to 
600 

3 to 12 2.000 to 
30.000 

0.4 4000 

0.3 to 2.000 to 
0.8 5.000 

0.3 to 400 to 
0.6 1.000 

0.5 to 
1.0 

1.500 to 
5.000 

Suitability for 
folding mem
branes 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

++ 

+ 

+ 
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branes is negligible and not taken into account in this design calculation. 
However, the element that connects the two cylinder at the top should be 

taken into account. This top load is a.pproximated on 0.5 kN per cylinder, as 
shown tagether with the internal air-pressure and the wind load in Figure 7.2. 

Wind load 

Previously, in Section 5.4.3, the extreme wind pressure qP is discussed to make 
the global design calculations. For the final design calculations the approach is 
changed, which is explained in this section . 

The extreme wind pressure qP, according toNEN-EN 1991-1-4, is given by; 

qp(ze; i) = (1 + 7 Lv(z )) · 0.5 · p · v~(z) (7.1) 

where qp(Ze;i) represents the extreme impact pressure, Ze;i represents the 
reference height for the pressure. qp(Ze;i) can be read from the National Annex 
Table in Eurocode NEN-EN 1991-1-4. This results in an extreme impact pres
sure qp(6m) of 0.84 kN/m2 , qp(5m) of 0.78 kN/m2 and on 4 mor lower a qp(4m) 
of 0.71 kN/m2 in highest wind class area I. These values of the extreme impact 
pressure are , in wind class area I , determined with an average wind speed (at 
ten meter above the ground for a timespan of ten minutes) of 29.5 m/s and in
cludes wind gusts . However , the flexibility of the structure allows the structure 
to deal with wind gusts by flexing its structure instead of displacing its entire 
body (mentioned as one of the advantages in Chapter 1). Therefore, the mean 
wind pressure qb is taken into account. 1 

Furthermore, as discussed previously in Section 5.4.2, the membrane wil! 
wrinkle when the externalloading (wind) becomes so big that somewhere in the 
pneu the sum ofthe tensile prestress (due to internal air-pressure) and the bend
ing stress (due to external loading) becomes negative . A pneu in the wrinkled 
state wil! exhibit a lower bending stiffness. One might be inclined to say that 
a structure should never venture into the wrinkled state, e.g.metal structures, 
one would almast never allow wrinkles to occur due to the detrimental effects of 
plastic deformations on the materiaL The wrinkled state in a pneumatic struc
ture, however , is completely reversible. And even though wrinkles exist, the 
structure is still able to bear considerable amount of externally applied loads. 
However, it may not happen on a regular basis that the structure wrinkles, as 
the wrinkled state comes with a penalty of increased flexibility, and therefore 
bigger deflections, and therefore might loose its acoustic qualities when wrin
kled. But with extreme wind loads, as for example 11 bft, the structure may 
deflect so much it willlay flat on the ground. 2 

The previously mentioned wind speed of 29.5 m/s corresponds with a wind 
force of 11 on the scale of Beaufort [77]. An average wind force of 11 bft occurs 
incidentally (in Europe around once every 15 yea.r [77]. It is more interesting to 
see when the membrane starts wrinkling. Therefore, an analysis is clone with 
wind loads from 0 bft up to 11 bft. Table 7.2 displa.ces the wind farces in bft 
with corresponding wind speed in m/s and mean impact pressure qb on the 

1 After running all the analyses of the final design, and in consultation with the graduation 
committee, it is concluded that the assumptions to use the mean wind pressure is not correct. 
This because the two supporting cylinder are rigid and therefore less Aexible than a single 
pneumatic structure on its own. Unfortunately all further analyses are calculated with the 
mean wind load, described in Table 7.2. One should realize that these values are lower than 
the equal required values of the extreme wind pressure. 

2 1t is interesting to mention that probably the wind load working on the structure wiJl 
decrease by big deAections, and therefore will act like a grass halm. 
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values for wind forces from 1 up to 11 bft. Where 
the wind is the average wind at ten m above the ground 
and with a of ten minutes and where mean impact pressure qb in 

is mentioned at a height of 4 m, to eq. 7.1. Wind force of 11 
with wind area I in Eurocode. 

Wind force Wind speed Mean pressure 
Vm qb 

0.9 0.0003 
2 2.45 0.003 
3 4.4 0.009 
4 6.7 0.021 
5 9.35 0.040 
6 12.3 0.070 
7 15.5 0.112 
8 18.95 0.166 
9 22.6 0.238 
10 26.45 0.325 
11 29.5 0.405 

structure in . The values of qb, for a situation at a height of 4 m above 
the are generated with SOFiSTiK ASE with WPRO) to 
the Eurocode. 

the mean wind pressure qb on the location, 
and size of the structure. According to NEN-EN 1991-1-4 (given for the 
mean wind pressure at the structure is as followed: 

pressure, Ze represents the refer-
ence for the pressure and the pressure coefficient. 

Further the wind force on a structure or structural to the 
Eurocode is calculated by vectorial summation of and 

opp 

opp 

where represents a factor of which has a value of 1 when the 
rcr"'c"on'" the external pressure and l-Vi structure is smaller than 15 m. 

the internal pressure both 
the external wind pressure We is 

ensure the acoustic of the 
no internal over or under pressure is 
wind pressure coefficient for the final 

Snow load 

to equation 5.14. only 
as the structure is closed 

construction). This means that 
Figure 7.1 shows the applied 

of the geometries with the is bigger than 60°, when 
a of 3000 mm (at the and a height of 6000 mm. Therefore only 
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Figure 7.1: Wind pressure coefficient Cpe on the final design. 

wind load as discussed previous are applied and snow load is neglected for this 
final design calculation. 

Load combinations 

Load combinations are generally determined by Eurocode with; 

qu = 2:= 'YG,j . Gk,j + 'YQ,i . 'l/Jt . Qk ,! + 2:= 'YQ,i . 'l/JO,i . Qk,i (7.5) 

where G represents permanent action. These need to be summed and mul
tiplied by a partial factor 'YG. The first Q represents the variable action and is 
multiplied by partial factor 'YQ and correction factor 'l/Jt. Finally there are nor
mally the 'other' variable actions, which are to be summed, factored by partial 
factor 'YQ, but also multiplied by a combination factor 'l/Jo. 
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The permanent action of the membrane is, as stated previous, negligible 
and therefore not taken into account. The top element however, has permanent 
action, but will be calculated together with the variabie action. As the sound 
barrier of this thesis falls within the ambit of safety class I, a ÎQ is given of 1.2 
by Eurocode. 

The reference period of the structure depends correction factor '1/Jt· For 
pneumatic structures it is standard to use a reference period of 15 years. This 
leads to a correction factor '1/Jt of; 

1 + 'lj;l t 
'I/Jt=1+ - - ln-

9 to 
(7.6) 

where 'lj;1 represents the factor of momentary load value, which according 
to the Eurocode is 0 for wind load. t represents the reference period of 15 
years. Finally t0 represents the standard reference period of buildings of 50 
years. Substituting these values into equation 7.6 this gives; 

1 + 0 15 
'1/Jt = 1 + -

9
- In 

50 
= 0.87 (7.7) 

which leads, when substituting into equation 7.5, to a.n ultimate loa.d com
bination ( to determine force) of; 

Qu = 1.2 · 0.87 · Pw ~ 1.0 · Pw. 

7.2.2 Numerical analysis 

Model development 

(7.8) 

Previously, in Chapter 6, a numerical model is made that describes the mechan
ica! behavior (in unwrinkled state) of an axially compressed pneumatic cylinder 
and a model that describes a pneumatic cylinder under bending moment. These 
models are acting as base for the numerical analysis of the final design as de
scribed in this section. 

To save up processing time, for analyzing the final design in FE program 
SOFiSTiK, the final design is simplified. The final design, as described in Chap
ter 5.6, is simplified to just the pneumatic cylinder, meaning foundation and top 
conneetion element are not fully modeled, as shown in Figure 7.4. However, the 
cylinder are connected at the top with rigid constraints to simulated a realistic 
mechanica! behavior of the structure as a whole. 

Like the models from Chapter 6, modeling of the pneumatic cylinder is per
formed basedon the FE method using regular 4-node membrane elements, which 
can only describe membrane action (meaning in-plane forces with no bending 
rigidity) . By this characteristic membrane elements cannot display the three
dimensional wrinkling pattern or out-of-plane deformations. The geometrical 
non-linear calculation is done with a third order calculation with big deflec
tions. This calculation is added with an update of the tangential stiffness for 
every step, which wil! give better results for constructions suffering big deflec
tions. 

The geometrical dimensions of the sound barrier are described parametrie 
in the input file of the FE program. Hereby, it is easier and quicker to 'play' 
with the parameters and get a better understanding of them on the mechanica! 
behavior. The adaptable parameters in the numerical model are; height of cav
ity, width of the cavity at the bottom, radius of cylinders and distance between 
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y 

0.324 kN/m2 

Figure 7.2: External forces applied to structure (including ultimate load com
bination and a wind force of ll bft). 
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the cylinders at the top, as shown in Figure 7.3. The standard geometrie di
mensions of the sound barrier is a radius of 0.39m, a height of the cavity of 6m, 
a cavity width at the bottorn of 3m and a thickness of the membrane of 1mm. 
The mechanica! properties of the membrane, polyester fabric with PVC coating, 
are as follows; isotropie material with a Young's Modulus E of 200 MPa and a 
poison ratio of 0.45. 

Results and parametrie study 

First analysis of the final design is made with the following values; radius r of 
0.39 m, internal air-pressure p of 8 kN /m2 , thickness of 1 mm and a Young's 
Modulus of 200 MPa (4000 N/5cm). As the results show in Figure 7.5, the 
membrane starts wrinkling at around a mean wind force of 4 bft. This is to 
low for the final structure, as in consultation with the supervisors a wrinkling 
starting point of around 7-8 bft is agreed. To reach these requirements, changes 
need to be made on the final design. As described previously in Section 6.3, 
several parameters affect the behavior of a pneumatic cylinder under bending 
moment , such as radius and internal air-pressure (which affect the required 
external load to make the membrane start wrinkling) and Young's Modulus 
and thickness of the membrane (which affect the stiffness of the structure). 
Therefore, to make the structure bear more external wind forces before it starts 
wrinkling, the influence is investigated of enlarging the internal air-pressure 
(from 8 kN/m2 up to 32 kN/m2 ) and the radius (from 0.39 m up to 0.47 m, 
which equals the use of two roles with a width of 1.5 m for producing the 
cylinders) . 

Figure 7.5 represents the importance of enlarging the internal air-pressure 
by a radius of 0.39 m, Young's Modulus of 200 MPa and a thickness of the ma
terial of 1 mm. To reach the requirements, of start wrinkling above 7-8 bft, an 
internal air-pressure of between approximatly 16-24 kN/m2 is required. Nor
mally pneumatic structures are applied with a constant air-pressure of maximum 
12 kN/m2 . However, higher is possible and could be applied when wind farces 
of 6,7 or 8 bft are expected . 

The importance of enlarging the radius is represented in Figure 7.6. It can 
be inferred that the influence is significant, similar to previous investigation in 
Section 6.3. However, enlarging the radius is not preferred as it results in more 
welding seams and a larger foundation plate. 

Alsoother parameters are investigated, such as Young's Modulus and cavity 
width. At both, the influence of modifying the cavity width or modifying the 
Young's Modulus are minimal and therefore not represented. 

7.2.3 Forces in construction 

The forcesin the structure due toa wind force of 8 bft are investigated for further 
calculations on the membrane and foundation. In FE program SOFiSTiK an 
internal air-pressure pof 24 kN/m2 , Radius R of 0.39 m, Young's Modulus E 
of 200 MPa and a material thickness t of 1 mm are applied. In Figure 7.8 the 
internal stresses are represented, with a maximum Hoop stress CJH of 10.7 MPa 
and a maximum axial stress CJ A of 4.89 MPa in the membrane. Furthermore, 
the reaction forces are represented in Figure 7.9 and are; RA,x = 0.61 kN, RA,y 
= 0.89 kN, MA= 0.59 kNm and Ra,x = 0.66 kN, Ra,y = -0.65 kN, Ma = 0.08 
kNm. 
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Figure 7.3: Parametrie FE model of the pneumatic sound barrier, where ~ra 
represents the radius, ~an represents the angle the cylinders, ~to represents the 
distance at the top between the cylinders, ~an represents the angle the cylinders, 
~ca represents the cavity width, ~hi represents the height of the cavity, ~hs and 
~hp represents the height of the top and bottorn conneetion parts, ~hl, ~h2 and 
~h3 represents the height of the membrane sections where the mesh is refined, 
~hm represents the middle membrane section. 
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Figure 7.4: Simplified parametrie FE model of the pneumatic sound barrier, 
to save up processing time ( only the most important input nocles are shown). 
Just the membrane parts are modeled, which are connected at the top with rigid 
constraints . 
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Figure 7.5: Load displacement curve of sound barrier with various internal 
air-pressures p (radius R = 0.39 m, thickness t = 1 mm and Young's Modulus 
E = 200 MPa) (A= 8 kN/m2
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Figure 7.6: Load displacement curve of sound barrier with various radii r 
(internal air-pressure p = 8 kN/m2 , thickness t = 1 mm and Young's Modulus 
E = 200 MPa) (A = 390 mm, • = 470 mm)). 
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(I>) 

(a) 

Figure 7.7: (a) Overview of deformed model of the final design with wind force 
of 7 bft and internal air pressure of 12 kN/m2 in SOFiSTiK. (b) displacement 
as components in global directions. 

7.2.4 Membrane construction 

As the membrane element can only sustain tensile stress, it is case to check the 
maximum occurring stresses in the membrane with the maximum permissible 
stresses of the membrane. From practice a safety factor of 4 is applied . 

The tensile strengthof the membrane is assumed at 4000 Nj5cm, resulting 
in; 

ft·d = ft;rep = 4000 = 1000N/50mm 
' "Ym 4 

(7.9) 

where ft;d represents the calculation value of the tensile strength of the 
membrane, ft;rep represents the tensile strength of the membrane in and "Ym 

represents the safety factor on the materiaL 
Converting this in a surface tension CTt;d; 

_ !t;d _ 1000 _ 20N/ 2 CTt·d - - - -- - mm 
' b. t 50. 1 

(7.10) 

where b represents the width of the membrane in mm and t represents the 
thickness of the membrane in mm. 

The tensile stress due to externalloading CTmax (discussed in previous section) 
should besmaller then he maximum permissible tensile stress CTt;d, i.e.; 

C!max < C!t ;d 

10.7N/mm2 < 20N/mm2 

Unity check of 0.535 and therefore sufficient. 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 
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Figure 7.8: Internal stresses from Gauss integration points in local x-direction 
(a) and in local y-direction (b), due toa wind force of 6 bft 
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Figure 7.9: Reaction forcesin structure due toa wind force of 8 bft (internal 
air-pressure p = 24 kN/m2

, radius r = 0.39 m, Young's Modulus E = 200 MPa 
and thickness t = 1 mm) 

7.2.5 Foundation 

The calculation of the foundation is divided into two parts; first the anchorage 
of the construction is calculated and second the steel element that connects the 
membranes with the anchorage is calculated. 

Anchorage 

Previously in Section 5.5.4, anchorage is chosen to prevent the foundation 
against lifting up and to lead compression forces into the soil. Applying an
choring till for example a depth of 2 m, would give a tensile capacity of 28 kN 
per anchorage (including 20% safety margin) [73]. Of course one should keep in 
mind that this number also strongly bears upon the cone resistance of the soil 
as well as the surface of the anchor blade. 

When applying the anchorage every 4.8 meters, the upwards reaction force 
Rmax per anchorage becomes 4.88 kN. The anchorage would be sufReient on 
uplifting. The horizontal forces will be partly transmitted by the anchorage to 
the surrounding soil, the rest will be transmitted by friction of the steel to the 
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soil. 

Steel element 

To get an idea of the measurements, a short design calculation is performed to 
check the steel element that connects the membrane cylinders with the anchor-
age. 

As stated in previous section, the anchorage, and therefore the supports, 
have a lateral distance between each other of 4.8 m. This results in a maximum 
moment My;d, when applying a steel conneetion element in U shape with a wal! 
thickness of 4 mm, a width of 800 mm and a height of 200 mm, of 14.02 kNm 
(where 3.24 kNm of wind load and 10.78 kNm by dead load of the steel element) . 
The steel element of structural steel S235 has an approximated moment of inertia 
ly ;el of 1201 · 104 mm4 and a section modulus Wy,el of 344 · 103 mm3 . Hereby 
the maximum moment and deReetion can be checked; 

My;el;d = fy ;d · Wy;el = 235 · 344 · 103 = 8084000Nmm 

fVfy;d > lVfy;el;d 

14.02kNm > 80.84kNm 

where fy;d represents the maximum tensile strength of the steel. 
The details are shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.20. 

7.3 Acoustics 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

(7.15) 

After the structural analysis, described in previous sections, the last performed 
check is the acoustics. This section demonstrates if the final design of the sound 
barrier fits the acoustic requirements . 

InSection 3.1.3 is stated that a transmission loss RA.tr of 27 dB need to be 
reached to fit the requirements of a 6 m high sound barrier along a highway. 
The total mass per unit area is, as discussed in Chapter 3, one of the most 
important parameters to reach this requirement. By applying a cavity (with 
an average width of 1000 mm, taken at two-third of the height of the sound 
barrier), the mass per unit area is with INSUL assumed to be reduced from 
12.2 kg/m2 (fora single layer) to 7.1 kg/m2 (mass per unit area for both leafs 
together ). However, the positive effect due to the cavity on the required mass 
per unit area, may only taken into account when the ca.vity is completely closed, 
meaning no holes or gapes in the ca.vity lea.fs. 

As the section of the lea.fs are circular, a total area of 3.14 m2 is present at 
a surface of 1 by 1 m, which is assumed to work a.ccording to the mass law. 
Therefore, a surface mass of the membrane of 1.13 kg/m2 is required to rea.ch 
the 7.1 kg/m2 . This stays inside the surface masses presented in Table 7.1 and 
therefore the acoustics are assumed to be sufficient. 
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7.4 Summary 

This chapter describes the analysis of the final design of the pneumatic sound 
harrier . A parametrie FE model is build to simulated the behavior of the sound 
harrier under wind load. It was the interest to analyze at which wind force 
the sound banier would start wrinkling. Furthermore the resulting membrane 
forces are analyzed as wel! as the acoustic requirements of the sound harrier. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and future 
research directions 

This final chapter is dedicated to a brief evaluation of the work done. In addi
tion, suggestions are made with respect to future research. 
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PNEUMATIC SOUND BARRIERS ALONG HIGHWAYS 

8.1 Conclusions 

The aim of this thesis has been to design a sound barrier with a pneumatic 
primary load bearing structure that fulfills the requirements for a sound barrier 
along a highway with a height of six meters. It is believed that the proposed 
design is a good integration between acoustics and structural design. 

This thesis began with a motivation to use pneumatic structures as sound 
barriers. One of the main reasons is because contemporary sound barriers are 
passive and heavy due to the occurring wind load. While a pneumatic structure 
reacts more fiexible to wind gusts and therefore are more a sound screen then a 
wind screen. As well pneumatic structures may reduce the costs on soil-works, 
foundation, infill material and erection time. 

To fulfill the acoustic requirements a parameter research is preformed, de
scribed in Chapter 3. It is shown that the acoustical performance, in other 
words the transmission loss, of single membrane structures is poor. With just 
membranes it is not likely to fit the acoustic requirements. The mass per unit 
area is discussed as one of the most important parameters. Therefore, to im
prove the transmission loss, in Chapter 4 suggestions are made to enlarge the 
mass per unit area and therefore the transmission loss, such as adding small 
steel nuts, adding water and enlarging the area per section. Most important in 
this choice is that the chosen option should fit in the concept. 

Followed, in Chapter 5, the conceptual designing process is described. The 
concept is the result of a process including acoustics, feasibility, maintenance, 
erection time, basal area, aesthetic appeal, internal forces due to wind load and 
safety. The proposed concept can be described as two cylinders, supporting 
each other at the top and providing the construction of a cavity in between. 
Due to this cavity, the required total mass per area reduced. Furthermore, the 
required mass per unit area is expected to be reached, due to the extra area of 
cylinders in comparison with a single layer. 

To support the structural design, pneumatic cylinders are analyzed with the 
FE program SOFiSTiK. Chapter 6 describes the structural analyses of an axial 
compressed cylinder, foliowed by the analyses of a pneumatic cylinder under a 
bending moment. Hereby being interesteel in the phase of the structure (un
wrinkled, wrinkled and collapsed) and to generate a correct loacl-displacement 
curve of the pneumatic cylinder. The load-displacement curve of the unwrinkled 
phase is described accurate and a parameter study is preformeeL The infiuence 
of internal air-pressure, radius, Young's Modulus and radius on the maximum 
unwrinkled load is investigated. Adjusting the thickness and Young's Modulus 
do notshow to infiuence the maximum unwrinkled load, however the radius and 
internal air-pressure do. 

Finally, in Chapter 7, the detailed design is analyzed with a FE model, as wel! 
as the requirements are checked. Main point of interest of the structural analysis 
was at which wind load the sound barrier would wrinkle. The fiexibility of the 
structure allows the structure to deal with wind gusts by fiexing its structure 
insteadof displacing its entire body. Therefore, the mean wind pressure is taken 
into account. The structure is made that it wil! start wrinkling around 7 bft. 
One might be inclined to say that a structure should never venture into the 
wrinkled state, e.g.metal structures, one woulel almost never allow wrinkles to 
occur due to the detrimental effects of plastic deformations on the materiaL 
The wrinkled state in a pneumatic structure, however, is completely reversible. 
And even though wrinkles exist, the structure is still able to bear considerable 
amount of externally applied loads. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

8.2 Future research directions 

This section describes a number of recommendations intended to strengthen the 
design and supporting assumptions. They are divided into the three main topics 
of this thesis; acoustics, conceptual design and structural analysis. 

Acoustics 

• Research on transmission loss of structures with a big cavity width, and 
in particular for this project in combination with a low mass per unit 
area per leaf. As shown in Section 3.8, the calculations by INSUL are not 
completely accurate with earlier researches by Mehra et aJ. [24] and Pronk 
et aJ.[25]. 

• Research on the transmission loss of a V shaped cavity constructions, as 
applied in this thesis. 

• Research on the infiuence of connections incavityin pneumatic structures, 
accm·ding to the total transmission loss. 

• Research on the assumption of applying the mass law to cylinder sections. 

• Research on infiuence of internat air-pressure on total transmission loss at 
pneumatic structures. 

Conceptual design 

• Fluther study on implementation in pneumatic design on water, or other 
fiexible material, as extra mass to improve transmission loss. 

• Implementation of steel wires to reinforce the pneumatic structure. 

Structural analysis 

• Dynamic analysis on behavior of pneumatic structures to wind loading 
and to research its parameters, e.g.internal air-pressure, geometry a.nd 
surrounding factors. 

• Full analyses, including wind reduction at big defiections, of the pneumatic 
sound barrier. To see if the pneumatic structures wil! behave like a grass 
halm. 

• Integration of the functions of trafik barrier in a pneumatic sound barrier. 

• Experimental research on structural accuracy of supporting pneumatic 
structures. 

• Optimization of the conneetion solutions for both foundation as mem
brane. 
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Appendix A 

Acoustic charts and tables 

This Appendix shows charts and tables of an acoustical parameter study (dis
cussed in Chapter 3 and 4). The calculations of this parametrie study are done 
with software program INSUL. 
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A. I Contemporary sound harrier materials 

Table A.l: Transmission lossof contemporary sound harrier materials accord
ing to ISO 717/1 - spectrum C 

Material Thickness Mass per unit area Young modulus Rw fc 
(mm) (kg/m 2

) (GPa) (d B ) (Hz) 

Concrete 10.0 34.4 11.0 35 2991 
Concrete 25.0 58.5 11.0 38 1197 
Concrete 50.0 117.0 11.0 42 598 

Glass 3.0 7.5 60.4 27 4400 
Glass 6 .0 15.0 60.4 31 2200 
Glass 9 .0 22.5 60.4 33 1467 
Glass 10.0 25.0 60.4 34 1320 
Glass 12 .0 30.0 60.4 35 1100 

Tahle A.1 gives a general impression of the transmission lossesof contempo
rary sound harrier materials. So one cancan compare the results of e.g. concrete 
and memhra.nes. 
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APPENDIX A. ACOUSTIC CHARTS AND TABLES 

A.2 Single leaf- Parameter: Mass per unit area 

Table A.2: Single leaf transmission Joss- Parameter: Mass per unit area. With 
pof 1350 kgjm3 ; Young's modulus of 187.110 MPa; damping of 0.01 

Single leaf- Thickness 1.0 mm 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 
RLI>ir d. (dB) 4 4 4 5 
Ro e t. (dB ) 4.0 
Ctr -14 
R w, t r (dB) 

Single leaf- Thickness 2.0 mm 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 
Rtt,ird. (dB) 6 7 8 9 
Roet. (dB) 6.9 
Ctr -14 
Rw,tr (dB) 

Single leaf- Thickness 4.0 mm 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 
Rthird. (dB) 10 11 13 14 
Roet. (dB) 11.2 
Ctr -14 
Rw,tr (dB) 

Single leaf- Thickness 9 .0 mm 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 
Rthird. (dB) 16 18 19 21 
R oe t. (dB) 17.5 
Ctr -14 
Rw ,tr (dB) 
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Figure A.l: Single leaf transmission loss - Parameter: Mass per unit area 
(D = Membrane l.Omm, 6 = Membrane 2.0mm, o = Membrane 4.0mm, * = 
Membrane 9.0mm). 

The transmission loss increases by 6dB for each doubling of the surface mass 
or frequency. 
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A.3 Single leaf- Parameter: Young modulus 

Table A.3: Single leaf transmission loss - Parameter: Young modulus. With 
mass per unit area of 12 kg/m2 ; damping of 0.01 

Single leaf- Young's Modulus = 3.000 MP a 
Freq. (Hz) !00 125 160 200 250 315 400 
Rthi.rd (dB) 16 18 19 21 22 24 26 
Roet. (dB) 17.5 22.2 
Ctr -14 -10 
Rw,tr (dB) 

Single leaf- Young's Modulus = 30.000 MPa 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 
Rzhird (dB) 16 18 19 21 22 24 25 
Roet. (dB) 17.5 22.2 
C,r -14 -10 
Rw,tr (dB) 

Single leaf- Young's Modulus = 300.000 MPa 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 
Rthird (dB) 16 17 18 19 19 18 14 
Roet. (dB) 16.9 18.6 
Ctr -14 -10 
Rw,tr (dB) 
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Figure A.2: Single leaf transmission loss - Parameter: Young modulus (D = 

Young's Modulus 3.000MPa, !':,. = Young's Modulus 30.000MPa, o = Young's 
Modulus 300.000MPa). 

The Young's Modulus affects the critica! frequency. However the Young 
Modulus does not affect the transmission loss directly in the frequency range 
between 100 and 2000 Hz, as the membranes are generally speaking a light 
material and have their critica] frequency above 10.000 Hz. 
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APPENDIX A. ACOUSTIC CHARTS AND TABLES 

AA Single leaf - Parameter: Damping 

Table A.4: Single leaf transmission loss - Parameter: Damping. With mass 
per unit area of 12 kg/m2 ; Young's Modulus of 300.000 MPa 

Single leaf- Damping 0.01 Ie = 483 Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rtt.i r d (dB) 16 17 18 19 19 18 14 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 
Roe t. (dB) 16.9 18.6 13.5 20.3 29.3 
Ct.r -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
R w, lr (dB) 18.2 

Single leaf- Damping 0 .02 Ie = 483 Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rtldrd (dB) 16 17 18 19 19 19 16 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 
Roet. (dB) 16.9 19.0 16.2 23.3 32.3 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
R w. tr (dB) 20.5 

Single leaf- Damping 0.04 Ie= 483Hz 
Freq . (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
R,hi rd (dB) 16 17 18 19 20 20 18 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 
Roet. (dB) 16.9 19.6 18.8 26.3 35.3 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw ,tr (dB) 22.6 
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Figure A.3: Single leaf transmission loss- Parameter: Damping (D = Damping 
0.01, ~ = damping 0.02, o = Damping 0.04) . 

The damping affects the depth of the critica! frequency. However the damp
ing does not affect the transmission loss directly in the frequency range between 
100 and 2000Hz, as the membranes are generally speaking a light material and 
have their critica! frequency above 10.000 Hz. 
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A.5 Double leaf- Parameter: Mass leafs 

Table A.5: Double leaf transmission loss - Parameter: Mass leafs. With p of 
1350 kgjm3 ; Young's modulus of 187.110 MPa; damping of 0.01 

Double leaf membrane - (1)(100)(1) Ie = 274 Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rt~t i rd (dB) 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 17 20 22 25 29 33 37 
Roe t (dB) 6.9 9.9 14.7 21.9 31.8 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw ,tr (dB) 15.6 

Double leaf membrane- (1)(100)(2) Ie = 237Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 8 9 10 12 12 14 16 19 21 24 27 30 34 39 43 
Roet. (dB) 8.9 12.6 18.2 26.3 37.2 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw ,tr {dB) 18.3 

Double leaf membrane- (2)(100)(2) Ie = 194 Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Ru,·ird (dB) 10 11 13 13 15 17 19 22 24 28 31 35 40 44 49 
R oe t. (dB) 11.2 14.7 21.1 30.5 42.9 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw.Lr (dB) 20.8 

Double leaf membrane- (2)(100)(4) Ie = 168 Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rt~tird (dB) 13 14 16 16 18 21 23 26 29 32 36 41 46 50 55 
Roet. (dB) 14.2 17.9 25.3 34.9 48.9 
C,r -1 4 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw.tr (dB) 24.1 
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Figure A.4: Double leaf transmission loss - Parameter: Mass leafs (D 
(1)(100(1), 6 = (1)(100)(2), 0 = (2)(200)(2), * = (2)(100)(4)). 

J ust like Appendix A.2, the transmission loss increases by 6dB for each 
doubling of the surface mass or frequency. The graph stays under the mass
spring-mass frequency and so on will react as a single leaf. A certain minimum 
mass per unit area is needed to have profit out of cavity constructions [20]. 
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A.6 Double leaf- Parameter: Cavity width 

Table A.6: Double leaf transmission loss - Parameter: Cavity width. With p 
of 1350 kg/m3 ; Young's modulus of 187.110 MPa; damping of 0.01 

Double leaf rnernbrane - (1)(100)(1) I e = 274 Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 17 20 22 25 29 33 37 
Roet. (dB) 6.9 9.9 14.7 21.9 31.8 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB) 15.6 

Double leaf rnernbrane- (1)(200)(1) I e = 194 Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 8 7 8 7 9 11 13 16 18 22 25 29 34 38 43 
Roet. (dB) 6.9 8.7 15.2 24.5 36.9 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw , tr (dB) 15.4 

Double leaf rnernbrane - (1)(1000)(1) Ie = 87Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 3 5 7 9 12 16 19 24 28 :33 38 43 48 53 58 
Roet. (dB) 4.7 11.5 22.2 36.3 51.3 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw ,tr (dB) 16.6 

Double leaf rne rnbrane - (1)(2000)(1) Ie = 61 Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 5 7 10 13 16 21 25 30 35 40 45 51 57 62 68 
Roet. (dB) 6.9 15.6 28.3 43.3 60.3 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB) 19.5 
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Figure A.5: Double leaf transmission loss - Parameter: Cavity width(D 
(1)(100(1), 6 = (1)(200)(1), 0 = (1)(1000)(1), * = (1)(2000)(1)). 

When the cavity is enlarged the mass-spring-mass frequency will take place 
at a lower frequency. Enlarging the cavity wiJl imprave the transmission loss 
especially in the higher frequencies . 
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A.7 Double leaf- Parameter: Cavity width 2 

Table A.7: Double leaf transmission loss- Parameter: Cavity width. With p 
of 1350 kg/m3 ; Young's modulus of 187.110 MPa; damping of 0.01 

Double leaf membrane - (5)(100)(5) fc = 129Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 16 18 18 20 22 25 28 31 35 39 44 48 53 58 63 
Roet. (dB) 17.2 21.9 30.5 42.2 56.3 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB) 27.9 

Double leaf membrane- (5)(200)(5) fe = 91 Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 14 16 19 21 24 27 31 35 40 45 49 54 59 64 69 
Roet. (dB) 15.9 23.3 33.9 47.9 62.3 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB) 28.0 

Double leaf membrane- (5)(1000)(5) fe = 41 Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rt~ürd (dB) 18 21 25 30 34 39 44 49 54 59 64 68 74 78 82 
Roet. (dB) 20.5 32.9 47.3 62.2 76.8 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB) 33.8 

Double leaf membrane- (5)(2000)(5) fe =29Hz 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 22 26 31 35 40 45 50 55 61 66 71 76 80 84 86 
Roet. (dB) 24.9 38.3 53.3 69.3 82.6 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB) 38.4 
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Figure A.6: Double leaf transmission loss - Parameter: Cavity width (D 
(5)(100(5), !':,. = (5)(200)(5), 0 = (5)(1000)(5), * = (5)(2000)(5)). 

Equal to Appendix A.6, only now with a higher mass per unit area. 
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A.8 Double leaf- Parameter: Cavity width 3 

Table A.8: Single leaf transmission loss - Parameter: Mass leafs. vVith p of 
1350 kgjm3 ; Young's modulus of 187.110 MPa; damping of 0.01 

Single leaf- Thickness 9.0 rnrn 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 
Ruürd. (dB) 16 18 19 21 
Roet. (dB) 17.5 
Ctr -14 
Rw,tr (dB) 

Double leaf- (3.3)(500)(3.3) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 
R,hnd. (dB) 12 15 18 21 
Roet. (dB) 14.3 
Ctr -14 
Rw,,,. (dB) 

Double leaf- (2.7)(1000)(2.7) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 
Rthird. (dB) 12 15 18 22 
Roet. (dB) 14.3 
Ctr -14 
Rw,tr (dB) 

Double leaf- (2.1)(2000)(2.1) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 
Rthird. (dB) 12 15 19 23 
Roet. (dB) 14.5 
Ctr· -14 
Rw,tr (dB) 

250 315 400 
22 24 26 

22.2 
-10 

250 315 400 
24 28 33 

23.5 
-10 

250 315 400 
26 30 35 

24.8 
-10 

250 315 400 
28 32 37 

26.2 
-10 

m. = 12.15 kg/m 2 Je = 10246 Hz 
500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
27 29 31 33 34 36 38 39 

27.2 :32.5 37.5 
-7 -4 -6 

27.1 

m.,0 , = 9.0 kg/m 2 
Je= 67Hz 

500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
37 42 47 52 57 62 67 71 

35.9 50.3 65.2 
-7 -4 -6 

27.1 

m., 0 , = 7.2 kg/m 2 
Je = 53 Hz 

500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
40 45 50 55 60 65 70 74 

38.3 53.3 68.2 
-7 -4 -6 

27.4 

m., 0 , = 5.6 kg/m 2 
Je =42Hz 

500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
42 47 53 58 63 69 74 78 

40.3 56.3 72.2 
-7 -4 -6 

27.7 

_5o ~--------------------------~~~=-------------~ ., 
~ 

"' 40 

125 250 FreqJ,?rlcy (Hz) 1000 2000 

Figure A.7: Double leaf transmission loss- Parameter: Mass leafs (D =single 
leaf of 9mm, Q = (3.3)(500)(3.3), o = (2.7)(1000)(2.7), * = (2.1)(2000)(2.1)). 

In this Appendix the same weighted transmission loss Rw,tr is reached with 
different constructions. One can see that the single leaf has a higher transmis
sion loss in the frequencies before 160 Hz, from this frequency on the cavity 
constructions are in favor. These low frequencies are most important as stated 
before, therefore higher frequencies are less important. One can easily check 
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this by limiting the transmission loss up to for example 40 dB in the higher 
frequencies. This limitation wil! influence the total transmission loss only Rw,tr 

with 0.2 dB in all cavity cases calculated. 
From Table A.7 one can concluded that the total weight can be significantly 
reduced by a applying a large cavity. 
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A.9 Influence of cavity 

Table A.9: Influence of cavity width on total mass per unit area. Mass per unit 
area needed to give a total weighted transmission loss Rw,tr of 27 dB (values of 
total mass per unit area are rounded). 

Cavity widt.h Total weight of both leafs fc 
(mm) both leafs (kg/m2

) (Hz) 

0 12.2 10246 
50 11.7 186 
100 11.0 135 
200 11.5 94 
300 10.1 82 
400 9.8 72 
500 9.2 66 
750 8.0 58 
1000 7.1 53 
1500 6.2 47 
2000 5.5 43 
3000 4.5 39 

14.0 

12.0 

10.0 • • 
'E • 
~ 8.0 

~ 
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~ 
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ll5 250 500 1000 lOOO 

Cavity wldth (mm) 

Figure A.8: Influence of ca.vity width on total mass per unit area. Mass per 
unit area needed to give a tot al weighted transmission loss Rw ,tr of 27 dB (val u es 
of total mass per unit area are rounded). 

In this Appendix the same weighted transmission loss Rw,tr is reached with 
different constructions, as clone in Appendix A.S. One can see that the mass 
per unit area has a exponential decline against the cavity width, as shown in 
Figure A.S. Still a significant amount of weight can be reduced by applying a 
wide cavity width. 
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A.lO Triple leaf membrane 

Table A.lO: Triple leaf membrane transmission loss. With p of 1350 kg/m3 ; 

Young's modulus of 187.110 MPa; damping of 0.01 

Double leaf rnernbrane- (2)(200)(2) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 6 7 12 18 22 23 26 29 32 36 39 42 45 48 51 
Roet. (dB) 7.7 20.4 28.3 38.3 47.3 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw , tr (dB) 20.9 

Triple leaf rnernbrane- (1)(100)(1)(100)(2) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthü·d (dB) 9 10 12 17 22 23 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 
Roet. (dB) 10.2 19.8 28.3 37.3 46.3 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw ,tr (dB) 22.8 

Triple leaf rnernbrane- (1)(50)(1)(150)(2) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthüd (dB) 9 JO 12 17 22 23 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 
Roet. (dB) 10.2 19.8 28.3 37.3 46.3 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB) 22.8 

Triple leaf rnernbrane- (1)(170)(1)(30)(2) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rudrd (dB) 9 10 12 17 22 23 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 
Roet. (dB) 10.2 19.8 28.3 37.3 46.3 
Ctr - 14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw ,tr (dB) 22.8 
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Figure A.9: Triple leaf membrane transmission loss (D (2)(200)(2), 6 
(1)(100)(1)(100)(2), 0 = (1)(50)(1)(150)(2), * = (1)(170)(1)(30)(2)). 

The transmission loss of a triple leaf and a single cavity are very similar 
when the combined interpane spacing of the triple leaf match the spacing of the 
cavity construction. So generally speaking one can say that for the acoustical 
performance an extra cavity does not give big acoustical advantages. 
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A.ll Triple leaf membrane 2 

Table A.ll: Triple leaf membrane transmission loss. With pof 1350 kgjm3 ; 

Young's modulus of 187.110 MPa; damping of 0.01 

Double leaf membrane - (8)(200)(8) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rtl>ird (dB) 25 30 35 39 43 44 47 49 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 
Roet. (dB) 28.3 41.4 48.9 55.7 61.7 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw .tr (dB) 41.5 

Triple leaf membrane- (4)(100)(4)(100)(8) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rth-<rd (dB) 24 29 34 39 43 44 47 50 52 54 56 56 53 53 56 
Roet . (dB) 27.3 41.4 49.2 55.2 53.8 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB) 40.6 

Triple leaf mcmbrane- (4)(50)(4)(150)(8) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rudrd. (dB) 24 29 34 39 43 44 47 50 52 54 56 56 53 53 56 
Roet . (dB) 27.3 41.4 49.2 55.2 53.8 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw .tr (dB) 40.6 

Triple leaf membrane - ( 4)(170)( 4)(30)(8) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 24 29 34 39 43 44 47 50 52 54 56 56 53 53 56 
Roet. (dB) 27.3 41.4 49.2 

-7 
40.6 

55.2 53.8 
Ctr -14 -10 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB) 

70,----------------------------------------------, 

ror----------------------------=~~~--~ 
-------~ 

50 f------~---------=-"":....____--------1 

40 f-----/~----------1 

30 f--/~------------j 

20 ~--------------------------------------------~ 

10~--------------------------------------------~ 

11.S 250 FreqJ~cv [H<) 1000 2000 

Figure A.lO: Triple leaf membrane transmission loss (D = (8)(200)(8), 6 = 
( 4)(100)( 4)( 100)(8), 0 = ( 4)(50)( 4)(150)(8)) * = ( 4)( 170) ( 4) (30) (8)). 

Equal conclusions as Appendix A.lO. 
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A.12 Triple leaf membrane 3 

Table A.12: Triple leaf membrane transmission loss. With pof 1350 kgjm3 ; 

Young's modulus of 187.110 MPa; damping of 0.01 

Double leaf membrane- (2)(200)(4) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 
Rth<>·d (dB) 9 14 21 25 29 
Roet. (dB) 12.4 27.4 
c,,. -14 -10 
Rw,tr (dB) 

315 
30 

Triple leaf membrane- (2)(100)(2)(100)(4) 

400 500 
34 37 

36.5 
-7 

26.0 

630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
41 44 47 50 54 56 59 

46.3 55.9 
-4 -6 

Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 14 20 25 30 35 36 39 42 45 49 51 54 56 59 59 
Roet. (dB) 17.5 32.8 41.3 50.9 57.8 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB) 31.1 

Triple leaf membrane- (2)(50)(2)(150)(4) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 14 20 25 30 35 36 39 42 45 49 51 54 56 59 59 
Roet. (dB) 17.5 32.8 41.3 50.9 57.8 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,<, (dB) 31.1 

Triple leaf membrane- (2)(170)(2)(30)(4) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Ru,ird (dB) 14 20 25 30 35 36 39 42 45 49 51 54 56 59 59 
Roet. (dB) 17.5 32.8 41.3 50.9 57.8 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,<r (dB) 31.1 

125 250 Freq.i~cy [Hz] 1000 2000 

Figure A.ll: Triple leaf membrane transmission loss (I::J = (2)(200)(4), 6 = 
(2)(100)(2)(100)(4), 0 = (2)(50)(2)(150)(4), * = (2)(170)(2)(30)(4)). 

Equal conclusions as Appendix A.lO. Difference because of addition of 
weight in total construction. 
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A.13 Water 

Table A.l3: Transmission lossof water panels. Research done at Eindhoven 
University [28] [25] . 

Water panel 26 mm - 26 kg/m 2 

Freq. (Hz} 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 
Results by [28] 

1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
33.2 33.8 35.7 37.9 39.3 Rthird (dB} 24.3 30.8 27.8 28 29.1 30 30.8 31.6 33.2 34 

Roet . (dB} 26.8 29.0 31.8 33.7 37.4 
C,r -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB} 32.5 

Water panel 44 mm - 44 kg/m 2 Results by [28] 
Freq. (Hz} 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 27.1 32.2 31.1 31.2 32.5 31.9 33.3 34.1 36 37.7 37.1 37.2 38.4 39.4 40.3 
Roet. (dB} 29.5 31.8 34.3 37.3 39.3 
c,.r -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB} 35.4 

Water panel 83 mm - 83 kgjm 2 

Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 
Rthira (dB} 31.5 36.5 35.6 34.3 36.4 35.6 
Roet. (dB) 34.0 35.3 
C,r -14 -10 
Rw,tr (dB} 

Water panel 200 mm - 200 kg/m 2 

Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 
RtM~ ~B) 38 40.2 39.5 41 42.9 45.7 
Roet . (dB} 39.1 42.8 
C,r -14 -10 
Rw , tr (dB} 

400 500 
35.3 35.9 

36.4 
-7 

39.0 

400 500 
48.5 48.9 

46.1 
-7 

46.3 

125 250 
FreqJ.\':lcv (Hz) 

Results by [28] 
630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
38.7 41.3 41.6 42.1 44.5 46.2 47 

41.7 45.8 
-4 -6 

Results by [25] 
630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
43.3 49.1 48.9 48.8 48.4 47.8 49.4 

48.9 48.5 
-4 -6 

1000 2000 

-a- Water 26mm ---tr- Water 44mm ~Water 83mm -----Water 200mm 

Figure A.l2: Transmission lossof water panels (I:::J = 26mm water, 6 = 44mm 
water, o = 83 mm water, * = 200mm water). 

Research done at Eindhoven University [28] [25] show that water has a good 
transmission loss. A panel of 26mm water would already be enough to reach 
a transmission loss of 32.8 dB. However during the researches problems occur 
with the stability of the panel or leakage. Water is theoretically probably the 
most likely solution, but practically difficult to apply. 
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A.l4 Porous absorber 1n cavity 1 

Table A.14: Poraus absorberin cavity. With pof 1350 kgjm3 , Young's modu
lus of 187.110 MPa, Poraus absorber- Rockwaal of 50 mm and a mass per unit 
area of 48 kgfm2 . 

Double leaf membrane- (1)(100)(1) 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 

Ie = 274 Hz 
1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 

Rthird (dB) 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 17 20 22 25 29 33 37 
Roet. (dB) 6.9 9.9 14.7 
c,,. -14 -10 -7 
Rw,tr (dB) 15.6 

Double leaf membrane- (1)(100) (1) with absorption 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 
RtMrd (dB) 6 7 8 9 9 14 19 24 24 
Roet. (dB) 6.9 10.1 21.6 
c,,. -14 -10 -7 
Rw,tr (dB) 17.1 

Double leaf membrane - (2)(100) ( 4) 

21.9 31.8 
-4 -6 

Ie = 231 Hz 
800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
27 30 34 38 41 45 

29.5 40.5 
-4 -6 

Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 
Ie = 168 Hz 

1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 13 14 16 16 18 21 23 26 29 32 36 41 46 50 55 
Roet. (dB) 14.2 17.9 25.3 
c,,. -14 -10 -7 
Rw,u· (dB) 24.1 

Double leaf membrane- (2)(100)(4) with absorption 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 
Rthird (dB) 13 14 14 21 26 31 36 41 41 
Roet. (dB) 13.6 24.3 38.6 
c,,. -14 -10 -7 
Rw,tr (dB) 26.7 

125 250 FreqJZlcv (Hz) 1000 

34.9 48.9 
-4 -6 

Ie = 142 Hz 
800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
45 48 52 56 59 63 

47.5 58.5 
-4 -6 

2000 

Figure A.13: Porous absorber in cavity (D = (1)(100)(1), /":, = (1)(100)(1) 
with absorption, o = (2)(100)(4), * = (2)(100)(4) with absorption). 

A significant impravement can be reached by adding a poraus absorber in 
the cavity. Porous absorbers imprave generally in the mid- and high frequency 
range. 
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A.l5 Porous absorber In cavity 2 

Table A.15: Porous absorberin cavity. With pof 1350 kg/m3 , Young's modu
lus of 187.110 MPa, Porous absorber- Rockwool of 50 mm and a mass per unit 
area of 48 kgj m2 . 

Double leaf membrane- {2}{500}{2} 
Freq. (Hz} LOO 125 160 200 250 

Ie= 87 Hz 
315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 

Rthird {dB} 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 17 20 22 25 29 33 37 
Roet. {dB) 6.9 9.9 14 .7 21.9 31.8 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Ru, ," {dB) 21.5 

Double leaf membrane- {2}{500}{2} with absorption 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 
Rthird {dB} 6 7 8 9 9 14 19 24 24 
Roet. {dB} 6.9 10.1 21.6 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 
Rw ,tr {dB} 27.5 

Ie= 73Hz 
800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
27 30 34 38 41 45 

29.5 40.5 
-4 -6 

Double leaf membrane- {2}{500}{4} 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 

Ie= 75Hz 
630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 

Rthird {dB} 13 14 16 16 18 21 23 26 29 32 36 41 46 50 55 
Roet. {dB} 14.2 17.9 
Ctr -14 -10 
Rw.tr {dB} 

25.3 
-7 

25.4 

Double leaf membrane- (2){500}{4} with absorption 
Freq. (Hz} 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 
Rtlürd (dB} 13 14 14 21 26 31 36 41 41 
Roet. {dB} 13.6 24.3 38.6 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 
Rw,tr {dB} 32.9 

125 250 Frequ~cy (Hz) 1000 

34.9 48.9 
-4 -6 

Ie = 63 Hz 
800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
45 48 52 56 59 63 

47.5 58.5 
-4 -6 

2000 

Figure A.14: Triple leaf membrane transmission loss (D = (2)(500)(2), 6 = 
(2)(500)(2) with absorption, o = (2)(500)(4), * = (2)(500)(4) with absorption). 

Equal conclusions as Appendix A.14. 
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A.l6 Camparing INSUL with Mehra et al. 

Table A.l6: Transmission loss comparing INSUL with with Mehra et al.[24] 

Double leaf membrane - Weber, Mehra - m1 = m2 = 1.4 kg/m2
, cavity of 100 mm 

Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 3 9 11 2 3 9 10 13 15 20 25 28 31 30 34 
Roet (dB) 6.3 3.8 12.2 23.1 31.4 
C,r -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB) 11.8 

Double leaf membrane - INSUL wall - m1 = m2 = 1.4 kg/m2 , cavity of 100 mm 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 17 20 22 25 29 33 37 
Roet (dB) 6.9 9.9 14.7 21.9 31.8 
c,T -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw ,tr (dB) 15.6 

Double leaf membrane - INSUL Quirt - m1 = m2 = 1.4 kg/m2 , cavity of 100 mm 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 3 3 4 4 7 13 18 23 24 28 31 35 39 42 46 
Roet .. (dB) 3.3 6.7 20.8 30.5 41.5 
C,r -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw ,tr (dB) 13.7 

125 250 FreqJIOO:v (Hz) 1000 2000 

Figure A.l5: Transmission loss comparing INSUL with Mehra et al.[24] (Thick 
line is Weber , 6 INSUL (wall), o INSUL (Quirt)). 
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A.17 Camparing INSUL with Pronk et al. 

Table A.17: Transmission loss camparing INSUL with Pronk et al.[25] 

Double leaf rnernbrane- Pronk - m1 = m2 = 1.95 kg/rn 2 , cavity of 200 rnrn 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rthird (dB) 14.6 14.5 11.7 10.8 13 13.5 14.3 13.3 13.3 17.2 21 24.8 29.1 29.8 33.9 
Roet. (dB) 13.4 12.3 13.6 20.0 30.5 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB) 16.8 

Double leaf rnembrane - INSUL wall- m1 = m2 = 1.95 kg/m2 , cavity of 200 rnm 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
R'""d {dB) 8 9 10 11 12 14 16 17 19 21 23 26 28 30 33 
Roet. {dB) 8.9 12.2 17.2 22.9 29.9 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw ,<r (dB) 17.6 

Double leaf membrane- INSUL Quirt- m1 = m2 = 1.95 kg/m2 , cavity of 200 rnm 
Freq. (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 
Rrhird (dB) 5 6 7 8 9 9 10 11 20 25 30 35 40 43 46 
Roet. (dB) 5.9 8 .6 12.0 28.3 42.3 
Ctr -14 -10 -7 -4 -6 
Rw,tr (dB) 14.3 

"' .., 
"' 

125 250 FreqJI!l\ty(Hz) 1000 2000 

Figure A.16: Transmission loss camparing INSUL with Pronk et al.[25] (Thick 
line is Pronk et al., 6 INSUL (wal!), o INSUL (Quirt)). 

Appendix A.l6 and Appendix A.l7 show the verification of the software 
package INSUL with results from experimental researches [24] [25]. The results 
from INSUL are not exact but with a discrepancy of maximum 4dB, INSUL is 
a reasanabie a.pproximation of the experiments. However the weighted is higher 
then the experiments and therefore an unsafe approximation. One can work 
with this values as long as one keeps this difference in mind. 
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A.l8 Parameter study by Antonio et al. 

A clear overview of the infiuence of cavity constructions and their parameters is 
given by Antonio et a1.[6]. Following there are some of the graphs that resulted 
from this research. 
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Figure A.17: Average sound reduction provided by a double ceramic brick 
wall composed of panels 10.0 cm thick and an air layer 10.0 cm thick, filled with 
different absorbing materials, when subjected to normally incident waves: (a) 
a= 0 kgjm3 js, (b) a= 1.000 kgjm3 js, (c) a= 2.000 kgjm3 js, (d) a = 3.140 
kgjm3 js, (e) a= 10.000 kg/m3/s [6], where a represents the flow resistivities 
conesponding with mineral wool with densities of 50.0, 70.0, 100.0 and 200.0 
kg/m3

. 
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Figure A.18: Sound transmission loss provided by a double ceramic brick wall 
composed of panels 10.0 cm thick and an air layer 10.0 cm thick, filled with an 
absorbing material, when subjected to a cylindricallinear souree (kz = 0) (D -
CJ = 0 kgjm3 /s; •- CJ = 1000 kgjm3 /s) [6]. 
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Figure A.19: Comparison of the sound reduction performance provided by 
double walls with that guaranteed by single walls with same global mass ( • 
15-5-5; D 10-5-10; V single wall- 20) [6]. 
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Appendix B 

First steps rnadeling 
pneumatic cylinder 

This Appendix is an addition to Chapter 6 and describes the first steps of mod
eling an axial compressed pneumatic cylinder. This structural analysis is done 
by using Finite Element (FE) program SOFiSTiK. A sim.ilar structural model, 
research at TU/e by Verhaegh and De Leijer (63], is used as guidelines. How
ever Verhaegh and De Leijer have used FEM programs ANSYS, a commonly 
used program. for scientific researches, and GSA, a FEM program. developed by 
the structural engineering company AR UP. 
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B.l Cable with point load 

B.l.l Analytica! calculation 

Step 1 of rnadeling a pneumatic cylinder, a cable on two supports with a point 
load , will be done by a simple analytica! calculation with the following parame
ters: surface of cable A of 20 mm2 and Young's Modulus of cableE of 2.1 · 105 

N/mm2 . The analytica! calculation is a displacement controlled calculation, 
meaning that the unknowns are the farces in the cable. Because a completely 
straight cable wil! lead to infinite high stresses in the cable, an initia! displace
ment ·u0 of 0.05 m is introduced. This displacement will cause an upwards 
reaction force F in the system. Determine force F by different values of ·u0 wil! 
lay a connecting between F and u0 . The capacity of the cable at this geometry 
can be determined as Eq. B.l: 

l::!.l + l0 = V6.02 + 0.12 = 6.000833 (B .1) 

First the extended length l::!.l + l0 of AC' is determined with the Pythagoras 
theorem. Normal force No will follow then from Eq. B.2: 

i::!. _ No · l N _ l::!.l · 2EA 
l - 2EA ~ 0 - l 

8.83 . 10-4 . 2 . 4200 

6 
= 1.17kN (B .2) 

To resolve the normal farces one should first determine the angle rotatien 
<po, like shown in Figure B.1 and B.2. 

cpo Wo 

~ .. c· B 

0000 6000 

Figure B.l: Angle of rotation of 
cable with point load . 

Figure B.2: Extension l::!.l of cable. 

lac' 1(0.1) 0 tant.po = T;:;; = tan- 6 = 0.95 (B.3) 

F' 
sin <po= No ~ F' = sin(0.95) · 1.17 = 0.0194kN (B .4) 

Results of this analytica! calculation with different values can be found in 
Table B.l. As these results are determined analytically, it means that they are 
exact solutions for the cable with point load. As explained inSection 6.1.2 there 
is a non-linear conneetion between displacement and force (Figure B.3). 

B .1. 2 Numerical analysis 

After the analytica! calculation, cable ABC will now be calculated with SOFiSTiK 
both with a displacement controlled calculation, as wellas with a force controlled 
calculation . Displacement controlled ca.lculations has a. simila.r approach as the 
analytica.! calculations, mea.ning tha.t the unknowns are the forces in the cable. 
In force controlled ca.lcula.tions, on the other hand, the displa.cements are the 
unknown. By increasing the point load in 8 steps of 0.2 kN, from 0 kN up to 1.6 
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Table B.l: Iterations non-linear analytica! displacement controlled calculation 

lteration step u(m) 6.L(m) cp(degree) N(kN) F'(kN) 

0 0.005 0.0000 0.0477 0.0029 0.0000 
1 0.010 0.0000 0.0955 0.0117 0.0000 
2 0.015 0.0000 0.1432 0.0262 0.0001 
3 0.020 0.0000 0.1910 0.0467 0.0002 
4 0.025 0.0001 0.2387 0.0729 0.0003 
5 0.030 0.0001 0.2865 0.1050 0.0005 
6 0.035 0.0001 0.3342 0.1429 0.0008 
7 0.040 0.0001 0.3820 0.1867 0.0012 
8 0.045 0.0002 0.4297 0.2362 0.0018 
9 0.050 0.0002 0.4775 0.2917 0.0024 
10 0.055 0.0003 0.5252 0.3529 0.0032 
11 0.060 0.0003 0.5729 0.4200 0.0042 
12 0.065 0.0004 0.6207 0.4929 0.0053 
13 0.070 0.0004 0.6684 0.5716 0.0067 
14 0.075 0.0005 0.7162 0.6562 0.0082 
15 0.080 0.0005 0.7639 0.7466 0.0100 
16 0.085 0.0006 0.8116 0.8429 0.0119 
17 0.090 0.0007 0.8594 0.9449 0.0142 
18 0.095 0.0008 0.9071 1.0529 0.0167 
19 0.100 0.0008 0.9548 1.1666 0.0194 
20 0.105 0.0009 1.0026 1.2862 0.0225 
21 0.110 0.0010 1.0503 1.4115 0.0259 
22 0.115 0.0011 1.0980 1.5428 0.0296 
23 0.120 0.0012 1.1458 1.6798 0.0336 
24 0.125 0.0013 1.1935 1.8227 0.0380 
25 0.130 0.0014 1.2412 1.9714 0.0427 
26 0.135 0.0015 1.2889 2.1260 0.0478 
27 0.140 0.0016 1.3367 2.2864 0.0533 
28 0.145 0.0018 1.3844 2.4526 0.0593 
29 0.150 0.0019 1.4321 2.6246 0.0656 
30 0.155 0.0020 1.4798 2.8024 0.0724 
31 0.160 0.0021 1.5275 2.9861 0.0796 
32 0.165 0.0023 1.5752 3.1756 0.0873 
33 0.170 0.0024 1.6229 3.3710 0.0955 
34 0.175 0.0026 1.6707 3.5722 0.1041 
35 0.180 0.0027 1.7184 3.7791 0.1133 
36 0.185 0.0029 1.7661 3.9920 0.1230 
37 0.190 0.0030 1.8138 4.2106 0.1333 
38 0.195 0.0032 1.8615 4.4351 0.1441 
39 0.200 0.0033 1.9092 4.6654 0.1554 
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kN, we can determine these displacements. Choosing this load interval makes it 
possible to compare the results from SOFiSTiK with the analytica! calculation, 
as well as with the output from ANSYS and GSA. 

First the displacement controlled calculations of ANSYS and SOFiSTiK 
are compared . Just like with the analytica! calculation there is an initia! dis
placement uo introduced. The results from ANSYS and SOFiSTiK are, as 
expected , equal toeach other (Table B.2). 

Table B.2: Displacement controlled calculation of cable with point load , 
both determined by analytica! calculation as with FEM programs ANSYS and 
SOFiSTiK. 

Uc (m) F (kN) F (kN) F (kN) 
Analytica! calculation ANSYS SOFiSTiK 

0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.030 0.001 0.001 0.001 
0.055 0.003 0.003 0.003 
0.080 0.010 0.010 0.010 
0.105 0.023 0.023 0.023 
0.130 0.043 0.043 0.043 
0.155 0.072 0.072 0.072 
0.180 0.113 0.113 0.113 
0.200 0.155 0.155 0.155 

Further the force controlled calculation with SOFiSTiK has been done. 
To make it possible to compare the results with ANSYS and GSA, the calcula
tions are done on two ways. First with a small prestress, as in ANSYS it would 
give extreme high tensions at the first iteration step when no prestress is applied. 
Second without prestress, as also done with GSA. Without this prestress there 
will be given an image of the behavior of a cable without initia! prestress or 
deformation. To model the geometrie non-linear behavior, the command SYST 
PROB TH3 in SOFiSTiK is used. 

Table B.3: Force controlled calculation of cable with point load, determined 
with FEM program ANSYS, GSA and SOFiSTiK. 

F(kN) ANSYS GSA GSA SOFiSTiK SOFiSTiK 
prestress prestress prestress prestress prestress 
0.1 kN 0.1 kN 0.0 kN 0.1 kN 0.0 kN 

0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.005 0.063 0.055 0.064 0.055 0.064 
0.02 0.101 0.096 0.102 0.095 0.101 
0.04 0.127 0.124 0.128 0.123 0.127 
0.06 0.146 0.143 0.147 0.142 0.146 
0.08 0.160 0.158 0.162 0.157 0.160 
0.10 0.173 0.171 0.174 0.169 0.173 
0.12 0.184 0.182 0.185 0.180 0.183 
0.14 0.193 0.192 0.195 0.190 0.193 
0.16 0.202 0.201 0.204 0.199 0.202 

From Table B.3 one can see that the displacement is less by prestress then 
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without prestress. Which is of course a logica] effect of the stiffer reaction with 
prestress. 

Cernparing SOFiSTiK with the other FEM programs ANSYS and GSA there 
can be conclude that the results are highly corresponding. Furthermore when we 
compare generally the results from the analytica! calculation with the ANSYS, 
GSA and SOFiSTiK output there can be concluded that also these results give 
a satisfying fit. Results of all calculations are represented in Figure B.3. 

0.050 0.100 0.200 

Oi~p~tem~l'il U (m) 

Figure B.3: Displacements of cable with point load , determined with FEM 
program ANSYS , GSA and SOFiSTiK. (o =Analytica! calculation, • = ANSYS 
force controlled without prestress; A = GSA force controlled with prestress, x 
= GSA force controlled without prestress, * = SOFiSTiK force controlled with 
prestress, 6. = SOFiSTiK force controlled without prestress, + = SOFiSTiK 
displacement controlled; D = ANSYS displacement controlled). 

When one looks more closely to the results from the analytica] calculation in 
Table B.1 and the results from SOFiSTiK in Table B.3 one can see a difference 
especially at low forces. However in this thesis loads as small as these are not 
relevant, the forces in this thesis will be significantly bigger then that. 

B.2 Cable with uniformly distributed load 

The next step after modeling a cable with a point load is to model a similar 
cable but now with an uniformly distributed load (Figure B.4). 

R t I ' I I I ' I ~11 --------
Figure B.4: Geometry of cable with uniformly distributed load. 

Just like in the previous step, step 1, the calculation wiJl be done geometrical 
non-linear. The results of a geometrie non-linear calculation depends partly 
on the amount of iteration steps and the iteration tolerance, as explained in 
Chapter 6.1.2. With SOFiSTiK one can define the amount of iteration steps 
a.nd the tolerance, which also infiuences the calculation time. Standard value 
of the amount of iteration steps is 40, but for this cable also 30 steps would 
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give equal results. The standard iteration toleranee is 0.001, e.g.fora maximum 
nodalload of 200 kN the toleranee limit for the residual forcesis 200·0.001 = 0.2 
kN. 

When applying an uniformly distributed load it is important how the load 
is projected. Firstly, does the applied load transfarm with the deformed shape? 
Secondly, does the applied load work on the original length of the element 10 

or over the deformed length 6.1 + 10 ? With SOFiSTiK it is partly possible to 
apply the load on the local axis, it transfarms then also with the deformed 
shape (Figure B.5). On CABLE elements, as used in this step, it is not possible 
to distribute the forces on the local axis, but just on the global axis. This 
is contrary to the QUAD elements, used for modeling of the full cylinder and 
cylinder fragments, on these it is possible to apply the loads on the local axis 1. 

It is not known if the load also works on the deformed length with SOFiSTiK. 
With GSA it is possible to put the load on the deformed length, however this 
is not applied by Verhaegh and De Leijer as it is not possible with ANSYS to 
put the load on the deformed length. 

LOCAL-

Def. LOCAL-

~ 
~ 
~l ' . ...... ...' .... __ ~-

Figure B.5: Applying load on a construction [63]. 

In Table B.4 the results are shown for ANSYS, GSA and SOFiSTiK. One can 
see that the differences are relatively smal!. Uy,max calculated with SOFiSTiK 
only differ 0.023% with ANSYS and 0.779% with GSA. The difference with AN
SYS is probably because of a rounding error. The difference between SOFiSTiK 
and GSA is a bit bigger, this has maybe to do with the type of element that is 
chosen. Still the difference is not significant big. In the next section the cable 
wil! be curved and wil! turn already more towards the definite cylinder shape. 

B.3 Curved cable with uniformly distributed laad 

Step two was already with a uniformly distributed load. In the next step, 
number three out of five, a cable wil! be modeled that descri bed an exact quarter 
circle, with a radius of 400 mm. The cable has an uniformly distributed load, 
like the pneumatic cylinder which wil! be modeled in step 5. Presuming that 
the cable has an equivalent stiffness as the cylinder fragments of the next step, 

1 Sou ree: SOFiSTiK ASE rnanual page 3-127 
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Table B.4: Comparison cable with local uniformly distributed load of 0.01 
kN/m, determined with FEM program ANSYS, GSA and SOFiSTiK. 

Program Uy,max Difference Ry Rx R Residuforce 
(m) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kN) 

SOFiSTiK 0.13230 0.06 1.36 1.35 1.00E-05 
ANSYS 0.13233 0.023% 0.06 1.3576 1.35 1.00E-05 

GSA 0.13333 0.779% 0.06 1.3490 1.35 5.00E-05 

Chapter B.4, it would be possible to compare the results from each other. This 
is a way to verify the results from both systems. 

From [63] there is taken an uniformly distributed load q of lOOk Njm2 . The 
two-dimensional cableis described as an exact quarter circle with a radius of 0.4 
m, existing of 16 elements. Which makes the rounded length of each element 
0.4 m. This wil! also be the height of the elements in the three-dimensional 
model of the next step. So the load on the cable in this step needs to be q = 
100 · 0 .04 = 4 kNjm. Characteristics of the cable are: Surface A of 20 mm2 and 
Young's Modulus Ecable of 1333.4 N/mm2 . As stated earlier in Chapter 6.1.2, a 
membrane as wel! as a cable has a negligible moment of inertia J. In SOFiSTiK 
is, just like in ANSYS and GSA, chosen for a value close to 0. 

As CABLE elements are chosen in SOFiSTiK, it is not possible to determine 
the load on the local axis of the cable element, as discussed in the previous 
chapter. At the previous step with the straight cable this was not a problem 
yet, as the global axis were equal to the local axis. Now with the curved cable 
geometry this does not count anymore. Therefore the forces are applied in both 
global X as global Y axis, making the resultant force equal to the force otherwise 
applied in local axis. 

////_--{~! 
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Figure B.6: Geometry of curved cable with uniformly distributed load. 

Results from ANSYS, GSA and SOFiSTiK can be found in Table B.5 , which 
shows the deflection Uxy,max and the reaction forces Ray and Rbx· The value 
of Uxy,max is similar in every node, which means it has a uniform deflection . 
This is a correct interpretation of a pneumatic cylinder. Remarkable is the 
difference between the value of deflection between SOFiSTiK and GSA and 
ANSYS. This is most likely caused by the way haw the farces are applied to the 
curved geometry. When applying QUAD elementsin SOFiSTiK, this problem 
shauld be solved as then it is possible to apply farces in the local axis. 

The values of Ray and Rbx can be easily checked by a simple calculatian. 
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Table B.5: Comparison curved cable with uniformly distributed load of 16 
kN /m, determined with FEM program ANSYS, GSA and SOFiSTiK. 

Program Uxy,max Difference Ray Rb x 
(m) (kN) (kN) 

SOFiSTiK 0.1259 6.40 6.40 
ANSYS 0.1278 1.51 % 6.40% 6.40 

GSA 0.1278 1.51 % 6.40% 6.40 

The sum of all farces should, after all, be in equilibrium (Eq. B.5) 

B.4 

Ray = Rbx = CJ = q · r = 16 · 0.4 = 6.4kN (B.5) 

Cylinder fragment with uniformly distributed 
load 

After rnadeling with CABLE elements in the previous steps, it is now time to 
model with plane elements, in SOFiSTiK called QUAD 2 elements. Identical 
to the previous step with the curved cable, a fragment of a cylinder with a 
radius R of 400 mm is modeled with a height of the fragments of 40 mm. The 
model describes exactly a quarter of a cylinder (Figure B.7). The strip can 
ex pand freely perpendicular to its surface (inside the XY-axis). The uniformly 
distributed load is placed on the local z-axis. The elements are generated by 
direct-generation of the nodes. With direct-generation on generates the precise 
location of the nocles and there relations oneself. Advantage of direct-generation 
is that one has full control over element and node numbering as well as its an 
easy and fast way to make the model with such a simple geometry. The model 
is built up of 16 elements, with an element height of 0.04 m, giving it almast 
square elements. Square elements give generally the best output with software 
based on the finite element method. [55] 

Figure B. 7: Geometry of quarter cylinder fragment with uniformly distributed 
load. 

!Vlain goal of this step in rnadeling is to verify the cylinder fragment with the 

2 more information about QUAD elementscan be found in SOFiSTiK SOFIMSHA manual 
pages 2-4, 2-5 and 2-6 
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similar geometry made with a cable in Chapter B.3. Unfortunately processing 
the model gives the following error: 'error no.2102 in program TRIN, the system 
stiffness is instable'. Trying to solve the problem did not work out. Nevertheless 
there is decided to move on to the next step, rnadeling the full cylinder. If this 
model reacts equal as the GSA and ANSYS models there can be assumed that 
the model is correct. 
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Appendix C 

Form finding with the FE 
Methad of a pneumatic wall 

Befare the final concept/geometry was chosen some models were made to un
derstand farm finding with SOFiSTiK. This chapter describes the process and 
the decisions made to model and farm find a pneumatic walt. 
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C.l A short introduetion to SOFiSTiK 

The SOFiSTiK software, developed by SOFiSTiK AG , is one of the main FEM 
programs used by structural engineers in Germany, as well as in other counties. 
SOFiSTiK is made up of modules. These modules are connected toeach other. 
Figure C.l shows a complete overview of all programs available in SOFiSTiK. 
Main used modules in this thesis are: 

Preprocessing: 

Processing: 

Post processing: 

TEDDY (parametric input) 
SOFiPLUS (graphical preprocessing) 
SOFiMSHA (structured FE meshing, 
import/export and modification FE) 
AQUA (materials and cross sections) 
SOFiLOAD (load generator) 
ASE (3D FE solver- linear, nonlinear, 
dynamics) 
TEXTILE ( cutting pattem membrane 
structures) 
ANIMATOR (interactive openGL 
viewer) 
WinGRAF (interactive result plotting) 
URSULA (viewer for print-results) 
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Figure C.l: A complete overview of all programs available in SOFiSTiK Struc
tural Desktop [90]. 
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C.2 Form finding with loads in SOFiSTiK 

Form finding of pneumatic structures is a search of farm with consideration of 
an outside loading, in the case of pneumatic structures the constant internat 
pressure. One must remember that the desired farm has to be known befare 
starting. 

Form finding with SOFiSTiK can be best illustrated by a simpte example, an 
infinitive long pneumatic half cylindrical element with form finding from a plane 
initia! system. Form finding with toading is imported in steps in SOFiSTiK. 
'Pumping up' of the cylindrical hall wil! follow the next steps, which wil! be 
further discussed in this paragraph: 

1. Form finding with internat pressure. 

2. Update farm finding with internat pressure. 

3. Compensation with full stiffness. 

4. Saving the found farm. 

Figure C.2: Plane initia! system. 

A plane initia! system wil! be imported in AQUA and SOFiMSHA, including 
all material properties and boundary conditions. The desired farm has to be 
known befare starting; either the radius or the membrane force should be known. 
In this example the membrane radius Ris present instead of the membrane force 
a. Width of the ground plan is 2.0 meter and expected radius Ris 4.0 meter. 
Thus the estimated membrane force a= P · R, with an internat air pressure P 
of 0.5 kN j m2 perpendicular to the membrane, is 2.0 kN jm2. This first step is 
done by the following input; 

PROG ASE 
HEAO Form finding with additional internal pressure 0 . 5 kN/m2 
CTRL WARN 183 
CTRL WARN 197 
CTRL !TER 3 V2 1 
SYST PROB TH3 NMAT YES 
GRP 0 FACS 1e-10 PREX 5 PREY 2 
LC 11 TITL 
ELLO GRP 0 
END 

PROG ASE 

'Form finding' 
TYPE PZ P -0.5 

HEAO Update form finding internal pressure 
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CTRL !TER 3 V2 1 
SYST PROB TH3 NMAT YES 
GRP 0 FACS 1e-10 
LC 12 TITL 'Update' 
ELLD GRP 0 TYPE PZ 
END 

PLC 11 

p -0.5 

. ' --....1" 

Figure C.3: Form after first step
form finding. 

Figure C.4: Deformed shape af
ter first form finding step with mem
brane forces. 
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Figure C.5: Form after second step - the update . 

The element stiffness in the first two steps is set almast to 0: GRP 0 FACS 
le-10, this because the strains should not lead to stress modifications due to 
the form finding. The second step can be seen as an update of the deformed 
system. 

In the last step of form finding, the still inaccurate form is smoothed via 
"shrinkage" of the membrane. This is done by giving the membrane its real 
stiffness; 

PROG ASE 
HEAO Compensation with full stiffness 
CTRL !TER 3 V2 1 
SYST PROB TH3 
GRP 0 FACS 1 

NMAT YES 

LC 13 TITL 'Compensation' 

PLC 12 

ELLO GRP 0 TYPE PZ P -0.5 
END 

The results of the iteration process have to be checked by the user. SOFiSTiK 
will print a warning in case of inadequate convergence, but nevertheless it is ad
visable to check the residual forces. 

When the form finding is completed , so the form is as one wish, it is possible 
to use the found form for further calculations. The function SYST STOR YES 
is therefore available in ASE. With this function the local coordinate systems of 
the elements will be newly generated by using the deformations of the primary 
load case PLC. The update will be done by the following input: 
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Figure C.6: Form after third step 
- the compensation. 

Figure C.7: Final deformed shape. 

PROG ASE 
HEAO Coordinates-Update 

SYST PLC 210 STOR YES 
END 

When the membrane form is found and saved, further load cases can be 
calculated with this new form as its initial system. 
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Figure C.8: Differences in deformed shapes. 
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Figure C.9: Differences in deformed shapes. 
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C.3 Farm finding of pneumatic wall 

The previously explained process is applied to one of the concepts in Figure 5.4 
(lAA), an air-supported wal! with horizontal connections to conneet the leafs 
and diagonals for stability. Figure C.lO shows this geometry before and after 
the formfinding process. 

Figure C.lO: Form finding of a pneumatic wal! , where (a) represents the input 
geometry and (b) represents the wal! after form finding process. 

It is interesting to see the difference between the used element types as 
diagonals (Figure C.ll). Meshed quad elements gave an error and therefore 
cable elements are preferred. To avoid tension peaks in the conneetion between 
the cable and the quad element, a strip is modeled to divide the forces from the 
cable over a larger area of quad elements (Figure C.l2). 
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Figure C.ll: Choosing element types for the diagonals, where (a) represents 
the pneumatic wal! with quad elementsas diagenals and (b) represents the wal! 
with cable elements as diagonals. 

Figure C.12: Detail of the diagenals in pneumatic wal! after form finding, 
with a horizontal strip to spread the tensions from the cable over a larger area. 
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Appendix D 

SOFiSTiK input files 

The aim. of this chapter is to give an overview of the SOFiSTiK input files that 
are used. Not all input files of this thesis are shown, but just a few of them. to 
give a general overview. 
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D.l Input SOFiSTiK files 

TEDDY files are used for the pa.rametric input of preprocessing, this is done by 
programming, like also known from FEM programs as ANSYS. It is also possible 
to import the geometry and it's properties more graphically with SOFiPLUS, 
but in this thesis it is chosen for a more programmabie input in the TEDDY 
files so it is easier to play with the parameters in further designs. Some common 
commands will be shortly explained here: 
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PROG ASE 
CTRL WARN 183 
CTRL WARN 197 
CTRL ITER 3 V2 1 

SYST PROB TH3 
NMAT YES 
GRP 0 FACS 1e-10 PREX 
1 PREY 1 
ELLO GRP 0 TYPE PZ 
p -2 

3D FE solver 
Control of divergent iteration 
Control of too big deformations 
Line search metbod + update of tan
gential stiffness for every step stiffness 
update. Recommended for big defor
mations 
Geometrie nonlinea.r calculations 
Nonlinear material properties 
No stiffness in group 0 with prestress of 
1kN/m2 
Element loading on group 0 in local axis 
of 2kN/m2 
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D.2 Cable with U niformly distributed laad 

Cable with uniformly distributed load, as discussed before in Section B.2. 

+PROG AQUA 
HEAD Cable with uniformly distributed load 
NORM EC 2 $Steelstructures 
ECHO MAT,SECT EXTR 
STEE 1 TYPE S 235 
SVAL 2 MNO 1 A 0.00002 
END 

+PROG SOFIMSHA 
HEAD Cable with point load 
SYST WFRA GDIV 1000 
NODE 1 0.00 0.00 
NODE 2 6.00 0.00 
NODE 3 12.00 0.00 
CABL 1 NA 1 NE 2 NCS 
CABL 2 NA 2 NE 3 NCS 
END 

+PROG SOFILOAD 
HEAD 
LC 1 

FIX pp 

FIX pp 

2 
2 

CABL FROM 1 TO 2 TYPE PYP PA -0.01 PE -0.01 
END 

+PROG ASE 
HEAD Iteration proces 
CTRL CABL 1 $Default - consideration cable sag 
SYST PROB TH3 ITER 30 TOL 0.0001 $PROB may also be NONL 
LC 1 FACT 1.0 
END 
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D.3 Curved cable with uniformly distributed load 
Curved cable with uniformly distributed load, as discussed in Sec tion B.3. 

+PROG AQUA 
HEAD Curved cable with equal divided laad 
NORM EC 2 $Steelstructures 
ECHO MAT,SECT EXTR 
MAT 1 E 1 .3334e6 
SVAL 1 A 2e-5 IY 3.33e-12 
END 

+PROG SOFIMSHA 
HEAD Curved cable with equal divided laad 
SYST WFRA 
$ 
sto#R 0 .4 !Radius of are 
sto#d 90 !Degrees 
sto#n 16 !Segments 
sto#s #d/#n !Degree per segment 

NODE 1 -#R 0 FIX PY 
NODE 17 0 #R FIX PX 

NODE 2 -#R•COS(#s) #R•SIN(#s) 
NODE 3 -#R•COS(2•#s) #R•SIN(2•#s) 
NODE 4 -#R•COS(3•#s) #R•SIN(3•#s) 
NODE 5 -#R•COS(4•#s) #R•SIN(4•#s) 
NODE 6 -#R•COS(5•#s) #R*SIN(5•#s) 
NODE 7 -#R•COS(6•#s) #R•SIN(6•#s) 
NODE 8 -#R•COS(7•#s) #R•SIN(7•#s) 
NODE 9 -#R•COS(8•#s) #R•SIN(8•#s) 
NODE 10 -#R•COS(9•#s) #R•SIN(9•#s) 
NODE 11 -#R•COS(10•#s) #R•SIN (lO•#s) 
NODE 12 -#R•COS(11•#s) #R•SIN (11•#s) 
NODE 13 -#R•COS(12•#s) #R•SIN(12•#s) 
NODE 14 -#R•COS(13•#s) #R•SIN (13•#s) 
NODE 15 -#R•COS(14*#s) #R•SIN(14•#s) 
NODE 16 -#R•COS (15•#s) #R•SIN(15•#s) 

Cabl 1 NA 1 NE 2 NCS 1 
Cabl 2 NA 2 NE 3 NCS 1 
Cabl 3 NA 3 NE 4 NCS 1 
Cabl 4 NA 4 NE 5 NCS 1 
Cabl 5 NA 5 NE 6 NCS 1 
Cabl 6 NA 6 NE 7 NCS 1 
Cabl 7 NA 7 NE 8 NCS 1 
Cabl 8 NA 8 NE 9 NCS 1 
Cabl 9 NA 9 NE 10 NCS 1 
Cabl 10 NA 10 NE 11 NCS 1 
Cabl 11 NA 11 NE 12 NCS 1 
Cabl 12 NA 12 NE 13 NCS 1 
Cabl 13 NA 13 NE 14 NCS 1 
Cabl 14 NA 14 NE 15 NCS 1 
Cabl 15 NA 15 NE 16 NCS 1 
Cabl 16 NA 16 NE 17 NCS 1 
END 
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+PROG ASE 
HEAD 
SYST PRDB TH3 

LC 2 
ELLO ALL ETYP cabl TYPE Pyp P +16 
ELLD ALL ETYP cabl TYPE Pxp P -16 
$ ctrl cabl 0 
$ When inserted 
END 

$ without inner cable sag 
value 1 will give same results as BEAM elements 
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D.4 Axial compressed pneumatic cylinder 

Axial compressed pneumatic cylinder model 5, as discussed in Section 6.2. 

+PROG AQUA 
HEAO Cilinder 
NORM EC 2 $Steelstructures 
ECHO MAT,SECT EXTR 
MATE 1 E 468.8 E90 478 .7 G 223.1 MUE 0.45 
NMAT 1 MEMB $ Membran 
END 

+PROG SOFIMSHA 
HEAO Cilinder 
SYST SPAC GDIV 1000 

$Parameters 
sto#ra 0.225 
sto#R #ra*0.707106 
sto#n 56 
sto#s1 8 
sto#s2 4 
sto#s3 12 
sto#pi 3.141592654 

sto#hi 2 
sto#h1 0.4 

$Central Node 
NODE 1 0 

$ corner points 
NODE 2 #R 
NODE 3 #R 
NODE 4 #R 
NODE 5 #R 

of 

0 

the 
#R 
#R 
#R 
#R 

! radius of are 
ldistance at 45 degrees 
ISegments in radius 
!Segments in upper part 
!Segments in second part 
!Segments in middle part 

!Hight of cilinder 
!Hight upper part 

0 

cylinder 
0 PHIZ 0 
0 PHIZ 90 
0 PHIZ 180 
0 PHIZ 270 

$ centre nodes of the cylinder (for rounding off) 
NODE 6 #R #R 0 PHIZ 45 
NODE 7 #R #R 0 PHIZ 135 
NODE 8 #R #R 0 PHIZ 225 
NODE 9 #R #R 0 PHIZ 315 

$ transformation of the cylinder nodes to the height 
TRAN NODE 2 9 INC 1 DZ #h1/4 DNO 100 
$ target numbers increased about 100 
TRAN NODE 2 9 INC 1 DZ #h1/2 DNO 200 
TRAN NODE 2 9 INC 1 DZ #hl DNO 300 
TRAN NODE 2 9 INC 1 DZ #hi-#h1 DNO 400 
TRAN NODE 2 9 INC 1 DZ #hi-#hl/2 DNO 500 
TRAN NODE 2 9 INC 1 DZ #hi-#hl/4 DNO 600 
TRAN NODE 2 9 INC 1 DZ #hi DNO 700 

$ edges of the cylinder 
BOUN 11 TITL '1st quadrant' BOUN NA 2 3 NM -6 
BOUN 12 TITL '2nd quadrant' BOUN NA 3 4 NM -7 
BOUN 13 TITL '3rd quadrant' BOUN NA 4 5 NM -8 
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of the first 

DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 

se ct ion 
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BOUN 14 TITL '4th quadrant' ; BOUN NA 5 2 NM -9 DIV #n/4 

BOUN 111 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 112 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 113 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 114 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 211 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 212 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 213 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 214 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 311 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 312 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 313 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 314 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 411 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 412 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 413 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 414 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 511 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 512 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 513 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 514 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 611 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 612 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 613 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 614 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 711 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 712 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 713 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 714 TITL '4th quadrant' 

$ cylinder wall 
GRP 1 

BOUN NA 102 103 NM -106 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 103 104 NM -107 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 104 105 NM -108 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 105 102 NM -109 DIV #n/4 

BOUN NA 202 203 NM -206 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 203 204 NM -207 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 204 205 NM -208 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 205 202 NM -209 DIV #n/4 

BOUN NA 302 303 NM -306 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 303 304 NM -307 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 304 305 NM -308 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 305 302 NM -309 DIV #n/4 

BOUN NA 402 403 NM -406 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 403 404 NM -407 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 404 405 NM -408 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 405 402 NM -409 DIV #n/4 

BOUN NA 502 503 NM -506 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 503 504 NM -507 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 504 505 NM -508 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 505 502 NM -509 DIV #n/4 

BOUN NA 602 603 NM -606 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 603 604 NM -607 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 604 605 NM -608 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 605 602 NM -609 DIV #n/4 

BOUN NA 702 703 NM -706 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 703 704 NM -707 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 704 705 NM -708 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 705 702 NM -709 DIV #n/4 

QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 
TRAN NODE 11,12,13,14 

T 0.001 POSI CENT $properties of the cylinder wall 
INC FIT PROP X#s1 DZ #h1/4 

$ 11 .. 14 are the edge numbers, X20 the number of the subdivisions 
TRAN NODE 111,112,113,114 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DZ #h1/4 

GRP 2 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T 0.001 POSI CENT $properties of the cylinder wall 
TRAN NODE 211,212,213,214 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DZ #h1/2 
TRAN NODE 411,412,413,414 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DZ #h1/2 

GRP 3 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T 0.001 POSI CENT $properties of the cylinder wall 
TRAN NODE 311,312,313,314 INC FIT PROP X#s3 DZ #hi-2*#h1 

GRP 4 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T 0.001 POSI CENT $properties of the cylinder wall 
TRAN NODE 511,512,513,514 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DZ #h1/4 
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TRAN NODE 611,612,613,614 INC FIT PROP X#s1 DZ #h1/4 

$Boundary conditions 
NODE FIT 2 3 FIX PXPY 
NODE FIT 3 4 FIX PXPY 
NODE FIT 4 5 FIX PXPY 
NODE FIT 5 2 FIX PXPY 

NODE FIT 702 703 FIX 
NODE FIT 703 704 FIX 
NODE FIT 704 705 FIX 
NODE FIT 705 702 FIX 
END 

+PROG SOFILOAD 

pp 
pp 
pp 
pp 

HEAD Internal Pressure and Point load 
ECHO FULL EXTR 

LC 1 TITL 'Internal pressure' 
QUAD GRP 1 TYPE PZ p -8 $ internal pressure 
QUAD GRP 2 TYPE PZ p -8 
QUAD GRP 3 TYPE PZ p -8 
QUAD GRP 4 TYPE PZ p -8 
LINE REF EDG NO 11,12,13,14 TYPE PZP P1 -8*#ra/2 

LC 2 TITL 'Point load' 

$ top 

LINE REF EDG NO 11,12,13,14 TYPE PZP P1 1/(2*#pi*#ra) 

LC 3 TITL 'Test areal load' 

air pressure 

AREA qgrp PROJ YY WIDE 0.3 TYPE PYY P1 -1 X1 -0.1 #ra 0.6 X2 dzx 0.4 0.2 
END 

+PROG ASE 
HEAD Blowing up 
SYST PROB TH3 !TER 50 NMAT YES $ nonlinear material 
LC 10 TITL 'blowing up' 
LCC 1 
END 

+PROG ASE 
#define LC=11 
#define fact=O 
#define blockase 
HEAD $(fact) kN 
CTRL !TER 3 V2 1 $ linesearch method + update of tangetial stiffness 

$ for every step stiffness update 
SYST PROB TH3 
LC $(LC) 

!TER 50 NMAT YES PLC 10 
TITL 

LCC 1 
LCC 2 FACT $(fact) 
END 
#enddef 
#include blockase 

'Point load $(fact)kN' 

$ Further laadcases with different point load: 
+PROG ASE 
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#define LC=12 
#define fact=0 . 1 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=13 
#define fact=0.2 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=14 
#define fact=0.3 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=15 
#define fact=0 . 4 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=16 
#define fact=0 . 5 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=17 
#define fact=0 . 6 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=18 
#define fact=0 . 7 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=19 
#define fact=0 . 8 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=20 
#define fact=0.9 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=21 
#define fact=1.0 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=22 
#define fact=1.1 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=23 
#define fact=1.2 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=24 
#define fact=1.27 
#include blockase 

$ Buckling 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=25 
#define fact=1.28 

APPENDIX D. SOFISTIK INPUT FILES 
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#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=26 
#define fact=1.29 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=27 
#define fact=1.30 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=28 
#define fact=1.31 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=29 
#define fact=1.32 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=30 
#define fact=1.33 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=31 
#define fact=1.34 
#include blockase 

+PROG ASE 
HEAD Area load from the side, soft loading 
SYST PROB TH3 !TER 150 NMAT yes PLC 10 
LC 102 titl 'loading soft' 

lee 1 
lee 2 fact 0.5 
lee 3 fact 4.0 

END 

+PROG ASE 
HEAD Area load from the side, high loading 
CTRL iter 3 V2 1 $ better for high deformations 
SYST PROB TH3 !TER 150 NMAT yes PLC 10 
LC 103 titl 'loading high' 

LCC 1 
LCC 2 f act 0. 5 
LCC 3 fact 8.0 

END 

+PROG ASE 
HEAD Area load from the side, buckling 2 
CTRL iter 3 V2 1 $ better for high deformations 
SYST PROB TH3 !TER 150 NMAT yes PLC 10 
LC 104 titl 'loading high' 

LCC 1 
LCC 2 fact 0.5 
LCC 3 fact 15 

END 

+PROG ASE 
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HEAO Area load from the side, buckling 2 
CTRL iter 3 V2 1 $ better for high deformations 
SYST PROB TH3 !TER 150 NMAT yes PLC 10 
LC 105 titl 'loading high' 

LCC 1 
LCC 2 fact 1.0 
LCC 3 fact 10 

END 

+PROG ASE 
HEAO Area load from the side, buckling 3 
CTRL iter 3 V2 1 $ better for high deformations 
SYST PROB TH3 !TER 150 NMAT yes PLC 10 
LC 106 titl 'Point load on one side' 

LCC 1 
LCC 2 fact 0 
LCC 3 fact 0 
LCC 4 fact 1 

END 
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D.5 Pneumatic cylinder under bending moment 

Pneumatic cylinder model 7 under bending moment, as discussed in Section 6.3. 

+PROG AQUA 
HEAD Cilinder 
NORM EC 2 $Steelstructures 
ECHO MAT,SECT EXTR 
MATE 1 E 2000 MUE 0.34 
NMAT 1 MEMB 1 0 $ Membran body 

MATE 2 E 210000 FY 235 FT 360 GAM 78.5 
END 

+PROG SOFIMSHA 
HEAD Cilinder 
SYST SPAC GDIV 6000 

$Parameters 
sto#ra 0.095 !radius of are 
sto#R #ra*0.707106 !distance at 45 degrees 
sto#n 56 !Segments in radius 
sto#s1 12 !Segments in upper part 
sto#s2 6 !Segments in second part 
sto#s3 18 
sto#pi 3.141592654 

sto#hi 1 
sto#h1 0.2666667 

sto#q 5.171 
sto#t 0.00003 

$Central Node 
NODE 1 0 

$ corner points of 
NODE 2 #R 
NODE 3 #R 
NODE 4 #R 
NODE 5 #R 

0 

the 
#R 
#R 
#R 
#R 

!Segments in middle part 

!Hight of cilinder 
!Hight upper part 

!Internal airpressure 5171 Pa 
!Thickness 30 micro meter 

0 

cylinder 
0 PHIZ 0 
0 PHIZ 90 
0 PHIZ 180 
0 PHIZ 270 

$ centre nodes of the cylinder (for rounding off) 
NODE 6 #R #R 0 PHIZ 45 
NODE 7 #R #R 0 PHIZ 135 
NODE 8 #R #R 0 PHIZ 225 
NODE 9 #R #R 0 PHIZ 315 

$ centre square for meshing top 
NODE 22 #R/3 #R/3 0 PHIZ 0 
NODE 23 #R/3 #R/3 0 PHIZ 90 
NODE 24 #R/3 #R/3 0 PHIZ 180 
NODE 25 #R/3 #R/3 0 PHIZ 270 

$ transformation of the cylinder nodes to the height of the first section 
TRAN NODE 2 9 INC 1 DZ #h1/4 DNO 100 
$ target numbers increased about 100 
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TRAN NODE 2 9 INC 1 DZ #hl/2 
TRAN NODE 2 9 INC 1 DZ #hl 

DNO 200 
DNO 300 

TRAN NODE 2 9 
TRAN NODE 2 9 
TRAN NODE 2 9 
TRAN NODE 2 9 

INC 1 
INC 1 

INC 1 
INC 1 

DZ #hi-#h1 DNO 400 
DZ #hi-#h1/2 DNO 500 
DZ #hi-#h1/4 DNO 600 
DZ #hi DNO 700 

$ edges of the cylinder 
BOUN 11 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 12 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 13 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 14 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 111 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 112 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 113 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 114 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 211 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 212 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 213 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 214 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 311 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 312 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 313 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 314 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 411 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 412 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 413 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 414 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 511 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 512 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 513 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 514 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 611 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 612 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 613 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 614 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 711 TITL ' 1st quadrant' 
BOUN 712 TITL ' 2nd quadrant ' 
BOUN 713 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 714 TITL '4th quadrant' 

$ meshing top 
NODE MESH 22 23 DIV #n/4 
NODE MESH 23 24 DIV #n/4 
NODE MESH 24 25 DIV #n/4 
NODE MESH 25 22 DIV #n/4 
NODE MESH 2 22 DIV #n/4 
NODE MESH 3 23 DIV #n/4 
NODE MESH 4 24 DIV #n/4 

BOUN NA 2 3 NM -6 
BOUN NA 3 4 NM -7 
BOUN NA 4 5 NM -8 
BOUN NA 5 2 NM -9 

DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 

BOUN NA 102 
BOUN NA 103 
BOUN NA 104 
BOUN NA 105 

BOUN NA 202 
BOUN NA 203 
BOUN NA 204 
BOUN NA 205 

103 NM -106 
104 NM -107 
105 NM -108 
102 NM -109 

203 NM -206 
204 NM -207 
205 NM -208 
202 NM -209 

DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 

DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 

BOUN NA 302 303 NM -306 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 303 304 NM -307 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 304 305 NM -308 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 305 302 NM -309 DIV #n/4 

BOUN NA 402 403 NM -406 
BOUN NA 403 404 NM -407 
BOUN NA 404 405 NM -408 
BOUN NA 405 402 NM -409 

BOUN NA 502 503 NM -506 
BOUN NA 503 504 NM -507 
BOUN NA 504 505 NM -508 
BOUN NA 505 502 NM -509 

BOUN NA 602 603 NM -606 
BOUN NA 603 604 NM -607 
BOUN NA 604 605 NM -608 
BOUN NA 605 602 NM -609 

DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 

DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 

DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 

BOUN NA 702 703 NM -706 DIV #n/4 
BOUN NA 703 704 NM -707 
BOUN NA 704 705 NM -708 

DIV #n/4 
DIV #n/4 

BOUN NA 705 702 NM -709 DIV #n/4 
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NODE MESH 5 25 DIV #n/4 

$ cylinder wall 
GRP 1 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 11,12,13,14 INC FIT PROP 

$properties of the cylinder wall 
X#s1 DZ #h1/4 

$ 11 .. 14 are the edge numbers, X20 the number of the subdivisions 
TRAN NODE 111,112,113,114 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DZ #h1/4 

GRP 2 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT $properties of the cylinder wall 
TRAN NODE 211,212,213,214 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DZ #h1/2 
TRAN NODE 411,412,413,414 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DZ #h1/2 

GRP 3 

QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT $properties of the cylinder wall 
TRAN NODE 311,312,313,314 INC FIT PROP X#s3 DZ #hi-2*#h1 

GRP 4 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT $properties of the cylinder wall 
TRAN NODE 511,512,513,514 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DZ #h1/4 
TRAN NODE 611,612,613,614 INC FIT PROP X#s1 DZ #h1/4 

$ Top 
GRP 5 
QUAD PROP MNO 2 
QUAD FIT 22 25 24 
QUAD FIT 2 22 23 
QUAD FIT 3 23 24 
QUAD FIT 4 24 25 
QUAD FIT 5 25 22 

T 0.005 
23 
3 
4 
5 
2 

$ boundary conditions 
NODE FIT 702 703 FIX pp 

NODE FIT 703 704 FIX pp 

NODE FIT 704 705 FIX pp 

NODE FIT 705 702 FIX pp 

END 

+PROG SOFILOAD 

POS! CENT $properties of 'rigid' top plate 

HEAD Internal Pressure and external load 
ECHO FULL EXTR 

LC 1 TITL 'Internal pressure' 
QUAD GRP 1 TYPE PZ p -#q $ internal pre ss ure 
QUAD GRP 2 TYPE PZ p -#q 
QUAD GRP 3 TYPE PZ p -#q 
QUAD GRP 4 TYPE PZ p -#q 
QUAD GRP 5 TYPE PZ p -#q 

LC 2 TITL 'Tranverse loading' 
POIN REF NODE NREF 1 TYPE PYY P 0.001 $Transverse load at node 1 of 1N 
END 

+PROG ASE 
HEAD Blowing up $Loadcase with only internal air-pressure 
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ctrl iter 3 v2 1 
SYST PROB TH3 ITER 40 NMAT YES 
LC 100 TITL 'blowing up' 

LCC 1 FACT 1. 0 
END 

+PROG ASE 

$Better for big deflections 

HEAD Limit Load Iteration geometrical non-linear 
ctrl iter 3 v2 1 $Better for big deflections 
ULTI 20 FAK1 0.1 DFAK 0 . 6 PRO 1 
SYST PROB TH3 ITER 200 TOL 0.001 NMAT YES 
$Geometrie nonlinear analysis with no compression possible in membrane 

LC 201 

END 

LCC 1 FACT 1 ULTI OFF 
LCC 2 

+PROG ASE 
#define LC=101 
#define fact=0 . 9 
#define plc=100 
#define blockase 
HEAO $(fact) N 

$Constant internal air-pressure 
$Transverse load at node 1 

CTRL ITER 3 V2 1 $ linesearch method + update of tangetial stiffness 
$ for every step stiffness update 

SYST PROB TH3 ITER 200 TOL 0 .001 NMAT YES FACV 1 .0 PLC $(plc) 
LC $(LC) TITL 'Point load $(fact)kN ' 
LCC 1 FACT 1.0 
LCC 2 FACT $(fact) 
END 
#enddef 
#include blockase 

$ Further leadcases with different point load : 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=102 
#define fact=2.0 
#define plc=101 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=103 
#define fact=4 . 25 
#define plc=102 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=104 
#define fact=6 .8 
#define plc=103 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=105 
#define fact=7.5 
#define plc=104 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
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#define LC=106 
#define fact=8 . 2 
#define plc=105 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=107 
#define fact=8 .8 
#define plc=106 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=108 
#define fact=9 . 5 
#define plc=107 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=109 
#define fact=10 . 2 
#define plc=108 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#def ine LC=110 
#define fact=10.5 
#define plc=109 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=111 
#define fact=11.0 
#def ine plc=110 
#include blockase 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=112 
#define fact=11.2 
#define plc=111 
#include blockase 
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D.6 Final model sound harrier 
Final numerical model of the pneumatic sound harrier , as discussed in Section 7.2. 

+PROG AQUA 
HEAD Materials 
NORM EC 2 $Steelstructures 

$Membrane 
ECHO MAT,SECT EXTR 
MATE 1 E 200 MUE 0.45 
NMAT 1 MEMB 1 0 $ Membran 
END 

+PROG SOFIMSHA 
HEAD Cilinder 
SYST SPAC GDIV 2000 

$Parameters structural analysis 
sto#q 12 !Internal airpressure 12000 Pa 
sto#t 0.001 

$Parameters geometry 
sto#ra 0 .39 
sto#hi 6 

!Thickness membrane 1 mm 

'radius of are 
'Height of cavity 

sto#to 0.0 !Distance between cylinders at top 
sto#ca 1 .5 !Half width of cavity at bottorn 
sto#an (ATN((#ca-#to)/#hi)) !Angle of cylinders 

$Parameters segments 
sto#hs 0 .3 
sto#hp 0 .02 
sto#hO 1 
sto#h1 #h0*0 . 25 
sto#h2 #h0*0.25 

'Height 
!Height 
!Height 
!Height 
!Height 

steel part 
plastic part 
upper parts 
first part 
first part 

sto#h3 #h0*0.5 !Height first part 
sto#hm #hi/COS(#an)-(#hs+#hp+#h0)*2 !Height of middle part of membrane 

sto#sr 56 !Segments 
sto#s1 12 !Segments 
sto#s2 #s1/2 !Segments 
sto#sm 18 !Segments 

sto#pi 3.141592654 

$Parameters nodes 
sto#no2x -#to-COS(#an)*#ra 
sto#no2y 0 
sto#no2z 

sto#no10x 
sto#no10y 
sto#no10z 

sto#no7x 
sto#no7y 

-SIN(#an)*#ra 

-#to 
0 
0 

#no2x 
#ra 

in radius 
in upper part membrane 
in secend part membrane 
in middle part membrane 
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sto#no7z #no2z 

sto#no8x #no2x-COS(#an)*#ra 
sto#no8y 0 
sto#no8z #no2z-SIN(#an)*#ra 

sto#no9x #no2x 
sto#no9y -#no7y 
sto#no9z #no2z 

sto#no3x #no2x+COS(#an)*(COS(45)*#ra) 
sto#no3y #no2y+COS(45)*#ra 
sto#no3z #no2z+SIN(#an)*(COS(45)*#ra) 

sto#no6x #no3x 
sto#no6y #no2y-COS(45)*#ra 
sto#no6z #no3z 

sto#no5x #no2x-COS(#an)*(COS(45)*#ra) 
sto#no5y #no6y 
sto#no5z #no2z-SIN(#an)*(COS(45)*#ra) 

sto#no4x #no5x 
sto#no4y #no3y 
sto#no4z #no5z 

$---------------------------------------------------------
$ Nodes 
$---------------------------------------------------------
$ central nodes 
NODE 1 0 0 0 
NODE 2 #no2x #no2y #no2z 

$ corner points of the cylinder 
NODE 3 #no3x #no3y #no3z 
NODE 4 #no4x #no4y #no4z 
NODE 5 #no5x #no5y #no5z 
NODE 6 #no6x #no6y #no6z 

$ centre nodes of the cylinder (for rounding off) 
NODE 7 #no7x #no7y #no7z 
NODE 8 #no8x #no8y #no8z 
NODE 9 #no9x #no9y #no9z 
NODE 10 #no10x #no10y #no10z 

$ additional central nodes 
NODE 1002 -#no2x #no2y #no2z 

$ corner points of the cylinder 
NODE 1003 -#no3x #no3y #no3z 
NODE 1004 -#no4x #no4y #no4z 
NODE 1005 -#no5x #no5y #no5z 
NODE 1006 -#no6x #no6y #no6z 

$ centre nodes of the cylinder (for rounding off) 
NODE 1007 -#no7x #no7y #no7z 
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NODE 
NODE 
NODE 

1008 
1009 
1010 

-#no8x 
-#no9x 
-#no10x 

#no8y 
#no9y 
#no10y 

#no8z 
#no9z 
#no10z 

$---------------------------------------------------------
$ Transformation of the cylinder nodes to the height of the first sectien 
$---------------------------------------------------------
TRAN NODE 2 10 INC 1 DX -SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp) 

DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#hp) DNO 200 
TRAN NODE 2 10 INC 1 DX -SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1) 

DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1) DNO 300 
TRAN NODE 2 10 INC 1 DX -SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2) 

DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2) DNO 400 
TRAN NODE 2 10 INC 1 DX -SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3) 

DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3) DNO 500 
TRAN NODE 2 10 INC 1 DX -SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm) 

DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm) DNO 600 
TRAN NODE 2 10 INC 1 DX -SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm+#h3) 

DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm+#h3) DNO 700 
TRAN NODE 2 10 INC 1 DX -SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm+#h3+#h2) 

DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm+#h3+#h2) DNO 800 
TRAN NODE 2 10 INC 1 DX -SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm+#h3+#h2+#h1) 

DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm+#b3+#h2+#h1) DNO 900 

TRAN NODE 1002 1010 INC 1 DX SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp) 
DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#hp) DNO 200 
TRAN NODE 1002 1010 INC 1 DX SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1) 
DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1) DNO 300 
TRAN NODE 1002 1010 INC 1 DX SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2) 
DZ COS(#an)*(#bs+#hp+#h1+#h2) DNO 400 
TRAN NODE 1002 1010 INC 1 DX SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3) 
DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3) DNO 500 
TRAN NODE 1002 1010 INC 1 DX SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm) 
DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#bp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm) DNO 600 
TRAN NODE 1002 1010 INC 1 DX SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm+#b3) 
DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#bp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm+#h3) DNO 700 
TRAN NODE 1002 1010 INC 1 DX SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm+#b3+#h2) 
DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm+#b3+#h2) DNO 800 
TRAN NODE 1002 1010 INC 1 DX SIN(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm+#b3+#h2+#h1) 
DZ COS(#an)*(#hs+#hp+#h1+#h2+#h3+#hm+#h3+#h2+#h1) DNO 900 

$---------------------------------------------------------
$ Edges 
$---------------------------------------------------------
BOUN 211 TITL '1st quadrant' BOUN NA 207 208 NM -204 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN 212 TITL '2nd quadrant' BOUN NA 208 209 NM -205 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN 213 TITL '3rd quadrant' BOUN NA 209 210 NM -206 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN 214 TITL '4th quadrant' BOUN NA 210 207 NM -203 DIV #sr/4 

BOUN 311 TITL '1st quadrant' BOUN NA 307 308 NM -304 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN 312 TITL '2nd quadrant' BOUN NA 308 309 NM -305 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN 313 TITL '3rd quadrant' BOUN NA 309 310 NM -306 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN 314 TITL '4th quadrant' BOUN NA 310 307 NM -303 DIV #sr/4 

BOUN 411 TITL '1st quadrant' BOUN NA 407 408 NM -404 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN 412 TITL '2nd quadrant' BOUN NA 408 409 NM -405 DIV #sr/4 
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BOUN 413 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 414 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 511 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BDUN 512 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 513 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 514 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 611 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 612 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 613 TITL '3rd quadrant ' 
BOUN 614 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 711 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 712 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 713 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 714 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 811 TITL ' 1st quadrant' 
BOUN 812 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 813 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 814 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 911 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 912 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 913 TITL ' 3rd quadrant ' 
BOUN 914 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 1211 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 1212 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 1213 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 1214 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 1311 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 1312 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 1313 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 1314 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 1411 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 1412 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 1413 TITL '3rd quadrant ' 
BOUN 1414 TITL '4th quadrant ' 

BOUN 1511 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 1512 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 1513 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 1514 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 1611 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 1612 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 1613 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
BOUN 1614 TITL '4th quadrant' 

BOUN 1711 TITL '1st quadrant' 
BOUN 1712 TITL '2nd quadrant' 
BOUN 1713 TITL '3rd quadrant' 
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BDUN NA 409 410 NM -406 DIV #sr/4 
BDUN NA 410 407 NM -403 DIV #sr/4 

BOUN NA 507 508 NM -504 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN NA 508 509 NM -505 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN NA 509 510 NM -506 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN NA 510 507 NM -503 DIV #sr/4 

BOUN NA 607 608 NM -604 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN NA 608 609 NM -605 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN NA 609 610 NM -606 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN NA 610 607 NM -603 DIV #sr/4 

BOUN NA 707 708 NM -704 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN NA 708 709 NM -705 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN NA 709 710 NM -706 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN NA 710 707 NM -703 DIV #sr/4 

BOUN NA 807 808 NM -804 
BDUN NA 808 809 NM -805 
BOUN NA 809 810 NM -806 
BOUN NA 810 807 NM -803 

DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 

BOUN NA 907 908 NM -904 
BOUN NA 908 909 NM -905 
BOUN NA 909 910 NM -906 
BOUN NA 910 907 NM -903 

DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 

BOUN NA 1209 1208 NM -1205 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN NA 1208 1207 NM -1204 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN NA 1207 1210 NM -1203 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN NA 1210 1209 NM -1206 DIV #sr/4 

BOUN NA 1309 
BOUN NA 1308 
BOUN NA 1307 
BOUN NA 1310 

1308 NM -1305 
1307 NM -1304 
1310 NM -1303 
1309 NM -1306 

BOUN NA 1409 1408 NM -1405 
BOUN NA 1408 1407 NM -1404 
BOUN NA 1407 1410 NM -1403 
BOUN NA 1410 1409 NM -1406 

BOUN NA 1509 1508 NM -1505 
BOUN NA 1508 1507 NM -1504 
BOUN NA 1507 1510 NM -1503 
BOUN NA 1510 1509 NM -1506 

BOUN NA 1609 1608 NM -1605 
BOUN NA 1608 1607 NM -1604 
BOUN NA 1607 1610 NM -1603 
BOUN NA 1610 1609 NM -1606 

BOUN NA 1709 1708 NM -1705 
BOUN NA 1708 1707 NM -1704 
BOUN NA 1707 1710 NM -1703 

DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 

DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 

DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 

DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 

DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
DIV #sr/4 
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BOUN 1714 TITL '4th quadrant' BOUN NA 1710 1709 NM -1706 DIV #sr/4 

BOUN 1811 TITL '1st quadrant' BOUN NA 1809 1808 NM -1805 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN 1812 TITL '2nd quadrant' BOUN NA 1808 1807 NM -1804 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN 1813 TITL '3rd quadrant' BOUN NA 1807 1810 NM -1803 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN 1814 TITL '4th quadrant' BOUN NA 1810 1809 NM -1806 DIV #sr/4 

BOUN 1911 TITL '1st quadrant' BOUN NA 1909 1908 NM -1905 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN 1912 TITL '2nd quadrant' BOUN NA 1908 1907 NM -1904 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN 1913 TITL '3rd quadrant' BOUN NA 1907 1910 NM -1903 DIV #sr/4 
BOUN 1914 TITL '4th quadrant' BOUN NA 1910 1909 NM -1906 DIV #sr/4 

$---------------------------------------------------------
$ Quad elements 
$---------------------------------------------------------
GRP 3 $top two parts membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 211,212 INC FIT PROP X#s1 DX -SIN(#an)*#h1 
TRAN NODE 311,312 INC FIT PROP X# s2 DX -SIN(#an)*#h2 

GRP 103 $top two parts membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 213,214 INC FIT PROP X#s1 DX -SIN(#an)*#h1 
TRAN NODE 313,314 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX -SIN(#an)*#h2 

GRP 13 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 1211' 1212 INC FIT PROP X#s1 DX SIN(#an)*#h1 
TRAN NODE 1311,1312 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX SIN(#an)*#h2 

GRP 113 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 1213,1214 INC FIT PROP X#s1 DX SIN(#an)*#h1 
TRAN NODE 1313,1314 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX SIN(#an)*#h2 

GRP 4 $top third part membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 411,412 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX -SIN(#an)*#h3 

GRP 104 $top third part membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 413,414 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX -SIN(#an)*#h3 

GRP 14 $top third part membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 1411,1412 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX SIN(#an)*#h3 

GRP 114 $top third part membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 1413,1414 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX SIN(#an)*#h3 

GRP 5 $middle part membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 511,512 INC FIT PROP X#sm DX -SIN(#an)*#hm 

GRP 105 $middle part membrane 

DZ COS(#an)*#h1 
DZ COS(#an)*#h2 

DZ COS(#an)*#h1 
DZ COS(#an)*#h2 

DZ COS(#an)*#h1 
DZ COS(#an)*#h2 

DZ COS(#an)*#h1 
DZ COS(#an)*#h2 

DZ COS(#an)*#h3 

DZ COS(#an)*#h3 

DZ COS(#an)*#h3 

DZ COS(#an)*#h3 

DZ COS(#an)*#hm 
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QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 513,514 INC FIT PROP X#sm DX -SIN(#an)*#hm 

GRP 15 $middle part membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 1511' 1512 INC FIT PROP X#sm DX SIN(#an)*#hm 

GRP 115 $middle part membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 1513,1514 INC FIT PROP X#sm DX SIN(#an)*#hm 

GRP 6 $bottom third part membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 611,612 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX -SIN(#an)*#h3 

GRP 106 $bottom third part membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 613,614 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX -SIN(#an)*#h3 

GRP 16 $bottom third part membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 1611,1612 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX SIN(#an)*#h3 

GRP 116 $bottom third part membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 1613,1614 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX SIN(#an)*#h3 

GRP 7 $bottom two parts membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 711,712 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX -SIN(#an)*#h2 
TRAN NODE 811 ,812 INC FIT PROP X#s1 DX -SIN(#an)*#h1 

GRP 107 $bottom two parts membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 713,714 INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX -SIN(#an)*#h2 
TRAN NODE 813,814 INC FIT PROP X#s1 DX -SIN(#an)*#h1 

GRP 17 $bottom two parts membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 1711,1712 
TRAN NODE 1811,1812 

INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX SIN(#an)*#h2 
INC FIT PROP X#s1 DX SIN(#an)*#h1 

GRP 117 $bottom two parts membrane 
QUAD PROP MNO 1 NRA 2 T #t POS! CENT 
TRAN NODE 1713,1714 
TRAN NODE 1813,1814 

INC FIT PROP X#s2 DX SIN(#an)*#h2 
INC FIT PROP X#s1 DX SIN(#an)*#h1 

$---------------------------------------------------------
$Kinematic constraints 
$---------------------------------------------------------
NODE 1202 

NODE FIT 207 208 
NODE FIT 208 209 
NODE FIT 209 210 
NODE FIT 210 207 
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FIX KF NR1 202 

FIX KF NR1 202 
FIX KF NR1 202 
FIX KF NR1 202 
FIX KF NR1 202 

DZ COS(#an)*#hm 

DZ COS(#an)*#hm 

DZ COS(#an)*#hm 

DZ COS(#an)*#h3 

DZ COS(#an)*#h3 

DZ COS(#an)*#h3 

DZ COS(#an)*#h3 

DZ COS(#an)*#h2 
DZ COS(#an)*#h1 

DZ COS(#an)*#h2 
DZ COS(#an)*#h1 

DZ COS(#an)*#h2 
DZ COS(#an)*#h1 

DZ COS(#an)*#h2 
DZ COS(#an)*#h1 
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NODE FIT 1207 1208 FIX KF NR1 1202 
NODE FIT 1208 1209 FIX KF NR1 1202 
NODE FIT 1209 1210 FIX KF NR1 1202 
NODE FIT 1210 1207 FIX KF NR1 1202 

NODE FIT 907 908 FIX KF NR1 902 
NODE FIT 908 909 FIX KF NR1 902 
NODE FIT 909 910 FIX KF NR1 902 
NODE FIT 910 907 FIX KF NR1 902 

NODE FIT 1907 1908 FIX KF NR1 1902 
NODE FIT 1908 1909 FIX KF NR1 1902 
NODE FIT 1909 1910 FIX KF NR1 1902 
NODE FIT 1910 1907 FIX KF NR1 1902 

$---------------------------------------------------------
$Boundary conditions 
$---------------------------------------------------------
NODE 902,1902 
END 

+PROG SOFILOAD 

FIX F 

HEAO Internal Pressure and windlaad 
ECHO FULL EXTR 

$ Internal pressure 
LC 1 TITL 'Internal pressure' 
QUAD GRP 3,4,5,6,7 TYPE PZ P 
QUAD GRP 13,14,15,16,17 TYPE PZ P 
QUAD GRP 103,104,105,106,107 TYPE PZ p 

QUAD GRP 113,114,115,116,117 TYPE PZ P 

-#q 
-#q 
-#q 
-#q 

LINE REF EDG NO 211,212,213,214 TYPE PY P1 

$ internal 
$ intern al 
$ internal 
$ intern al 

#q*#ra/2 $ 

pressure 
pressure 
pressure 
pressure 
top air pressure 

LINE REF EDG NO 1211,1212,1213,1214 TYPE PY P1 #q*#ra/2 $ top air pressure 

$ Dead load conneetion element 
LC 21 TITL 'Dead load' 
LINE REF EDG NO 211,212,213,214 TYPE PY P1 -0 .5/(2*#pi*#ra) 
$ dead load conneetion element 
LINE REF EDG NO 1211,1212,1213,1214 TYPE PY P1 -0 .5/(2*#pi*#ra) 
$ dead load conneetion element 

$ 1 Beaufort 
GRP 3,4,5,6,7 WIND MEAN CW 0 .8 CFR 0 . 1 
GRP 13,14,15,16,17 WIND MEAN CW -0 . 2 CFR 0 . 1 
LC 2 TITL 'Wind' 
WIND EC1 ZONE 1 CLAS I DX +1.0 GH 6 
WPRO H 10 V 0.9 
QUAD GRP 3,4,5,6,7,13,14,15,16,17 TYPE WIND 

$ 2 Beaufort 
GRP 3,4,5,6,7 WIND MEAN CW 0.8 CFR 0 . 1 
GRP 13,14,15,16,17 WIND MEAN CW -0 . 2 CFR 0.1 
LC 3 TITL 'Wind' 
WIND EC1 ZONE 1 CLAS I DX +1.0 GH 6 
WPRO H 10 V 2.45 
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QUAD GRP 3,4,5,6,7,13,14,15,16,17 TYPE WIND 

$ 3 Beaufort 
GRP 3,4,5,6,7 WIND MEAN CW 0.8 CFR 0.1 
GRP 13,14,15,16,17 WIND MEAN CW -0.2 CFR 0.1 
LC 4 TITL 'Wind' 
WIND EC1 ZONE 1 CLAS I DX +1.0 GH 6 
WPRO H 10 V 4.4 
QUAD GRP 3,4,5,6,7,13,14,15,16,17 TYPE WIND 

$ 4 Beaufort 
GRP 3,4,5,6,7 WIND MEAN CW 0.8 CFR 0.1 
GRP 13,14,15,16,17 WIND MEAN CW -0.2 CFR 0.1 
LC 5 TITL 'Wind' 
WIND EC1 ZONE 1 CLAS I DX +1.0 GH 6 
WPRO H 10 V 6.7 
QUAD GRP 3,4,5,6,7,13,14,15,16,17 TYPE WIND 

$ 5 Beaufort 
GRP 3,4,5,6,7 WIND MEAN CW 0.8 CFR 0.1 
GRP 13,14,15,16,17 WIND MEAN CW -0.2 CFR 0.1 
LC 6 TITL 'Wind' 
WIND EC1 ZONE 1 CLAS I DX +1.0 GH 6 
WPRO H 10 V 9.35 
QUAD GRP 3,4,5,6,7,13,14,15,16,17 TYPE WIND 

$ 6 Beaufort 
GRP 3,4,5,6,7 WIND MEAN CW 0.8 CFR 0.1 
GRP 13,14,15,16,17 WIND MEAN CW -0.2 CFR 0.1 
LC 7 TITL 'Wind' 
WIND EC1 ZONE 1 CLAS I DX +1.0 GH 6 
WPRO H 10 V 12.3 
QUAD GRP 3,4,5,6,7,13,14,15,16,17 TYPE WIND 

$ 7 Beaufort 
GRP 3,4,5,6,7 WIND MEAN CW 0.8 CFR 0.1 
GRP 13,14,15,16,17 WIND MEAN CW -0.2 CFR 0.1 
LC 8 TITL 'Wind' 
WIND EC1 ZONE 1 CLAS I DX +1.0 GH 6 
WPRO H 10 V 15.5 
QUAD GRP 3,4,5,6,7,13,14,15,16,17 TYPE WIND 

$ 8 Beaufort 
GRP 3,4,5,6,7 WIND MEAN CW 0.8 CFR 0.1 
GRP 13,14,15,16,17 WIND MEAN CW -0.2 CFR 0.1 
LC 9 TITL 'Wind' 
WIND EC1 ZONE 1 CLAS I DX +1.0 GH 6 
WPRO H 10 V 18.95 
QUAD GRP 3,4,5,6,7,13,14,15,16,17 TYPE WIND 

$ 9 Beaufort 
GRP 3,4,5,6,7 WIND MEAN CW 0.8 CFR 0.1 
GRP 13,14,15,16,17 WIND MEAN CW -0.2 CFR 0.1 
LC 10 TITL 'Wind' 
WIND EC1 ZONE 1 CLAS I DX +1.0 GH 6 
WPRO H 10 V 22.6 
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QUAD GRP 3,4,5,6,7,13,14,15,16,17 TYPE WIND 

$ 10 Beaufort 
GRP 3 , 4,5,6,7 WIND MEAN CW 0 . 8 CFR 0 . 1 
GRP 13,14,15,16 , 17 WIND MEAN CW -0 . 2 CFR 0 . 1 
LC 11 TITL 'Wind ' 
WIND EC1 ZONE 1 CLAS I DX +1 . 0 GH 6 
WPRO H 10 V 26.45 
QUAD GRP 3,4,5,6,7,13 , 14,15,16,17 TYPE WIND 

$ 11 Beaufort - Eurocode 
GRP 3,4,5,6,7 WIND MEAN CW 1 .0 CFR 0 .0 
GRP 13,14,15,16,17 WIND MEAN CW -0 . 285 CFR 0 .0 
LC 12 TITL 'Wind' 
WIND EC1 ZONE 1 CLAS I DX +1.0 GH 6 
WPRO H 10 V 29.5 
QUAD GRP 3,4,5,6,7,13,14,15,16,17 TYPE WIND 
END 

+PROG ASE 
HEAD Blowing up 

$ Ce 
$ Ce 

0 . 7 
-0 . 2 

ctrl iter 3 v2 1 $Better for big deflections 
SYST PROB TH3 ITER 200 TOL 0 .001 NMAT YES 
LC 100 TITL 'blowing up' 

LCC 1 
END 

+PROG ASE 
#define LC=101 
#define wlc=2 
#define bft=1 
#define plc=100 
#define blockase 
HEAD Windforce : $(bft) Beaufort 
CTRL ITER 3 V2 1 $ linesearch method + update of tangetial stiffness 

$ for every step stiffness update 
SYST PROB TH3 ITER 300 TOL 0.001 NMAT YES FACV 1.0 PLC $(plc) 
LC $(LC) TITL 'Windforce : $(bft) Beaufort' 
LCC 1 FACT 1. 0 
LCC 21 FACT 1. 0 
LCC $(wlc) FACT 1 .0 
END 
#enddef 
#include blockase 

$ Further loadcases with different wind forces: 
+PROG ASE 
#define LC=102 
#define wlc=3 
#define bft=2 
#define plc=101 
#include blockase 

+PROG ASE 
#define LC=103 
#define wlc=4 
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#define bft=3 
#define plc=102 
#include blockase 

+PROG ASE 
#define LC=104 
#define wlc=S 
#define bft=4 
#define plc=103 
#include blockase 

+PROG ASE 
#define LC=105 
#define wlc=6 
#define bft=S 
#define plc=104 
#include blockase 

+PROG ASE 
#define LC=106 
#define wlc=7 
#define bft=6 
#define plc=105 
#include blockase 

+PROG ASE 
#define LC=107 
#define wlc=8 
#define bft=7 
#define plc=106 
#include blockase 

+PROG ASE 
#define LC=108 
#define wlc=9 
#define bft=8 
#define plc=107 
#include blockase 

+PROG ASE 
#define LC=109 
#define wlc=lO 
#define bft=9 
#define plc=108 
#include blockase 

+PROG ASE 
#def ine LC=110 
#define wlc=ll 
#define bft=lO 
#def i ne plc=109 
#include blockase 

+PROG ASE 
#def ine LC= 111 
#define wlc=12 
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#define bft=11 
#define plc=110 
#include blockase 

APPENDIX D. SOFISTIK INPUT FILES 
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